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The aim of this study was to investigate the 5
th

 grade English teachers’ 

evaluations of the objectives of  the 5
th

 grade English course curriculum in terms of the 

characteristics of a well-written objective. To achieve this aim, a questionnaire which 

was developed within the light of  the literature on  curriculum objectives was 

administered to 86 teachers LQ� VWDWH� SULPDU\� VFKRROV� LQ� (VNLúHKLU¶V� FLW\� FHQWUH�� 7R�
interpret the study results, semi structured interviews were conducted with 5 randomly 

selected English teachers from the participants. The data was analyzed by means of the 

distributions of percentages, mean, and standard deviation. The  mean calculations 

revealed that teachers were undecided whether the 1
st
, 17

th
, 18

th 
, 24

th
 objectives reflect 

the necessary characteristics or not. The standart deviation of these objectives (,9275-

1,0839) and the 21
st
, 22

nd
 objectives (1,0652-1,1068) showed that there is a big 

difference in terms of the distribution of the responses. The percentage calculations 

revealed that teachers thought the 1
st, 

17
th, 

18
th, 

24
th 

 objectives not to reflect the 

necessary characteristics.
 
The interview results demonstrated that seventeen objectives 

were achieved through different applications in different classrooms as the learning 

outcomes of these objectives were not perceived in the same way. Furthermore,  

teachers did not refer to the curriculum objectives when they prepared their lesson plans 

and activities, and they prepare them according to the coursebooks. The results of both 

survey and interview indicated that only the 2
nd

, 3
rd

, 11
th

, 26
th 

objectives were thought to 

reflect the necessary characteristics. The findings suggested that the other objectives 

should be revised by the curriculum comittee of  the Ministry of Education. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

 

In Turkey, with the introduction of 8-year compulsory education, English 

lessons became compulsory in the 4
th

 and 5
th

 grades of state primary schools in 1997-

1998 scholastic year (Teb.Dergisi, 1997). The main reason that led the goverment to 

make English compulsory at the elementary level is to increase learners’ communicative 

abilities in a language acknowledged by many to be a Lingua Franca (Teb.Dergisi, 

1997; Mirici, 2000).  

Turkey is not the only country which has made English compulsory at  

elementary level. In recent years, English teaching at an early age and making English 

compulsory at the elementary level of the schooling system has become a common 

policy in many other countries (Nunan, 1999; Buttler, 2004).  Nunan (1999) refers to  

countries such as Costa Rica and to Thailand underlying the curriculum they have 

implemented. Essentially, teaching English at primary schools is a recent phenomenon, 

hence it requires well planned, organized, closely monitored and evaluated curriculums. 

An effective curriculum is always subjected to evaluation so that it can be  

developed (Olivia, 2005). Indeed, curriculum evaluation is one of the important steps of 

curriculum development as it provides valuable data to determine if  the curriculum  not 

only fulfils the expected aims, but also, make the necessary changes to improve on it 

(Erden, 1998). As any curriculum is devised, modelled, and evaluated according to 

determined objectives (Brown, 1995), the curriculum objectives can be evaluated as a 

starting point of curriculum evaluation. 

 

1.1.   Curriculum Development Process 

At its most basic level, the curriculum  refers to a plan of  learning activities and 

experiences that the students will encounter in the classroom (Erden, 1998; Olivia, 

2005). Since, it provides framework for  education, curriculum development, also 

known as curriculum planning, is one of the most important aspects of  successful 

learQLQJ�DQG�WHDFKLQJ�VLWXDWLRQV��<DúDU��������� 
According to Brown (1995), a language curriculum framework incorporates five 

elements, namely, need analysis, goals and objectives, testing, materials, and teaching. 
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As it can be seen in Figure 1.1, need analysis is the starting point of the 

curriculum development in Brown’s (1995) curriculum framework. In fact, the  

curriculum emerges from the needs of the students. Based on the results of  need 

analysis, goals which are the general statements of the intended outcomes of the 

curriculum are introduced. These goals are essential for identifying curriculum 

objectives, as the objectives are the specific statements of the curriculum goals. Brown, 

underlines the importance of the curriculum objectives. As such: ‘objectives provide the 

building blocks from which the curriculum can be created, molded and revised’ (p.75). 

Language testing which is the third component in Brown’s curriculum framework 

involves the development of different tests based on the goals and objectives of the 

curriculum for different purposes, such as to evaluate students’ achievements. The 

fourth component in Brown’s curriculum framework consists of determining the 

curriculum materials. According to Brown (1995), curriculum materials can be provided 

in three ways: a) adopting, b) developing, c) adapting. After determining curriculum 

materials, Brown (1995) suggests organizing teaching components which involve the 

development of  teaching activities, in particular, pedagogical techniques and exercises. 

In his model, the evaluation process progresses in a cyclical order so that each 

component of the curriculum is assessed for its effectiveness. Brown (1989, cited in  

Brown, 1995) defines curriculum evaluation as ‘ the systematic collection and analysis 

of all relevant information necessary to promote the improvement of the curriculum and 

assesses its effectiveness and efficiency, as well as the participants’ attitudes within a 

context of particular institutions involved’ (p.218).  

 

 

NEED ANALYSIS 

 

OBJECTIVES 

 

TESTING 

 

MATERIALS 

 

TEACHING 

 

 

    Figure 1.1  Systematic Approach to Designing and Maintaining  

    Language Curriculum (Brown, 1995; 20) 
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Given that the focus of the study rests on the evaluation of the objectives, the 

curriculum evaluation process will be explained in detail. 

 

1.1. Curriculum Evaluation 

Evaluation has a great role in curriculum development because it is conducted 

continuously for each component of the curriculum (see Figure 1.1). There are different 

definitions of curriculum evaluation. Worthen and Sanders (1978, cited in Richards, 

1990) define evaluation as identifying the merit of an entity and suggest that evaluation 

‘includes obtaining information for use in judging the validity of a program, product, 

procede or objective, or the potential utility of alternative approaches designed to attain 

specified objectives’ (p.19). Weir &Roberts (1994) define evaluation by emphasizing its 

purpose, essentially ‘to collect information systematically in order to indicate the worth 

or merit of a programme or project (from certain aspects or as a whole) and to inform 

decision making’ (p.4). Therefore, curriculum evaluation enables the curriculum 

designers and implementers to determine if their curriculum is operative or not, what 

kind of problems the curriculum encounters and what leads the designers to make new 

adaptations to improve on it (Erden, 1998). According to Morrison (1993), if the 

curriculum is not  evaluated, the teachers, schools, and classrooms might become 

confused. Indeed, curriculum evaluation provides the necessary data which helps 

educators to determine their goals. 

 There is a cyclical order between evaluation and components of the curriculum 

as shown in Figure 1.1. The evaluation process starts with the evaluation of the need 

analysis component and continues with the evaluation of objectives, testing, materials 

and teaching components of the curriculum. As evaluation of a component affects the 

other components of the curriculum, each component has to be evaluated seperately. In 

this respect, the evaluation of each components follows each and seperate ones (Brown, 

1995; Olivia, 2005). However, one does not have to evaluate all the components at the 

same time. Evaluation can focus either on one or more than one of these components 

(Taba, 1962; Weir&Roberts, 1994; Richards, 2003).   

Continuous evaluation of the curriculum defines the decision making about the 

curriculum (Erden, 1998) and provides cohesion of the curriculum components. Brown 

(1995) personifies the role of evaluation in achieving cohesion with a metaphor. He 
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perceives the evaluation as a glue which connects and holds the components of a 

curriculum together. Furthermore, he adds that without evaluation there is no cohesion 

in the curriculum components. 

To obtain effective results curriculum evaluation needs to be systematic. 

Therefore, an evaluation procedure can be prepared before the evaluation commences. 

A sample procedure can be presented in a question and answer format as given  below 

�9DUÕú������� 
 

Questions Answers 

Why we evaluate? To determine the effectiveness of the processes. 

Who will participate in 

evaluation? 

All people who are responsible for the curriculum 

directly and indirectly. 

What will be evaluated? Aims, course, activities, processes, tools, results 

and the relationship among them. 

When the evaluation will be 

carried out? 

Evaluation will be carried out continuously. 

How the evaluation will be 

carried out? 

By using the necessary technique/s among the 

followings; profiles, interviews, questionnaires…  

��������������7DEOH��������(YDOXDWLRQ�3URFHGXUH��9DUÕú������������� 
 

The first step of the evaluation procedure is deciding on aim/s of evaluation (see 

Table 1.1.). The major aims of curriculum evaluation are to evaluate the students’ 

success and the effectiveness of the curriculum by determining whether the component 

or components cause any problem or not (Saylor; Alexander; Lewis, 1981; Erden, 

1998). Saylor et. al., (1981) explain how to evaluate the effectiveness of the curriculum 

by asking the following questions:  

‘is the curriculum fulfilling the purposes for which it was designed? Are the 

purposes themselves valid? Is the curriculum appropriate for the particular 

group of students with whom it is being used? Are the instructional models 

selected the best choices in the light of the goals sought? Is the content the 

best that may be selected? Are the materials  recommended for instructional 

purposes appropriate and the best available for the purposes envisioned?’ (p. 

317).  

 

Another aim of  curriculum evaluation can be ‘judging the merits of all the 

administrative and managerial arrangements and practices and the structures within 

which the educational institution  itself operates’ (Saylor et. al., 1981: 317). 

In the second step of the evaluation procedure, the participants are determined 

according to the aim/s of the evaluation. As it is stated in Table 1.1., curriculum 
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evaluation can be carried out by those who are related with and responsible  for the 

curriculum. The evaluators can be divided into two. The first group consists of  

“insiders” such as students, teachers and curriculum designers. The other group 

embraces consultants, inspectors, administrators; employees of the bureaucracy 

(Weir&Roberts, 1994; Richards, 2003). As insiders -teachers or curriculum designers-  

play a great role in the development and implementation of the curriculum. Indeed, 

curriculum evaluation by insiders can provide useful data about what functions or not in 

the curriculum and this can encourage them to revise and develop objectives, materials 

for the curriculum and to develop techniques to monitor performance and progress-‘ 

both theirs and their students’ (Weir&Roberts, 1994; 10). 

As it can be seen in the third step, there are a number of points to be evaluated in 

a curriculum. Taba (1962) states that ‘one can evaluate anything about the schools’ 

curriculum’ (p.310), and lists the aspects of the curriculum to be evaluted as follows:  

• its objectives,  

• its scope,  

• the quality of personel in charge of it, 

• the capacities of students,  

• the relative importance of various subjects,  

• the degree to which objectives are implemented,  

• the equipment and materials, and so on (p.310). 

 
 

Curriculum evaluation can focus on either all its components or more than one 

of these components (Taba, 1961; Weir & Roberts, 1994; Richards, 2003). 

The fourth step of the evaluation procedure involves the specification of the time 

of evaluation. The time of evaluation depends on the purpose/s of evaluation and it 

determines the type of the evaluation. There are two types of curriculum evaluation; 

formative and summative evaluation. Formative evaluation is systematic evaluation 

which is maintened throughout the curriculum implementation. This is accomplished to  

identify what works well and what does not, and to make the necessary improvements. 

This strategy oversees the curriculum effectiveness. Moreover, it enables teachers to 

determine the learning difficulties that the students encounter and to help students 

overcome these difficulties (Richards, 1990; Weir&Roberts, 1994; Richards, 2003; 

Olivia, 2005). On the other hand, summative evaluation is conducted at the end of the 

implementation of  the curriculum. It demonstrates the effectiveness of different aspects 
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of the curriculum (Richards, 2003; Olivia, 2005). In summative evaluation answers are 

sought for such questions: ‘How effective was the course? Did it achieve its aims?, How 

well was the course received by students and teachers?, Did the materials work well?, 

Were the objectives adequate or do they need to be revised?’ (Richards, 2003; 292).  

As previously stated, in the last step, different instruments can be used in 

conducting evaluations. These include tests, interviews, questionnaires, teachers’ 

written evaluation, diaries and journals, teachers’ records, student logs, case studies, 

student evaluations, audio-or video-recording, observation. The curriculum evaluators 

can use one or more of these instruments according to the purpose and timing of the 

evaluation (Weir&Roberts, 1994; Richards, 2003). Weir & Roberts (1994) suggest that 

curriculum evaluators should restrict their data collection instruments as ‘there is no 

value in collecting data unless they are to be considered in desicion making or they lead 

to action’ (p.32). 

Data collection instruments provides the evaluators with two types of data; 

quantitative and qualitative data. Quantitative data can be expressed numerically and 

analyzed statistically. Instruments of quantitative data include questionnaires, 

checklists, and self-ratings. Conversely, qualitative data can not be expressed 

numerically as  it depends on observations or judgements of the researcher. Instruments 

of qualitative data include observations, interviews, journals, logs (Richards, 2003). The 

present study includes both quantitative (questionnaire) and qualitative data (teacher 

interviews). 

The results of the evaluation are influental in deciding whether the curriculum 

components will be maintained, improved, rejected or not (Garcia, 1975; Pratt, 1988). 

 

1.3.  Approaches to Curriculum Evaluation 

There are various approaches to curriculum evaluation in the literature. These 

approaches can be categorized as ‘product-oriented evaluation approaches’, ‘static-

characteristic approaches’, ‘process-oriented approaches’, and ‘desicion-facilitation 

approaches’ (Brown, 1995). 

 

1.3.1. Product-Oriented Evaluation Approaches 

In these approaches, the aim of the evaluation is to identify if the goals and 

instructional objectives have been achieved or not. Evaluation in product-oriented 
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approaches is summative as it includes testing, grading, classifying, marking, and 

measuring students’ achievements (Saylor, et.al., 1981). There are two types of product-

oriented evaluation approaches: Tyler’s Evaluation Model and Metfessel and Michael 

Model (Brown, 1995). 

1.3.1.1 Tyler’s Evaluation Model 

 Tyler (1942, cited in Brown, 1995,) is one of the pioneers of an evaluation 

model in which the focus is on the objectives. In this model, the objectives are evaluated 

to determine whether they have been achieved or not. The evaluation process of this 

model is listed as follows: 

1. Determination of the aims and objectives of the curriculum. 

2. Classification of  the objectives according to features that are desired to be 

achived 

3. Stating the objectives in terms of behavior 

4. Identifying the situation which demonstrates whether the objective is achieved 

or not. 

5. Development  or selection of measurement techniques 

6. Collecting data about students’ behavioral adequacy. 

7. Comparing determined objectives to data collected in the previous step 

(Ornstein&Hunkins, 1988, cited in Erden, 1998; 12). 

 

As teaching experiences, teachers’ applications in the classrooms, have 

important role in the evaluation of the objectives, the objectives and teaching 

experiences are examined to find out why the objectives have not been achieved. After 

data collection, the unachieved objectives are either developed or rejected (Erden, 1998; 

Demirel, 2002). 

1.3.1.2  Metfessel and Michael Model 

In their model, Metfessel and Michael (1967, cited in Brown, 1995) suggest 8 

main evaluation phases to evaluate curriculum objectives:  

1. Direct and indirect involvement of the total school community. 

2. Formation of a cohesive model of broad goals and specific objectives 

3. Translation of specific objectives into communicable form 

4. Instrumentation necessary for furnishing measures allowing inferences about 

program effectiveness 

5. Periodic observations of behaviors 

6. Analysis of data given by status and change measures 

7. Interpretation of the data relative to specific objectives and broad goals 

8. Recommendations culminating in further implementation, modifications, and in 

revisions of broad goals and specific objectives (Brown, 1995; 220). 

 

As it can be seen, Metfessel and Michael model provides more detailed steps to 

evaluate curriculum objectives. They emphasize involvement of the school community 

in the evaluation process such as  teachers, students, principals. They suggest that 
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evaluators should make recommendations for goals and specific objectives of the 

curriculum.        

 

1.3.2. Static-Characteristic Approaches 

In these approaches,  determining the effectiveness of the curriculum is the aim 

of the evaluation. The evaluation is conducted by outside experts who collect data  

through accounting and academic records such as the number of library books, the 

number and types of degrees held by the faculty, the student and teacher ratio, the 

number and seating capacity of classrooms (Brown, 1995). 

 

1.3.3. Process-Oriented Approaches 

These approaches were developed as a result that in determining whether the 

goals and objectives have been achieved or not this was not sufficient to revise, 

evaluate, and improve a curriculum. This type of evaluation focuses on anyting related 

to the curriculum. There are two types of process-oriented evaluation approaches: the 

Scriven Model and Stake Model (Brown, 1995). 

1.3.3.1.   Scriven Model 

The model was developed by Scriven (1967, cited in Brown) who made 

distinction between formative and summative evaluation. Scriven emphasized 

evaluating both the degree of achievement of the curriculum goals and the validity                         

of these goals. He also suggested that the evaluators should not limit themselves to 

study the expected effects of the curriculum in relation to the goals. Im fact, evaluators 

should be open to unexpected outcomes. In this model, ‘the evaluator is to be an 

unbiased observer’ (Saylor et, al., 1981; 325). The evaluator is free to collect any data 

which appear to be related to the curriculum. As the model not solely focuses on the 

goals, it is also called goal-free evaluation model (Saylor et, al., 1981; Brown, 1995). 

1.3.3.2.   Stake Model 

‘In his model, the relation between what is designed and what is implemented is 

evaluated’ (Demirel, 2002; 180). Stake’s model consists of the following principal 

elements: 

1. Begin with a rationale 

2. Fix on descriptive operations (intends and observations) 

3. End with judgemental operations (standarts and judgements) at three different 

levels: antecedents (prior conditions), transactions (interactions between 
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participants), and outcomes (as in traditional goals but also broader in the sense 

of transfer of learning to real life) (Brown, 1995: 222). 

 

According to Brown (1995), the important contribution of Stake is that in his 

model, evaluators are expected to engage in descriptive as well as judgemental 

activities. Stake also suggests that ‘a new curriculum should be evaluated by teachers 

and directors who implement it’ (Demirel, 2002; 180). 

 
1.3.4. Decision-Facilitation Approaches 

‘In these approaches, the evaluators attempt to avoid making judgements. 

Instead, they favor gathering information that will help the administrators and the 

faculty in the program make their own judgements and decisions’ (Brown, 1995; 222-

3). There are two types of  decision-facilitation evaluation approaches: The CIPP Model 

and Provus’s Discrepancy Model. 

1.3.4.1.  The CIPP Model 

The aim of evaluation in this model, which was developed by Stufflebeam 

(1971, cited in Brown, 1995), is to provide information for authorities who make 

desicions about planning, construction, implementation and reorganization of the 

curriculum (Demirel, 2002). In this model, the program is evaluated in the light of four 

different aspects: 

1. Context evaluation  includes analysis of all of the factors related to curriculum. 

In this evaluation process unmet needs and the reason/s why needs have not 

been met is examined.  

2. Input evaluation, which provides information about which sources are necessary 

to achive objectives of the curriculum and how these sources can be used. In 

this evaluation process the following questions are asked; are the objectives 

appropriate to the present situation? are the objectives consistent with the aims 

of the school? Are the teaching strategies appropriate to objectives? Is the 

content consistent with aims and objectives? 

3. Process evaluation, which is carried out during implementation of program to 

examine the consistency between planned and real activities. 

4. Product evaluation, which is carried out to detemine whether the curriculum 

will be implemented or not and how it will be developed (Erden, 1998;13). 

 

According to Stufflebeam (1971, cited in Demirel, 2002), evaluation is a 

continuous process as it provides correct decisions about the curriculum. 

1.3.4.2.    Provus’s Discrepancy Model 

 Provus (1971, cited in Brown, 1995) suggests the following five stages for 

curriculum evaluation: 
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1. Program description stage in which predetermined standarts are compared to 

curriculum design. If there is a difference it is informed to desicion makers so 

that they can decide on whether the curriculum will be accepted or developed or 

not 

2. Program installation stage in which curriculum components such as methods 

and students behaviours are evaluated. If there is a difference it is reported to 

desicion makers 

3. Treatment adjustment stage (process) in which functions and activities of 

students and staff are evaluated. If there is a difference it is reported to desicion 

makers 

4. Goal achievement stage in which curriculum is generally evaluated in terms of 

objectives 

5. Cost-benefit stage in which the outputs of curriculum are compared to another 

similar curriculum. The outputs of curriculum are analysed to identify whether 

they meet the cost or not. In this stage the term ‘cost’ is also used to refer to 

values of society and policy (Demirel, 2002; 179). 

 

In his model, decision makers are informed about any discrepancy which is 

found at any stage of the evaluation (Demirel, 2002). 

In relation to this study, it can be stated that this particular study is linked to the 

product-oriented approach, reason being that it investigates the teachers’ evaluations of 

the curriculum objectives at the end of  2005-2006 academic year without focusing on 

the objectives during the implementation process. 

 

1.4. Objectives  

Aims and objectives are the most important components of  a curriculum (Brown, 

1995; Erden, 1998; Olivia, 2005) because curriculum development originates and 

developes according to aims and objectives (Saylor, et. al., 1981). Aims, which are also 

called goals, are derived from the needs of students and defined as the general 

statements of  the purposes or intended outcomes of an educational curriculum 

(Richards, 1990; Brown, 1995; Grave, 2000). As they are not specifically written, ‘aims 

can not be observed or evaluated directly’ (Erden, 1998: 22). Objectives are  the 

specific expressions of  the general aims of the curriculum (Olivia, 2005). Rowell (cited 

in Nunan, 1988) emphasizes the importance of objectives: 

‘I still believe that they (objectives) are extremely valuable in course development. 

Asking oneself what students should be able  to do by the end of the course that they 

could not do (or not do so well) at the beginning can be highly illuminating. Many 

teachers (and I am one) would claim their teaching has been far better since they were 

introduced to objectives’ (p.35). 

 

To amplify on the argument, the objectives play a great role in the curriculum, as 

they give guidance to curriculum designers and teachers by providing a framework  to 
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plan and organize the content, learning and teaching situations, and to evaluate the 

RXWFRPHV�RI��D�FRXUVH��3UDWW��������9DUÕú��������*UDYH��������5LFKDUGV��������� 
 

1.4.1. Evaluation and Objectives 

  Evaluating the objectives of the curriculum to determine whether they have been 

achieved or not, is seen as one of the most important aims of the curriculum evaluation. 

(Tyler, 1942, Metfessel and Michael, 1967, cited in Brown, 1995, Olivia, 2001; 

Richards, 2003). However, in order to evaluate the achievability of the objectives, the 

objectives must  reflect the characteristics of a well-written objective so that they can be  

perceived and achieved in the same way by all teachers (Sözer, 2005), and evaluated by 

the evaluators (Ertürk, 1998; Pratt, 1988; Demirel, 2002; Richards, 2003). 

Developing effective objectives for the curriculum is a very important and 

difficult process (Brown, 1995). There are two important points that should not be 

overlooked while writing objectives. Firstly, grading the objectives from the simpliest to 

the most complex, and secondly, writing them according to the characteristics of a well-

written objective (Pratt, 1988; Ertürk, 1998; Demirel, 2002, Richards, 2003). 

The widely used taxonomy for categorization of objectives from the simpliest to 

the most complex is Bloom’s taxonomy (Brown, 1995; Demirel, 2002). There are three 

main domains in Blooms’ taxonomy; the Cognitive Domain, Affective Domain, 

Pychomotor Domain. In each domain, behaviors are arranged from the simpliest to the 

most complex (see Tables 1.2 and 1.4 given below). As the objectives of the fifth grade 

English course curriculum belong to the Cognitive and Affective Domain, only these 

two domains will be elucidated upon. 

The Cognitive Domain involves cognitive learnings (Demirel, 2002). ‘The 

Cognitive Domain refers to the kinds of language knowledge and language skills the 

students will be learning in the program’ (Brown, 1995; 80). According to  Krathwohl 

(1972, cited in Saylor et, al., 1981; 181), ‘Cognitive objectives “emphasize 

remembering or producing something which has presumably been learned, as well as 

objectives which involve solving some intellectual task.” The Cognitive Domain 

consists of six levels: (see  Table 1.2.) knowledge, comprehension, application, analysis, 

synthesis, evaluation (Brown, 1995). 
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1.0 Knowledge 

1.1  Knowledge of specifics 

1.11  Knowledge of terminology 

1.12  Knowledge of specific facts 

      1.2  Knowledge of ways and means of dealing with specifics 

1.21  Knowledge of conventions 

1.22  Knowledge of trends and sequences 

1.23  Knowledge of classifications and categories 

1.24  Knowledge of criteria 

1.25  Knowledge of methodology 

      1.3  Knowledge of universals and abstractions in a field 

1.31  Knowledge of principles and generalizations 

1.32  Knowledge of theories and structures 

2.0 Coprehension 

2.1  Translation 

2.2  Interpretation 

2.3  Extrapolation 

3.0 Application  

4.0 Analysis 

4.1  Analysis of elements 

4.2  Analysis of relationships 

4.3  Analysis of organizational principles 

5.0 Synthesis 

5.1  Production of uniques communication 

5.2  Production of a plan, or proposed set of operations 

5.3  Derivation of a set of abstract relations 

6.0 Evaluation 

6.1  Judgements in terms of internal evidence 

6.2  Judgements in terms of external criteria 
 

              Table 1.2. Outline of Bloom’s (1956) Taxonomy of the The Cognitive Domain 

              (Brown, 1995; 82). 

 

 

When the objectives of the 5
th

 grade English course curriculum (see Appendix A 

for Turkish version) are categorized according to Bloom’s taxonomy, it can be seen that 

there are twenty-five objectives which belong to the Cognitive Domain. Seven of them 

are connected with knowledge level, four with the comprehension level, and fifteen fit 

in the application level (see Table 1.3).  
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Objectives which belong to the Cognitive Domain 

1- Knowledge level 

1. To have knowledge of the meanings of the concepts in the sentences at his/her level 

8. To have a knowledge of the names of months 

9. To have knowledge of the pattern “where” 

10. To have knowledge of  common adjectives 

13. To have knowledge of  the pattern “who?” 

15. To have knowledge of names of  some  jobs 

19. To have knowledge of telling the time 

2- Comprehension level 

6. To be  able to comprehend the pattern “there” 

14. To be  able to comprehend  the pattern “can?” 

17. To be able to comprehend basic characteristics of the simple present tense 

21. To be able to comprehend basic characteristics of the present continuous tense 

3- Application level 

2. To be able to greet people around him/her 

3. To be able to ask and answer name, surname and age 

4. To be  able to follow instructions expressed in imperative form 

5. To be able to answer question sentences at his/her level 

7. To be  able to make sentences with singular and plural words 

11. To be able to tell the weather statement with simple sentences 

12. To be able to make sentences by using the adjectives s/he has learnt 

16. To be able to write the sentences at his/her level 

18. To be able to make sentences with the simple present tense 

20. To be able to make sentences at his/her level 

22. To be able to make sentences write the present continuous tense 

23. To be able to ask and answer the question “where are you from?” 

24. To be able to use learnt tenses and patterns in dialogues 

26. To be able to count the numbers ten by ten  (1-100) 

               Table 1.3. Objectives which belong to the Cognitive Domain in the 5
th
 grade English           

          Course Curriculum 

 

 

                    

In Affective Domain, individual characteristics are important (Demirel 2002). 

‘Affective Domain refers to those aspects of learning that are related to feelings, 

emotions, degrees of acceptance, values, biases, and so forth’ (Brown, 1995; 80). 

According to Krathwohl (1972, cited in Saylor et, al., 1981; 181-2), ‘Affective 

objectives “emphasize a feeling tone, an emotion, or a degree of  acceptance or 

rejection.” Affective Domain consists of five levels; (see Table 1.4) receiving 

(attending), responding, valuing, organization, characterization by a value or value 

complex (Brown, 1995). 
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               Table 1.4.  Outline of Bloom’s (1956) Taxonomy of the Affective Domain  

               (Brown, 1995; 84). 

 

There is only one objective which belongs to the Affective Domain in the 5
th

 

grade English course curriculum; the 25
th

 objective ‘to be motivated to learn a foreign 

language’(see Appendix A for Turkish version). 

  

The characteristics of the objectives show whether the objectives fulfil                         

their functions in the curriculum or not (Ertürk, 1998). Moreover, the objectives which 

reflect the necessary characteristics can be understood in the same way by all teachers 

(Wiles & Bondi, 2002; Sözer, 2005). The characteristics enable teachers to understand 

the curriculum objectives.                       

Ertürk (1998) suggests four type of characteristics that the objectives should 

have:  

1. Objectives should identify learner behaviors; objectives should reflect the 

behaviors which are desired to be learnt 

2. Objectives should be generalizable and limited; the objective should both 

reflect more than one behavior and should  reflect only one characteristic 

3. Objectives should be clear; objective should be understood by everybody. 

4. Objectives should be consistent; objectives should be consistent with each 

other (p.53-4). 

 

Also, Richards (2003) recommends four type of characteristics that the 

objectives should possess:  

1. Objectives describe a learning outcome; in writing objectives, expressions 

like will have, will learn how to, will be able to should be used. Because 

they describe the result of learning. 

 

1.0 Receiving (Attending) 

1.1  Awareness 

1.2  Willingness to receive 

1.3  Controlled or selected attention 

2.0  Responding 

        2.1  Acquiescence in responding 

        2.2  Willingness to respond 

        2.3  Satisfaction in response 

3.0  Valuing 

       3.1  Acceptance of a value 

       3.2  Preference for a value 

       3.3  Commitment 

4.0  Organization 

       4.1  Conceptualization of a value 

       4.2  Organization of a value system 

5.0  Characterization by a value or value complex 

       5.1  Generalized set 

       5.2  Characterization 
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2. Objectives should be consistent with the curriculum aim; objectives that 

clearly serve to realize an aim should be included. 

3. Objectives should be precise; objectives that are vague and ambigious are 

not useful. 

4. Objectives should be feasible; objectives should decribe outcomes that are 

attainable in the time available during the course (p.123-4). 

 

 

Pratt (1988) offers a detailed list of well-written objective characteristics as  

follows: 

1. Objectives should identify a learning outcome; the result of  learning 

should be clear 

2. Objectives should be consistent with the curriculum aim,; as the objectives 

detailed and specified versions of  aims,  they should serve the aims 

3. Objectives should be precise; they should not be vague or ambiguous so 

that different people should obtain the same understandings of the 

objectives 

4. Objectives should be feasible;  they should be achievable during the course 

5. Objectives should be functional; they should be appropriate for students’ 

needs 

6. Objectives should be significant; they should be selected for the curriculum 

as they are important for students 

7. Objectives should be appropriate; they should be appropriate for students’ 

backgrounds, interests and developmental level (p.184-86). 

 

As it can be seen in the above lists, two of the characteristics are highlighted in 

all three lists: identification of a learning outcome and precision of the objectives. In 

contrasts, Pratt (1988) offers a detailed list by including three different characteristics 

than those specified in above two lists; functionality, significance, appropriacy of the 

objectives.   

Curtain and Pesole (1988) also underline the importance of providing realistic 

and clear objectives for a language program. They refer to unrealistic goals as being the 

reason of the termination of elementary level foreign language programs in various 

teaching environments during the 1960s.  

 

After the implementation of the curriculum, the objectives should  be evaluated 

in order to determine if they are appropriate enough  to be included in the curriculum 

(Erden, 1998; Olivia, 2005) because ‘objectives are not permament. They must remain 

flexible enough to respond to changes in perceptions of students’ needs, and to changes 

in the types of students who are being served’ (Brown, 1995; 96). This also proves that 

objectives have to be evaluated. Evaluating the curriculum  objectives provides the data 
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needed to determine which of the objectives fulfill their functions and which do not 

(Erden,1998). 

 

1.5. The Evaluation Procedure of This Study 

Erden (1998), in her evaluation procedure, suggests the following questions to 

be taken in consideration when evaluating the curriculum objectives:  

 
1. Are the objectives appropriate for the needs of society? 

2. Are the objectives  appropriate for students’ needs?, 

3. Are the objectives  appropriate for the subject matters? 

4. Are the objectives  consistent with each other?  

5. Are the statements of objectives clear? 

6. Are the objectives feasible? (p. 24). 

 

Based on these recommendations, in this study, well-written objective 

characteristics suggested by Pratt (1988) are converted into survey elements to evaluate 

the 5
th

 grade curriculum objectives.  

As this study investigated the adequacy of the objectives in terms of the 

characteristics they should reflect, it is linked to summative evaluation (Richards, 

2003). 

 

1.6. Statement of the Problem 

It has been observed that implementing the current 5
th

 grade English course 

curriculum causes problems for teachers. Therefore, we can argue that there is a need 

for curriculum evaluation. Curriculum evaluation demonstrates what needs 

improvement, and provides a basis for any rectification (Olivia, 2005). The point of 

departure for evaluation of the 5
th

 grade English curriculum rests on evaluating the 

objectives of the curriculum because the objectives are the keys of the curriculum and 

guide the content, materials, learning and teaching situations of the course (Pratt, 1988; 

9DUÕú��������*UDYH��������5LFKDrds, 2003). Needless to say that, by taking as a point of 

reference the teachers’ evaluations, evaluating the objectives can be useful to determine 

to what extent the 5
th

 grade objectives of the Ministry of Education reflect the 

characteristics of a well-written objective. 

There are  three  studies on the evaluation of objectives of the 5
th 

grade English 

FRXUVH� FXUULFXOXP� LQ� 7XUNH\�� %�\�NGXPDQ� ������� ø÷UHN� ������� DQG� 0LULFL� �������
investigated teachers’ evaluations of 4

th
 and 5

th
 grade English curriculums in terms of  
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their  objectives, content, learning teaching methods and assesment tools. In their 

studies, the above researchers, asked the participants to evaluate the objectives as a 

whole. That is to say that, the teachers answered the elements related to the objectives 

by considering all of the objectives. Since they did not evaluate the objectives 

individually, we can not identify which of the objectives reflect the characteristics of a 

well-written objective and which do not. Alternatively, the present study is different 

from these studies. Indeed, it is focused on the objectives of the 5
th

 grade English course 

curriculum and investigated the teachers’ views on individual objectives to identify 

which of these reflect the characteristics of a well-written objective and which do not. 

 

1.7.  Aim of  the Study 

The aim of this study is to evaluate the objectives of the 5
th

 grade English 

curriculum by collecting teachers’ views on each  objective. 

 

1.8.  Research  Questions 

This study will  address the following questions: 

 

1. What are the teachers’ overall evaluation of  the 5
th

 grade curriculum objectives 

in the Cognitive Domain? 

2. What are the teachers’ evaluations of  individual objectives of  the 5
th

 grade 

curriculum in the Cognitive Domain  which are in  

2.1.  the knowledge level of the Cognitive Domain? 

2.2.  the comprehension level of the Cognitive Domain?      

2.3.  the application level of the Cognitive Domain?       
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CHAPTER  II 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

 

The aim of this study is to investigate teachers’ evaluations of the objectives of 

the 5
th

 grade English course curriculum. In this chapter, some of the studies conducted 

on the evalution of  language curriculum  abroad  and in Turkey will be presented. 

 

2.1.   Studies Abroad 

           Although the importance of curriculum evaluation has been emphasized by 

curriculum developers there has not been sufficient studies on the evaluation of the 

English language curriculum. Williams and Burden (1994) observe that ‘… remarkably 

little has been written about the evaluation of ELT projects, or about the process of 

evaluation’ (p.23). 

             Sharp (1990) conducted a study to evaluate the effectiveness of a language 

program. The aim of the study was to evaluate the effectiveness of a course which 

aimed to upgrade the English of post- ‘A’ level students in four months to enroll in  

higher education programmes in Brunei Darusselam and overseas. The summative 

evaluation was carried out in two stages when students were sixth months into their 

undergraduate studies. The data was collected through questionnaires, written reports, 

observations, and comments. To start with, questionnaires were completed at the end of 

the course by 55 students from Brunei University. Furthermore, student observation and 

comments from the eight ELT staff involved in the course were collected during the 

course and at the completion of the course exams. Additionally, feedback from 

university staff was collected during the first six months of the undergraduate course. 

The results revealed that students experienced lack of confidence and fluency had 

writing, listening, reading, and note-taking problems, which all added to difficulties in 

their undergraduate studies. 

          Williams and Burden (1994) conducted a study to show the use of illuminative 

techniques in the formative evaluation of a course curriculum. The  curriculum was a 

pilot project in grades 2,4 and 6. In this situation, students who spoke French would 

study social sciences through English and students who spoke English would study 

social sciences through French. The data was collected through semi-formal interviews 
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with the head and the six teachers selected for the project, whereas an attitude 

questionnaire was administered to the six classes and interviews were conducted with 

small groups of pupils. The outcomes of the collected data were discussed in two 

workshops with the teachers who took part in the project, with an emphasis on the aims 

of the project. The results of the attitude questionnaire and interviews revealed that 

although the students had positive attitudes towards language learning and the target 

language community, they showed negative attitude towards their peers in the other 

cultural group. On the other hand, although the results also revealed that the teachers 

had some apprehensions about the project, they expressed the need to have control over 

the project. However, when they shared the aims of the project and expressed their own 

needs, aims and plans during the workshops they began to take control over the project. 

           Cenoz and Lindsay (1994) provide a detailed evaluation of language curriculum 

in their study. The aim of the evaluation was to identify the effects of a primary English 

project which introduces English as a third language in thirty elementary schools in the 

Basque region (Spain). Triangulation method was used to collect the data for the study. 

Training sessions were conducted to discuss teaching strategies and problems; 

observations were carried out to collect information about teachers’ competence in 

English, their confidence, control of classrooms, children’s attitudes and teaching 

environment. Furthermore, attitude questionnaires were administered to 500 families, 

30 English teachers, 12 tutors and 25 school directors to detect their concerns of any 

possible linguistic and nonlinguistic effects of the project. Also, a teachers’ 

questionnaire was administered to determine teachers’ perceptions of the children’s 

attitude, their assessment of the materials, frequency of the different activities and 

remarks about areas of improvement. Above all, English tests (listening and speaking 

tests) were administered during the school timetable to 368 students and an oral test was 

administered to 142 students. The results revealed that students, teachers and  parents 

had positive attitudes towards the project. First and foremost, the teachers’ confidence 

with English and methodology and their experience in teaching at primary level was 

very important to provide students with meaningful learning contexts.  Indeed, most of 

the teachers perceived that students learnt English easily, as they used the second 

language for communicative purposes, and the students did not need formal  knowledge 

of the language. 
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2.2.  Studies in Turkey 

 There have been five studies on the evaluation English curriculums in primary 

schools. One of the studies embraces the evaluation of the components of  the 4
th

 grade 

English curriculum. The other four studies are based on the evaluation of the 

components of  the 4
th

 and the 5
th

 grade English curriculum. 

Yüksel (2001) designed a research study attempting to evaluate the 4
th

 grade 

English course curriculum to find out teachers’ evaluations of the objectives, classhours, 

coursebooks, materials and the implementation of the curriculum. The study was carried 

out with 64 teachers who had been teaching English to the fourth graders in state 

primar\� VFKRROV� LQ�(OD]Õ÷�FLW\� FHQWUH��7KH�GDWD�ZDV�FROOHFWHG� WKURXJK�D�TXHVWLRQQDLUH�
which was prepared by the researcher. In her study, related to the objectives, she found 

that over half of the teachers agreed that the objectives in place were adequate to be 

implemented in the classroom. This outcome may be related to the researcher’s question 

‘the objectives which were determined by the Ministry were adequate to be implemented 

in the classroom’ (p. 91). The wording might have encouraged the teachers to give the 

desired answer. Moreover, the word ‘Ministry’ might have discouraged the teachers to 

criticize the objectives. 

Mirici (2000) devised a research study aspiring to evaluate the 4
th

 and the 5
th

 

grade English course curriculums by collecting teachers’ evaluations of coursebook, 

workbook, method, objectives, students and implementation of the curriculum. The 

study was carried out with 605 teachers who taught English to 4
th 

and the 5
th

 graders in 

randomly selected 14 cities in seven geographical regions of Turkey in 1998-1999 

academic year. The views of administrators and teachers of the Foreign Language 

Departments and Primary School Teaching Departments of some universities were also 

collected. The data was collected through questionnaires completed by English teachers, 

and interviews with administrators and teachers. The results, related to the objectives, 

revealed that teachers agreed that the objectives of the curriculum were appropriate for 

the students. 

 A similar research study was carried out by Büyükduman (2001). In her study,  

Büyükduman (2001) evaluated the 4
th 

and the 5
th

 grade English course curriculums to 

find out teachers’ evaluations of general characteristics, the objectives, content 

(coursebook), implementation and assessment tools and methods of the curriculum. The 
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data was collected through questionnaire which was administered to 54 teachers. In her 

research, related to the objectives, she found that most of the teachers thought that the 

objectives of the curriculum were clearly stated. The objectives, which included the four 

skills (speaking, listening, writing, and reading) were thought to be appropriate for the 

students. However, the teachers thought that the objectives tied with the listening and 

speaking skills are unachievable. 

Another siPLODU� UHVHDUFK� VWXG\� ZDV� FDUULHG� RXW� E\� ø÷UHN� ������� LQWHQGHG� WR��
evaluate the 4

th
 and the 5

th
 grade English curriculums by finding out teachers’ 

evaluations of the objectives, content, learning and teaching situations, and assessment 

tools and methods of the curriculum. In her study, related to the objectives, she found 

that the teachers thought that the objectives were adequate to achieve the curriculum 

aims. The statement which underlined that the objectives which belong to the cognitive 

level are qualitatively adequate’ (p.120) received a neutral response from the teachers. 

The result runs parallel with the objectives which belong to affective and psyco-motor 

domain. Most the teachers shared the view that the objectives were classified from the 

simpliest to hardest. They agreed that the objectives were consistent with each other, 

and their statements were clear enough to be understood and implemented by the 

teachers. Most of the teachers agreed that the objectives were appropriate for the 4
th

 and 

the 5
th

 graders.  

 Another research study was carried out by Mersinligil (2002) who conducted a 

research study. The researcher’s aim was to evaluate the 4
th

 and 5
th

 grade English 

curriculums by concentrating on both teachers’ and students’ evaluations of the aims, 

content, learning and teaching methods, and assessment tools and methods of the 

curriculum. Moreover, she proceeded by questioning the teachers’ and school 

principals’ evaluations of the learning process and teaching system of  the curriculum. 

The study was carried out with 705 students, 146 teachers, and 146 school principals. In 

her study, related to the aims, she found out that students thought that half of the aims 

were on the whole achievable, and half of them were partly achievable. Although 

teachers thought that the aims were appropriate for the 4
th

 and the 5
th

 graders, they 

thought that the objectives had limited success. 

7KH� VWXGLHV� RI� %�\�NGXPDQ� �������� ø÷UHN� ������� DQG� 0LULFL� ������� VKDUH�
similar features. The three studies investigated the teachers evaluations of the 
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objectives, content, learning and teaching methods, and assessment tools and methods 

of the curriculum. However, Büyükduman (2001) evaluated only the coursebook as the 

primary component of the curriculum. On the other hand,  Mirici (2001) evaluated both 

the coursebook and the workbook, used as extra material, as the basis of the curriculum. 

Both of the studies demonstated that the teachers thought that the objectives of the 

curriculum were clearly stated and the teachers agreed that the objectives were 

appropriate for the 4
th

 and the 5
th

 graders. The study of Mirici (2001) is different from 

WKH�VWXGLHV�RI�%�\�NGXPDQ��������DQG�ø÷UHN��������LQ�WHUPV�RI�WKH�SDUWLFLSDQWV�RI��KLV�
study. To put it more simply, he evaluated the curriculum by collecting the views of 

both the English teachers and school principals at the primary schools, administrators 

and teachers of the Foreign Language Departments and Primary School Teaching 

Departments of some universities. Moreover, the teachers were  randomly selected in 14 

cities in seven geographical regions of Turkey. The study of Mersinligil (2002) is also 

similar to the studies by  Büyükduman (2001),� ø÷UHN� �������DQG�0LULFL� �������DV�VKH�
also evaluated the content, learning and teaching methods, and assessment tools and 

methods of the curriculum. However, she did not evalute the objectives of the 

curriculum. Instead, she evaluated the aims of the curriculum. The study of Mersinligil 

������� LV� DOVR� GLIIHUHQW� IURP� WKH� VWXGLHV� RI� %�\�NGXPDQ� ������� DQG� ø÷UHN� ������� LQ�
terms of the participants of her study. In effect, she investigated the views of both 

English  teachers and students and school principals. 

One of the mutual features of these studies, except for the study of Yüksel 

(2001), is that the researchers asked the participants to evaluate the curriculum 

components by taking both the 4
th

 and the 5
th

  graders into consideration. Another point 

worth mentioning is that all the researchers evaluated the objectives by asking general 

questions such as, ‘the objectives are clear enough’ (Büyükduman, 2001; 57), ‘the 

curriculum objectives are clear enough to be understood and implemented by the 

teachers’� �ø÷UHN�� ������ ������ &RQVHTXHQWO\�� ZH� FDQ� QRW� FRPSUHKHQG� ZKLFK� RI� WKH�
objectives are clear enough and which ones are not. As stated earlier (refer to Statement 

of the Problem), the present study is different from these studies as it investigated the 

teachers’ views on individual objective of  the 5
th

 grade English course curriculum. 
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CHAPTER 3 

METHODOLOGY 

 
This study focused on investigating teachers’ evaluations of the objectives of  

the 5
th

 grade English course curriculum in terms of the characteristics of a well-written 

objective. The present chapter includes the overall research design, the participants, the 

data collection instrument, the data collection procedure and the data analysis 

procedures of the study. 

 
3.1.  Participants 

The study was conducted with English teachers who have been teaching English 

as a foreign language to 5
th�JUDGHUV�LQ�VWDWH�SULPDU\�VFKRROV�LQ�(VNLúHKLU¶V�FLW\�FHQWUH��

7KHUH� DUH� ��� VWDWH� SULPDU\� VFKRROV� LQ� (VNLúHKLU� FLW\� FHQWUH�� +RZHYHU�� ��� RI� WKHVH�
schools could not be included the study, as the questionnaire could not be given to the 

English teachers because of their absence during the data collection period. 

Furthermore, 6 primary schools (see Appendix E) participated in the pilot study.  The 

study was conducted in 62 primary schools (see Appendix D), and the questionnaire 

was given to 92 English teachers who have been teaching English as a foreign language 

to 5
th

 graders in these schools. However, 6 English teachers did not complete the 

questionnaire. Consequently, only 86 English teachers participated in the study . 

 Interview sessions were conducted with five English teachers who were selected 

randomly from the participants. 

 

3.2.  Instrument  

Various instruments such as interviews, questionnaires, and classroom 

observation can be used to evaluate the components of a curriculum (Weir&Roberts, 

1994; Richards, 2003). In this study, questionnaire and interviews were used. The 

questionnaire was used for two primary reasons. The first reason was ‘to distinguish a 

generally held point of view from purely idiosyncractic or individual reactions and 

opinions’(Weir&Roberts, 1994:28). The second motive was to elicit a number of 

teachers’ evaluations on  a wide range of issues about the curriculum (Richards, 2003).  
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3.2.1. Curriculum Objective Evaluation Questionnaire   

Curriculum Objective Evaluation Questionnaire (see Appendix B) was prepared 

in order to find out teachers’ evaluations of the objectives of the 5
th

 grade English 

course curriculum. The Questionnaire consists of two sections. The first section was 

prepared to collect information on the backgrounds of the teachers, and the second 

section was planned to find out teachers’ evaluations of the objectives of the 5
th

 grade 

English course curriculum. The questionnaire of this study consists of 26 statements 

which constitute the current objectives of the 5
th

 grade English course curriculum. Each 

of the objectives was evaluated by using seven elements which reflect the 

characteristics of a well-written objective which were adopted from Pratt (1988). The 

following table shows how seven objective characteristics suggested by Pratt (1988) 

were converted to fulfil a questionnaire format. 

 

Seven objective characteristics 

suggested by Pratt (1988) 

Elements of the questionnaire 

Objectives should identify a 

learning outcome  

The objective identifies the desired behavior / 

learning outcome clearly. 

Objectives should be consistent 

with the curriculum aim. 

 The objective is consistent with the curriculum 

aims. 

Objectives should be precise. The objective is clear enough to be understood by 

related people (all teachers and experts). 

Objectives should be feasible. 

 

The objective is feasible 

Objectives should be functional The objective is functional (it states a behavior 

which students are using now or will use at future). 

Objectives should be significant. 

 

The objective is significant enough to be in 

curriculum. 

Objectives should be appropriate The objective is appropriate for 

students’developmental and background  level. 

              Table 3.1. Elements of  the Questionnaire 

 

A 5 point likert scale ranging from 1 (“Strongly Disagree”) to 5 (Strongly 

Agree) ranging from 1 (“Strongly Disagree”), 2 (Disagree), 3 (Undecided), 4 (Agree),  

to 5 (Strongly Agree) was used as an answer-key for the questionnaire. 

The questionnaire was initially prepared in English, as the questions were based 

on Pratt (1988). However,  a Turkish version of the questionnaire was administered to 

the participants to maintain the terminological parallelism of the objectives which were 

written in Turkish. The questionnaire was translated into Turkish by the researcher.  
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In order to test the validity of the questionnaire, four academics from Anadolu 

University ELT department and Educational Sciences Department gave their comments. 

The experts were asked to evaluate the questionnaire for content and face validity plus 

the clarity of the statements. Then, the questionnaire was revised according to the 

experts’ suggestions. After being revised, the elements of the questionnaire were 

sequenced from general to specific and the layout of the questionnaire was altered. 

Secondly, in order to verify the clarity, the questionnaire was tested in a pilot study with 

nine English teachers who have been teaching English as a foreign language to 5
th

 

JUDGHUV� LQ� VWDWH� SULPDU\� VFKRROV� LQ� (VNLúHKLU¶V� FLW\� FHQWUH�� 7KH� VXEMHFWV� RI� WKH� SLORW�
study were chosen randomly. Firstly, the participants were informed that the 

questionnaire was  part of a Master’s Degree Study and that their comments would help 

the researcher to prepare a comprehensible questionnaire so that it would not generate 

any problems to the teachers. Then, the subjects of the pilot study were asked to 

evaluate each objective according to the seven elements which reflect the characteristics 

of a well-written objective. Moreover, the subjects’ opinions on the clarity of the 

elements were obtained. The comments of the subjects revealed that the elements were 

clear enough to be understood by those taking part in the study. 

 

3.2.2. Interview 

 Semi structured interviews were conducted to interpret the survey results. The 

questions of the interview were prepared by the researcher (see Appendix C). These 

questions were divided into two sections: questions where the teachers were asked to 

give information about their background, and questions which solicit teachers’ 

evaluations of the objectives. As the aim of  conducting an interview was to discuss the 

results of the questionnaire, the questions were prepared in accordance with the 

elements of the questionnaire. The questionnaire elements were stated in the 

parenthesises. 

1. What is your expectation from your students who achieve this objective? (referring to a 

specific objective) What will your students be able to do after they achive this 

objective? (for element E) 

2. According to you, do the other English teachers have similar expectation with you? 

(for element D) 

3. Think your classroom athmosphere, do you achive this objective with students groups 

you teach? (for element C) 

4. Is the objective appropriate for your students? (for element G) 

5. Do your students use this objective in class or daily life? (for element F) 

6. According to you, should the objective be included in the curriculum? (for element B) 
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For element A, a checklist (see Appendix F) was prepared by the researcher to 

find out if there is any objective which teachers consider not to be consistent with the 

aims of the curriculum. After the questions were prepared, they were tested on an 

English teacher to oversee the clarity of the questions. Following up on the tester’s 

comments, only one of the questions was deleted as it was thought to be unnecessary. 

Each objective was also written on colored cards to avoid distraction of the interviewed 

teachers’ attention.  

Before the interview, five English teachers at Anadolu University were given a 

short survey (Appendix G) and asked to determine if the objectives are structural or 

performance objectives. This in itself benefitted with the interpretation of the results of 

the teachers’ evaluations of the objectives. This categorization was also used to stipulate  

the objectives for interview questions.  

 
3.3.   Data Collection  Procedures 

,Q�RUGHU�WR�FRQGXFW�WKH�VWXG\�LQ�VWDWH�SULPDU\�VFKRROV�LQ�(VNLúHKLU�FLW\�FHQWUH��WKH�
researcher asked for the permission of the EskiúHKLU�1DWLRQDO�(GXFDWLRQ�$GPLQLVWUDWLRQ��
After this was granted, the questionnaires were administered to the participants at the 

end of the 2004-2005 spring term. Before the questionnaire was administered, the 

participants were informed about the questionnaire and they were told that their 

evaluations would contribute to a Master’s Degree Study. They were asked to evaluate 

each objective according to the given seven elements. For the sake of anonymity, the 

teachers were asked not to write their names on the questionnaire. The teachers were 

given a week to answer the questionnaires. Ultimately, the questionnaires were 

collected by the researcher from the teachers or school principals. 

In the data collection process, in the first section, the participants were asked to 

answer three questions which asked for information about their backgrounds. This was 

thought to be useful while evaluating the results of the study. However, the results did 

not reveal any difference in terms of  the teachers’ educational background. In the 

second section, the participants were asked to evaluate each objective according to the 

seven elements by using a 5 point likert scale ranging from 1 (“Strongly Disagree”) to 5 

(Strongly Agree). To refresh their memories, the teachers were also provided with ten 

aims of the curriculum (see Appendix A). 
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In the interview sessions, firstly, the interviewed teachers were informed about  

the aim of the study and the interview procedure. They were told that their answers 

would provide valuable information about the objectives of  the 5
th 

grade curriculum. 

The interviewed teachers were also asked to speak in Turkish so that they could express 

themselves more clearly and fluently. The interviews were tape-recorded and 

transcribed for analysis. 

 

3.4.   Data  Analysis Procedures 

In the analysis process, firstly, objectives were divided into two categories to aid 

analysis of the objectives which pertain to the the Cognitive Domain and those which 

relate to the Affective Domain according to Bloom’s taxonomy (Brown, 1995). As the 

25
th

 objective ‘to be motivated to learn a foreign language’, was the only one which 

belongs to the Affective Domain, it was not included in the study. The data was 

analyzed by means of the distributions of frequency and percentage, mean scores and 

standart deviations. The frequency and percentage calculations provided the researcher 

with information about teachers’ evaluations of each objective in terms of the 

characteristics of a well-written objective. To analyze teachers’ overall evaluations for 

each objective, points (1-2, 3, 4-5) were given by each teacher to each element, were 

totaled and then divided into 7 ,the number of elements. Finally, the means and the 

standart deviations were calculated. The standart deviations were calculated to 

determine the extent of agreement among the responses of the teachers. The mean 

scores provided the researcher with information about teachers’ overall evaluations of 

each objective and they were interpreted according to the following key avarages 

(Oxford, 1990); 

 

Strongly disagree 1.00 to 1.79 

Disagree 1.80 to 2.59 

Undecided 2.60 to 3.39 

Agree 3.40 to 4.19 

Strongly agree 4.20 to 5.00 

 

In order to interpret the survey results the interviewees’ views of the objectives 

were used. 
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CHAPTER 4 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

The aim of this study was to investigate teachers’ evaluations of the 5
th

 grade 

English course curriculum objectives because the objectives are the keys for effective 

curriculum planning. For this purpose, the 5
th

 grade English teachers evaluations were 

requested as they are the ones responsible to put these objectives into practice. The 

results of the study may provide valuable information about curriculum objectives for 

curriculum comittee of the Ministry of Education. 

In this chapter, we will present the results of the study, and  discuss these results 

in the light of the pertinent literature. Firstly, we will present the results related to 

teachers’ overall evaluations of the objectives according to seven characteristic the 

objectives have to reflect. Secondly, we will present the results related to the objectives 

which belong to the Cognitive Domain. As the seven elements the questionnaire are the 

characteristics of a well-written objective, these will also be referred to as 

characteristics. 

 

4.1. Teachers’ Overall Evaluations of the Objectives  

In this section, we will give the results related to the first research question 1. 

‘What are the teachers’ overall evaluation of  the 5
th

 grade curriculum objectives in the 

Cognitive Domain’? 

As it can be seen in Table 4.1, the mean scores for the 23
rd

, 15
th

, and  the 8
th

 

objectives were 4,2674, 4,2608, and 4,2458. This suggests that the teachers strongly 

agreed that these objectives reflect the characteristics of a well-written objective. When 

the standart deviation of these objectives are evaluated, it can be seen that there is not a 

big difference in terms of the distribution of the responses. However, the interview 

results revealed that the learning outcomes of the 15
th

 and 8
th

 objectives were not 

perceived in the same way by the teachers. Therefore, it can be concluded that no matter 

how they perceive the learning outcomes of these objectives, the teachers seemed to 

have  achieved these objectives it their classrooms. 
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Teachers’ evaluations of the objectives - % 

 

  

OBJECTIVES 

 Str. 

disagree/ 

Disagree 

Undecid

ed 

Str. 

agree/ 

Agree 

Mean N Std. 

deviation 

23. To be able to ask and answer the question “where 
are you from?” 

2,85 2,14 94,28 4,2674 86 ,6362 

15. To have knowledge of  names of some jobs 

 

1,71 3,85 94,42 4,2608 86 ,5251 

8.To have a knowledge of the names of months 

 

2,28 3,42 94,28 4,2458 86 ,6189 

   Table 4.1. The objectives which the teachers strongly agreed that they reflected the characteristics of  a well-written 

   objective 

 

The mean scores for the following objectives ranged between 4,1528 and 

3,4319. This suggests that the teachers agreed that these objectives reflect the 

characteristics of a well-written objective. 

 

Teachers’ evaluations of the objectives - % 

 

 

OBJECTIVES 

Str. 

disagree/ 

Disagree 

Undecided Str. 

agree/ 

Agree 

Mean N Std. 

deviation 

3.To be able to ask and answer name, surname and age 

 

5,57 3,85 90 4,1528 86 ,7035 

19. To have knowledge of telling the time 

 

5,71 5 89 4,1047 86 ,7384 

11. To be able to tell the weather statement with simple 
sentences 

4 7,85 87,85 4,1013 86 ,6736 

10.To have knowledge of frequently used adjective 

 

5,42 11,28 82,85 4,0598 86 ,6841 

9. To have knowledge of the pattern “where” 

 

7,14 7,28 85,57 4,0399 86 ,7398 

26. To be able to count the numbers ten by ten (from 1 to 

100) 

7,28 6,57 85,85 4,0349 86 ,7638 

14. To have knowledge of  the pattern “can?” 

 

8,71 5,57 90 4,0249 86 ,8019 

2. To be able to greet people around him/her 

 

10,85 7,28 81,28 3,9585 86 ,8184 

7.To be  able to make sentences with singular and plural 

words 

6,71 10,85 82,14 3,9551 86 ,6446 

13. To have knowledge of  the pattern “who?” 

 

7,52 14,71 77,50 3,9153 86 ,7419 

4.To be  able to follow the instructions expressed in 

imperative form 

11,28 17,85 74,57 3,8339 86 ,7440 

12.To be able to make sentences by using the adjectives 

s/he has learnt 

8 19,85 71,85 3,7990 86 ,7206 

20. To be able to make sentences at  his/her level 

 

10,28 21,57 68,57 3,7841 86 ,8051 

5.To be able to answer question sentences at his/her level 

 

10,71 12,71 74,85 3,7774 86 ,7388 

6.To be  able to comprehend the pattern “there” 

 

11,42 12,14 76,14 3,7508 86 ,6733 

16. To be able to write the sentences at his/her level 

 

12,85 17,71 69,14 3,7176 86 ,8677 

21. To be able to comprehend basic characteristics of the 

present continuous tense 

27,14 9,71 62,85 3,4651 86 1,1068 

22. To be able to make sentences write the present 

continuous tense 

25,28 12,85 61,71 3,4319 86 1,0652 

Table 4.2. The objectives which the teachers agreed that they reflected the characteristics of a well-written        

objective
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When the standart deviation of these objectives are evaluated, it can be seen that 

there is not a big difference in terms of the distribution of the responses. However, the 

interview results revealed that the learning outcomes of  the  5
th

, 7
 th

, 9
 th

, 10
th

, 13
 th

, 14
th

, 

16
th

, 19
th
, 20

th
, 21

st
, 22

nd 
objectives were not perceived in the same way by the teachers. 

Moreover, interviewed teachers thought the 12
th

 objective not to be functional, the 7
th

 

and 4
th

 objectives not to be functional and not to be included in the curriculum, the 5
th

, 

6
th

, and 13
th

 objectives not to be feasible, functional, appropriate and not to be embodied 

in the curriculum, the 9
th

, 13
th

,16
th

,
 
19

th
, 20

th
, 21

st
, 22

nd 
objectives not to be precise, 

feasible, functional, appropriate and to be discarded from the curriculum. When the 

standart deviation of the 21
st
, 22

nd
 objectives (1,0652-1,1068) are evaluated, it can be 

seen that when it comes to these objectives, there is a big difference in terms of the 

distribution of the responses. 
 

As it can be seen in Table 4.3, the mean scores for the 24
th

, 1
st
,18

th
,17

th
 

objectives were 3,3887, 3,3239, 3,0797, 3,0648, (see Table 4.3). This suggests that the 

teachers were undecided that these objectives reflected the characteristics of a well-

written objective or not.  

 

 

Teachers’ evaluations of the objectives - % 

 

 

OBJECTIVES 

Str. 

disagree/ 

Disagree 

Undecided Str. 

agree/ 

Agree 

Mean N Std. 

deviation 

24. To be able to use learnt tenses and patterns in 

dialogues 

25,28 18,42 55,71 3,3887 86 ,9275 

1. To have knowledge of the meanings of the concepts in 

the sentences at his/her level 

28,57 12,28 58,85 3,3239 86 ,9311 

18. To be able to make sentences with the simple present 

tense 

36,42 20,85 42,42 3,0797 86 1,0839 

17. To be able to comprehend basic characteristics of the 

simple present tense 

36,85 20,57 41 3,0648 86 1,0490 

Total 

 

   3,8268 2236 ,8699 

Table 4..3.  The objectives which the teachers were undecided if these objectives reflect the characteristics of  a  
well-written objective or not.   

 

When the standart deviation of these objectives (,9275-1,0839) is evaluated, it 

can be seen that  there is a big difference in terms of the distribution of the responses. 

Firstly, the interview results demonstrated why the teachers were undecided if these 

objectives reflect the characteristics of a well-written objective or not. Secondly, why 

there is a big difference in terms of the distribution of their responses for these 
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objectives. The learning outcomes of the 1
st
 and 24

th
 objectives were not perceived in 

the same way by the teachers. The teachers also thought  the 1
st
 objective not to be 

precise, feasible, functional and the 24
th

 objective not to be precise, feasible, 

appropriate, functional, and not to be embraced in the curriculum. Although the 17
th

 and 

18
th

 objectives were thought to be precise, their learning outcomes were not perceived 

in the same way by the teachers. Indeed, they were thought not to be feasible, 

functional, appropriate and not to be included in the curriculum. 

The results also revealed that there was not any objective whose mean scores 

were between 1.00 and 2.59. In other words, the teachers did not strongly disagree or 

disagree with any objective that it reflected the characteristics of a well-written 

objective. 

 

4.2.    Teachers’ Evaluation of the Objectives in the the Cognitive Domain 

In this section, we will give the results related to the second research question ‘2. 

‘What are the teachers’ evaluations of  individual objectives of  the 5
th

 grade curriculum 

in the Cognitive Domain’? 

The objectives in the the Cognitive Domain are categorized in knowledge level, 

comprehension level, and application level. First, we will present the results related to 

the objectives which are in the knowledge level of the the Cognitive Domain. These 

objectives are the 1
st
, 8

th
, 9

th
, 10

th
, 13

th
, 15

th
 and 19

th
. Second, we will present the results 

related to the objectives which are in the comprehension level of the the Cognitive 

Domain. These objectives are the 6
th

, 14
th

, 17
th

, 21
st
. Third, we will present the results 

related to the objectives which are in the application level of the Cognitive Domain. 

These objectives are the 2
nd

, 3
rd

, 4
th

, 5
th

, 7
th

, 11
th

, 12
th

, 16
th

, 18
th

, 20
th

, 22
nd

, 23
rd

, 24
th

, 

26
th

. Table 4.4. shows  the objectives which belong to the Cognitive Domain. 

Table 4.5, 4.6, and 4.7 presents the percentage of the answers related to the 

objectives in the knowledge, comprehension, and application level of the the Cognitive 

Domain. To aid with the interpretation of these results, the category  ‘strongly disagree’ 

was incorporated with the ‘disagree’ section, whereas the category ‘strongly agree’ was 

combined with the ‘agree’ part. 
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It is worth noting that in addition to the survey results, the responses of the 

teachers who were interviewed will be also presented. To identify these teachers, they 

will be referred to as “interviewed teachers” in the rest of the study. 

 

Objectives which belong to the Cognitive Domain 

1- Knowledge level 

1. To have knowledge of the meanings of the concepts in the sentences at his/her level 

8. To have a knowledge of the names of months 

9. To have knowledge of the pattern “where” 

10. To have knowledge of common adjectives 

13. To have knowledge of  the pattern “who?” 

15. To have knowledge of names of  some  jobs 

19. To have knowledge of telling the time 

2- Comprehension level 

6. To be  able to comprehend the pattern “there” 

14. To be  able to comprehend  the pattern “can?” 

17. To be able to comprehend basic characteristics of the simple present tense 

21. To be able to comprehend basic characteristics of the present continuous tense 

3- Application level 

2. To be able to greet people around him/her 

3. To be able to ask and answer name, surname and age 

4. To be  able to follow instructions expressed in imperative form 

5. To be able to answer question sentences at his/her level 

7. To be  able to make sentences with singular and plural words 

11. To be able to tell the weather statement with simple sentences 

12. To be able to make sentences by using the adjectives s/he has learnt 

16. To be able to write the sentences at his/her level 

18. To be able to make sentences with the simple present tense 

20. To be able to make sentences at his/her level 

22. To be able to make sentences write the present continuous tense 

23. To be able to ask and answer the question “where are you from?” 

24. To be able to use learnt tenses and patterns in dialogues 

26. To be able to count the numbers ten by ten  (1-100) 

            Table 4.4. Objectives which belong to the Cognitive Domain 

 

4.2.1. Teachers’ Evaluation of the Objectives which are in Knowledge Level of the 

the Cognitive Domain 

In this part, we will give the results related to the first sub-research question ‘2.1. 

What are the teachers’ evaluations of  individual objectives of  the 5
th

 grade curriculum 

which are in the knowledge level of the Cognitive Domain?’ 

For the 1
st 

 objective ‘to have knowledge of the meanings of the concepts used in 

the sentences at his/her level’, 73% of  the teachers agreed with element B, ‘The 

objective is significant’. Sixtyfive percent agreed with element C, ‘the objective is 

feasible’. Sixty-two percent thought that it was consistent with the curriculum aims 
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(element A). Sixty-one percent thought that it identified a learning outcome (element E) 

and it was functional (element F). Almost half of the teachers (51%) agreed with 

element G ‘the objective is appropriate. Element D ‘The objective is precise’ is the only 

element with which the teachers either were undecided (16%) or disagreed (44%). The 

results showed that except for element B (73%) and D (44%), the percentages of 

teachers who expressed agreement ranged between 51 and 61. 

The reponses of the interviewed teachers clarified the following concerns; 

firstly, why the teachers were either undecided or disagreed that the objective was 

precise; secondly, why the other elements were accepted by a low percentage of 

teachers. The interview results indicated that the learning outcome of the objective was 

interpreted differently by five of the teachers as the following quotations indicate: 

 
a. %HQ�ELU�NDOÕEÕ�YHUGL\VHP��R�NDOÕEÕ�GHUVWH�NXOODQPDVÕQÕ�LVWL\RUXP��2�NDOÕSOD�LOJLOL�EDQD�

F�POH� NXUVXQ� EDQD� R� NDOÕSOD� LOJLOL� VRUX� VRUVXQ��'HUV� RUWDPÕQGD� R� NDOÕEÕ� NXOODQVÕQ��
MeselD�µFDQ¶�NDOÕEÕ\OD�LOJLOL� 

 

[ When I teach a pattern, I want him/her ( the student) to use that pattern in the lesson. 

S/he should make a sentence or ask a question by using that pattern. S/he should use 

that pattern in the classroom. For example, the pattern ‘can. ] 

 
b. &�POHOHUGHNL�DQODPÕ�NDYUDPDODUÕQÕ�EHNOL\RUXP��7DEL��NHQGL�ROXúWXUGXNODUÕ�F�POHOHUL� 

 
[ I expect them (the students) to comprehend the meaning in the sentences which they 

obviously make by themselves. ] 

 

c. %X� NDYUDPODUÕ� X\JXQ� \HUGH� NXOODQPDVÕQÕ�� .DYUDPÕ� DQODPÕú� PÕ"�� NXOODQÕ\RU� PX"�
0HVHOD� J�QOHU�� J�Q� NDYUDPÕQÕ� NXOODQDFDN�� X\JXQ� \HUGH� NXOODQÕ\RU� PX"� %XJ�Q�
SD]DUWHVL�GHUNHQ�SD]DUWHVL\L�NXOODQÕ\RU�PX" 

 

[ I expect him/her to use these concepts in appropriate contexts. Has s/he understood 

and used the concept? For example, when s/he use the concept of  the day,  does s/he 

use it in a suitable context? Does s/he use Monday, when s/he says it is Monday 

today].  

 

d. %HúLQFL� VÕQÕID� YHUPHP� JHUHNHQ� JUDPHU� \DSÕVÕ� RODELOLU�� NHOLPH� RODELOLU�� *�QO�N�
KD\DWÕQGD�NXOODQDELliyor olabilmesi gerekiyor. 

 
[ It may be a grammar form or a word which I have to teach in the 5th grade. S/he 

should be able to use it in his/her daily life. ] 

 

e. %HQFH�EX�DPDo�G|QHP�G|QHP�WHNUDUOÕ\RU��dRN�EDVLW�F�POHOHUOH�NHQGLQL�LIDGH�HGHELOLU� 
 

 [ I think this objective is repeated every term. S/he (the student)  can express   

himself/herself by using simple sentences. ] 
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From the above quotation we conclude that the first interviewed teacher focused 

on form, the second focused on meaning, the third focused on appropriate use whereas 

the fourth and fifth  interpretations were unclear. Therefore, we can easily say that, 

although the objective was thought to reflect the six characteristics of well-written 

objective, the teachers concede that they had achieved different learning outcomes 

related to this objective.  

The interview results supported the survey results which were related with the  

four characteristics. In fact, the interviewed teachers also perceived the objective to be 

appropriate and significant enough to be included in curriculum. They also believed that 

the other English teachers may not have the same expected learning outcome for the 

objective as themselves. However,  they believed that the objective was not consistent 

with the curriculum aims, functional and feasible. They also indicated that the reason 

for stated these affairs was due to the low level of the students, and teaching taking 

place in economically disadvantaged suburban area schools. It may be concluded that 

different interpretations of the learning outcome of this objective causes inconsistent 

evaluations of this particular objective. 

The five interviewees were also asked what they understand from the statement  

‘düzeyine uygun’ (at his/her level) which is also included in the 5
th

, 16
th 

and 20
th

 

objectives. However, they did not give consistent and clear answers. Two of the 

interviewed teachers thought that this statement expresses the words which should be 

learned by the fifth grade students, a different one indicated that it expresses English 

adequacy of the students, another recognized that it expresses appropriateness of the 

subject matters to students’ level, and finally, one commented that it expresses cognitive 

ability of a child at this age-11 years-old-. Therefore, it may be concluded that the 

statement ‘düzeyine uygun’ (at his/her level) is not particularly meaningful to the 

teachers. Moreover, the teachers may be confused with this ambiguous statement as 

various interpretations were mentioned. 

The 8
th

 objective ‘to have the knowledge of the names of months’, was highly 

judged to reflect the characteristics of a well-written objective. Almost all of the 

teachers (98%) agreed that it was consistent with the aims of the curriculum (element 

A) and it was feasible (element C). The majority, 97%, thought that it was appropriate 

(element G). Ninety-four percent thought that it was significant (element B). Ninety-
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three percent  thought that this objective was functional (element F). Ninety percent 

thought that it was precise (element D) and it identified a learning outcome (element E).  

The interview results were similar to the survey results. That is to say that, the 

interviewed teachers also thought this objective to be consistent with the curriculum 

aims, significant, feasible, precise, and appropriate. However, the interview results 

indicated that interviewed teachers did not perceive the same learning outcome for this 

objective. Indeed, they expressed three different views. Three of them answered that 

they expect students to utter the twelve months in English; another responded that 

students should communicate the use of the months according to the seasons they 

belong to; a different interviewed teacher responded that students should express the 

month they are in and they should answer to the question ‘when is your birthday?’ It is 

also worth mentioning that one of the interviewed teachers, who thought the objective 

to be achievable, expressed the outcome of the objective by saying: 

 
(YHW��EHQ�EX�DPDFÕ�JHUoHNOHúWLUL\RUXP�DPD�VRUX�FHYDS�úHNOLQGH�NRQXODUD�JLUPL\RUXP��
Burada da öyle demiyor zaten. 

 
[ Yes, I achieve this objective. However, I do not teach the subject in the form of 

question-answer.  This objective  does not require it anyway. ]  

 

 One of  them also stated that her students do not transfer their knowledge of  the 

months to the sixth grade and the objective is not functional for her students. The 

functionality of the objective was also disregarded by another interviewed teacher. The 

reason why over ninety percent of  the teachers thought this objective to reflect the 

characteristics of a well-written objective may be related to teaching the names of the 

months in an uncomplicated way to the students. However, the interview results 

revealed that the objective is not precise and does not identify clearly what the students 

grasp while learning the names of the months. This situation may also be the reason 

which compels this objective to be unfunctional. 

The 9
th

 objective ‘to have knowledge of the pattern “where”, was thought to 

reflect the characteristics of a well-written objective by most of the teachers. The 

majority, 89%, agreed that it is appropriate (element G). Eighty-eight percent thought 

that it was significant (element B). Eighty-seven percent thought that this objective was 

consistent with the curriculum aims (element A). Eighty-six percent thought that it was 

feasible (element C). Eighty-five percent thought that it was functional (element F). 
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Eighty-three percent  thought that it identified a learning outcome (element E). Finally, 

eighty-one percent thought that it was precise (element D).  

Although the 9
th

 objective seems to function in the classrom by reflecting all of 

the characteristics of a well-written objective, the interview results did not run counter 

to the survey results. The interview results showed five different expected learning 

outcomes for this objective as stated in the quotations below:                                                                     

 
a. %LU�Hú\D�J|VWHULS�QHUGH�GL\H�VRUDELOPHOLOHU� 

 

[ They (the students) should be able to ask where an object is by pointing it out.] 

 
b. 1HUHOL�ROGXNODUÕQGDQ�EDKVHWPHOLOHU� 
 

[They should express where they are from. ] 

 

c. (WUDIÕQGDNL�YDUOÕNODUÕQ�\HUOHULQL�V|\OH\HELOPH��$VOÕQGD�HNVLN�LIDGH�HGLOPLú��µ:KHUH¶��������� 
QHUHGH� GHPHNWLU�� 6DGHFH� EX� NDGDUOD� NÕVÕWOÕ� JLEL� JHOL\RU�� (NVLN� LIDGH� ROGX÷XQX��������������������������������������
G�ú�Q�\RUXP� 
 

[ They should express the place of the objects around them. The objective statement is 

actually incomplete. ‘Where means ‘nerede’. It seems as if it is restricted to thist, so I 

think it is incomplete. ]  

 

d. :KHUH� DUH� \RX� IURP"¶� GHGL÷LP� ]DPDQ� µ,� DP� IURP� 7XUNH\¶� RU� µ,� DP� IURP� $QWDO\D¶�����������������
cevap vermesi yeterli. En fazla aUNDGDúÕQÕQ� µZKHUH� LV� KH� IURP"¶� GHQLOLQFH� FHYDS�
vermesi. 

 

[ When I ask ‘where are you from?’, it is enough for him/her to say ‘I am from Turkey 

or I am from Antalya’. S/he should at most be able to answer the question ‘where is he 

from?’ on behalf of his/her friend. ]  

 

e. ùHKLUOHUL� V|\OH\HELOPHOLOHU�� 1HUHGH� GHUNHQ� µZKHUH¶� VRUX� NDOÕEÕ� PÕ� VDGHFH"� g\OH\VH�
µZKHUH� DUH� \RX� IURP"¶� VRUXVXQD� FHYDS� YHUPHOL�� $PD� úH\� YDU� PHVHOD� NLWDS� QHUHGH"�
0DVDQÕQ��]HULQGH�WDPDP��oDQWDQÕQ�LoLQGH�WDPDP��$PD�ED]Õ�SUHSR]LV\RQODUÕ�DWOÕ\RUXP 

NXOODQPDODUÕQÕ�EHNOHPL\RUXP� 
 

[ They should be able to tell the name of the cities. When it is expressed ‘where’, is it 

only the question pattern? If so, they should be able to answer where they are from. 

However, there is also something else about this subject. For example, where is the 

book? The answers ‘it is on the table’ and ‘it is in the bag’, are acceptable. However, I 

avoid teaching some of the prepositions. I do not expect them to use these prepositions.]  

 

 

As it can be seen from the quotations above, while three of the interviewed 

teachers expressed the learning outcome of the objective by mentioning the place of 

objects in class, two of them asserted that its outcome was to teach students to express 

where they are from. This is also a correct outcome for the objective as it focuses on the 

knowledge of the pattern ‘where’. However, the 23
rd

 objective also focuses on teaching 
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students how to ask and answer the question ‘where are you from’. Therefore, it may be 

concluded that as the objective does not identify a clear outcome, the interviewed 

teachers mentioned the activities they perform with the question pattern ‘where’, as 

being the outcome of the objective. Similarly to the teachers who responded to the 

survey, the interviewed teachers thought the objective to be consistent with the 

curriculum aims and feasible, it was not precise, appropriate, and functional. These 

results may be related to the teachers’ different perceptions of the learning outcome of 

this objective and the different approaches applied in the classroom. We can easily say 

that all  teachers evaluated the objectives in the way they accomplish them in the 

classroom. The following quotation demonstrates that teachers evaluate the objective’s 

feasibility by considering what they teach to their students: 

 
(YHW��6DGHFH�QHUHOL�ROGX÷XQX�VRUPD�YH�FHYDSODPDGD�JHUoHNOHúWLUL\RUXP� 
 

[Yes. (I achieve this objective). However, I only achieve (teaching) by asking ‘where 

are you from and answering it ] 

 

The interview results were also inconsistent with the survey results since 

interviewed teachers revealed that the 9
th

 objective should not to be included in the 

curriculum. Moreover, while they were discussing the significance of the objective, 

three of the teachers observed: 

 
a. %X�úHNLOGH�GH÷LO��9DUOÕNODUÕQ�\D�GD�NLúLOHULQ�\HUOHULQL�LIDGH�HGHELOPH�JLEL�QHW�ELU�DPDo�

olsa. 

 
[The objective should not be included in this statement. It should be a clear objective 

like ‘to be able to express the place of people or objects.  ] 

 
b. 'DKD�L\L�LIDGH�HGLOPHOL��VÕQÕUODUÕ�EHOLUOHQPLú�ELU�úHNLOGH� 
 

[The objective should be stated in a better way. Its limits should be determined.] 

 

c. +D\ÕU��ELUD]�GDKD�EDVLWOHúWLULOPLú�RODUDN�\DQL�EHOOL�NDOÕSODUÕ�EÕUDNPDOÕ�oRN�D\UÕQWÕ\D�
girmeden. 

 
[No. The objective should be stated in a simplified way, by including some of the 

patterns  without being too detailed.] 

 

  

For the 10
th

 objective ‘to have knowledge of common adjectives’, a majority of the 

teachers (87%) agreed that it was significant (element B), and functional (element F). 

The majority, 86%, thought that it was consistent with the curriculum aims (element A). 
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Eighty-four percent thought that it was feasible (element C) and eighty-three percent 

thought that it was appropriate (element G). Seventy-eight percent  thought that it 

identified a learning outcome (element E). Finally, seventy-five percent  thought that it 

was precise (element D). As it can be seen, over 75%  thought that this objective 

reflected the seven characteristics of a well-written objective. 

The 10
th

 objective is the only objective which complemented the survey results. 

That is to say that, it was consistent with the interview results. The most interesting 

point is that it is the only objective in the Knowledge Level of the Cognitive Domain, 

whose learning outcome was percieved in the same way by the interviewed teachers . 

They stated that they expect students to talk about their environment by using 

adjectives. However, one of the interviewed teachers verified that he does not know 

whether the other English teachers perceive the same learning outcome for this 

objective as he does. The interviewed teachers were also  asked to say what they 

understand from� WKH� VWDWHPHQW� µEHOOL� EDúOÕ� VÕIDWODU¶� �FRPPRQ� DGMHFWLYHV���$OO�RI� WKHP��
H[SUHVVHG�WKDW�µEHOOL�EDúOÕ�VÕIDWODU¶��FRPPRQ�DGMHFWLYHV��DUH�WKRVH�FRQQHFWHG�ZLWK�GDLO\�
life, such as ‘short’, ‘long’, ‘beautiful’. Although the interviewed teachers thought this 

objective to reflect the characteristics of a well-written objective, it is also worth 

mentioning the critiques of an interviewed teacher. While talking about the significance 

RI� WKH� REMHFWLYH�� WKH� LQWHUYLHZHG� WHDFKHU� FULWLFL]HG� WKH� VWDWHPHQW� µEHOOL� EDúOÕ�
VÕIDtlar’(common adjectives) and  stated that this objective should not be included in the 

curriculum. In his view, the coursebook authors were highly influenced by the the 

VWDWHPHQW� � µEHOOL� EDúOÕ� VÕIDWODU¶� �FRPPRQ� DGMHFWLYHV��� ,QIDFW�� WKH� FRXUVHERRN� DXWKRUV�
presented a particular unit (English Today, unit 4, lesson 2) solely to teach “common 

adjectives” to the students. He stated that teaching all of the adjectives at the same time 

is related to failure in the classroom. Also, by doing so, the students retain only some of 

the general adjectives when they are in the sixth grade. Therefore, he pinpoints that the 

adjectives should be taught in different units tied with other topics.                                                            

For the 13
th

 objective ‘to have knowledge of  the pattern “who?”,  80%  of the 

teachers thought that this objective was significant (element B). Seventy-nine percent 

declared that it was consistent with the curriculum aims (element A), and feasible 

(element C), and  identified a learning outcome (element E). Seventy-six percent agreed 

with element F ‘the objective is functional’. Seventy-five percent underlined that it was  
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precise (element D) and appropriate (element G). The picture that emerges is that over 

70% percent thought that the objective reflected the characteristics of a well-written 

objective. 

Although almost over seventy percent of the teachers believed that the 13
th

 

objective reflects all of the characteristics of a well-written objective, the interview 

results supported the survey results in only one characteristics. That is to say that, the 

interviewed teachers also thought the objective to be consistent with the curriculum 

aims. When the interviewed teachers were asked to say their expected learning outcome 

for the objective, they made five different observations: 

 
a. .LPOH�LOJLOL�VRUX�\DSÕS�DUNDGDúÕQD�VRUDELOPHOL� 

 

[ S/he (the student) should be able to make a question by using ‘who’ and asking it to 

his/her friend. ] 

 

b. :KR¶�LOH�QDVÕO�VRUX�ROXúWXUXOXU�ELOHFHN� 
 

[ S/he must know how to produce a sentence by using ‘who’. ] 

 

c. *|VWHULOHQ� ELU� NLúLQLQ� NLP� ROGX÷XQX� V|\OH\HELOPHVL� \D� GD� µZKR¶� QXQ� QH� DQODPD�
JHOGL÷LQL�ELOPHVL�� 

 

[ S/he should be able to tell who a person is when the person is pointed out, or s/he 

should know the meaning of ‘who’. ] 

 

d. µ:KR¶� QXQ� |÷UHQFLOHULP� WDUDIÕQGDQ� DQODúÕOPDVÕ�� \D]ÕOPDVÕ�� 0HVHOD� µZKR� DUH� \RX¶�
deyince cevap verebilmesi. 

 

[ I expect them to understand and spell ‘who’ correctly. When I ask ‘who are you’, I 

expect them to answer my question. ] 

 

e. .LP�VRUXVXQD�NLúL�DGÕ�NXOODQDUDN�FHYDS�YHUPHOL�PHVHOD�µZKR is here’ sorusuna Ali diye 

cevap vermeleri. 

 

[ S/he should be able to answer the question ‘who’ by giving the name of the person. 

For example, the question ‘who is here’ should be answered as ‘Ali’. ] 

 

 

Moreover, when it comes to the interviewed teachers’ expected learning outcome 

for this objective, it was observed that they had to reflect deeply to recall how  they 

teach the question ‘who’. Only one of them asked the interviewer to disclose the unit in 

which ‘who’ was covered, after which he referred to the appropriate page. However, he 

could not find the answer, but he did his best to answer. The different learning outcomes 

perceived by the interviewed teachers might be linked to the fact that no unit which 

focuses solely on teaching the question ‘who’, features in the coursebook (of the 
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lesson). Indeed, the ‘who’ questions are used only in one unit. This particular unit also 

includes activites on teaching the present continuous tense and requires the students to 

perform the exercises linked to the pictures (English Today, unit 7, lesson 1). This could 

be the case why the interviewed teachers hesitated while evaluating this objective, and 

generally, all of them showed negative attitudes towards teaching the question ‘who’. 

This may be the reason why most of them thought this objective not to be appropriate, 

functional, and feasible and not to be included in the curriculum. They stated that the 

question ‘who’ is unpractable for their students as it is above their students’ level. One 

of them also mentioned that the coursebook, with its lack of concrete examples, could 

be part of the failure in achieving this objective. Indeed, the teachers’ excessive 

dependency on the coursebook results in their inadequacy to evaluate this objective. 

 In fact,  they did not recall how they achieved the objective in their class. We may 

conclude from this result that  unclear objectives compel teachers to be dependent on 

the coursebooks.   

The 15
th

 objective ‘to have knowledge of names of some jobs’, is another 

objective which was highly seen to reflect the characteristics of a well-written objective. 

Almost all the teachers (99%), thought that it was significant (element B), and feasible 

(element C), and none of them disagreed. The vast majority of teachers (95%) 

considered it to be consistent with the curriculum aims (element A), and functional 

(element F). In particular, 93% thought that it was appropriate (element G). Ninety-two 

percent admitted that it identified a learning outcome (element E). Finally, eighty-eight 

percent declared that it was precise (element D).  

While the 15
th

 objective was highly regarded  to reflect all characteristics of  a 

well-written objective by the teachers,  the interview results supported the survey results 

in only three characteristics. The interviewed teachers also thought the objective to be 

consistent with the curriculum aims (element a), appropriate (element g) and feasible 

(element c). However, the interview results indicated that the objective was not precise 

and did not identify a clear outcome. Indeed, every interviewed teachers held different 

learning outcomes for this objective;  

 

a. øOHUGH�QH�ROPDN�LVWL\RUVXQ�GH\LQFH�EDQD�V|\OH\HELOPHOL� 
 

[ S/he (the student) should be able to tell me what he wants to be in the future? ]  
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b. 'H÷LúLN�PHVOHNOHUL�|÷UHQPHOL�YH�EXQODUÕ� LOHUGH�WDQÕPODPDN�SDUDJUDIWD�ROVXQ��UHDGLQJ�
SDUoDVÕQGD�ROVXQ�WDQÕPOD\DELOPHOL� 

 

[ S/he should be able to learn the names of different jobs and recognize these jobs  in a 

paragraph or reading passage. ] 

 

c. (WUDIÕQGD�J|UG�÷���WDQÕGÕ÷Õ�LQVDQODUÕQ�PHVOHNOHULQL�V|\OH\HELOPHVL��VRUDELOPHVL� 
 

[ S/he should be able to ask about and tell the job of persons around her/him. ] 

 

d. µ'L÷HU�|QFHNL�NRQXODUOD�ELUOLNWH�NXOODQPDVÕQÕ�EHNOL\RUXP¶� 
 

[ S/he should be able to use the names of  jobs with the other subjects. ] 

 

e. dHYUHVLQGHNL� LQVDQODUÕQ� VDKLS� ROGX÷X� PHVOHNOHUL� LIDGH� HGHELOPH�� %HQLP� EDEDP� LúoL��
benim annem temizlikçi gibi. 

 

[ S/he should be able express the job of persons around her/him such as, my father is a 

worker, my mother is a maid.] 

 

 

As it can be seen from the quotations above, only the third and fifth interviewed 

teachers had similar learning outcomes for the objective. However, while one of them 

expected students to express the jobs of people around them, the other expected students 

both to ask and communicate the jobs of people around them. When the interviewed 

teachers were asked what they� XQGHUVWDQG� IURP� WKH� VWDWHPHQW� µEHOOL� EDúOÕ� PHVOHNOHU¶�
(some jobs), they made the link with the most common jobs. However, we can infer that 

the interviewed teachers referred to the jobs mentioned in the coursebook. One 

remarked that although the majority of the students’ parents were civil servants, this 

particular position was not listed. It may be concluded that this objective is not precise 

and does not identify a clear learning outcome. Therefore, the teachers can only achieve 

this objective with the help of the coursebook. The interviewed teachers thought the 

objective not to be functional and not to be included in curriculum. Two requested that 

the objective should be reworded for clarity. One of the interviewed teachers also stated 

that the names of jobs should not be taught solely in one unit; they should be evenly 

spread in other units.                                                                                                                                     

The 19
th

 objective ‘to have knowledge of telling the time’,  is another objective 

which was thought to reflect the characteristics of a well-written objective by most of 

the teachers. The majority, 92%, thought that it was significant (element B) and  

functional (element F). Ninety-one percent of the teachers thought that it was consistent 

with the curriculum aims (element A). Eighty-nine percent thought that it identified a 

learning outcome (element E). Eighty-eight percent agreed with element C ‘the 
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objective is feasible’. Element D ‘The objective is precise’ was agreed by 86% of  the 

teachers. Eighty-five percent thought that it was appropriate (element G).  

Although the survey results showed that the objective reflects all the 

characteristics of a well-written objective, the interview results were consistent with the 

survey results in only one characteristic. Indeed, the interviewed teachers also  thought 

this objective to be consistent with the curriculum aims. The interview results indicated 

that interviewed teachers thought the objective not to be precise, functional, appropriate, 

feasible and not to be included in curriculum. The interview results also showed that the 

interviewed teachers had three different learning outcomes for this objective: 

 
a. Saat kao�GHQGL÷LQGH��W�P�VDDWOHUL�V|\OH\HELOPHOL� 

[ When the time is asked, s/he (the student) should be able to answer it using all forms. 

(o’clock, quarter past, quarter to, half past). ] 

 

b. 6DDWL� VRUGX÷XPGD� V|\OHPHVLQL� EHNOL\RUXP�� 7�P� VDDWOHUL� GH÷LO� DPD�� *HoL\RU ve 

NDODODUÕ�|÷UHWPL\RUXP��2QX�EHú�JHoL\RU�\DGD�RQD�EHú�YDU�JLEL�� 
 

[ When I asked  the time, I expect him/her (the student) to tell it. However, not all forms. 

I do not teach’ past’ and ‘to’  forms i.e., five past ten, five to ten. ] 

 

c. Tam saati söyleyebilmeli. 

 

[ S/he should tell the time using the o’clock form. ] 

 

It can be seen that there is no consistency among the interviewed teachers in 

teaching the periods of time. Two of them also stated that the other English teachers in 

Turkey do not perceive the same outcome as themselves. To put it more simply, 

teaching the duration of the hour depends on the teachers. Therefore, it may be 

concluded that as the objective does not identify a clear learning outcome, the teachers 

do not achieve the same learning outcomes for this objective and  they evaluated the 

characteristics of the objective according to what they teach. The following quotation 

illustrates how the teachers interpret the achievability of the objective: 

 
7DP� VDDWOHUL� V|\OHWPH\L� JHUoHNOHúWLUL\RUXP�� =DWHQ� EHQ� oH\UHN� YH� EXoXNODUÕ�
YHUPL\RUXP��$WOÕ\RUXP� 
 

[ I achieve how to tell the time as o’clock. I do not teach quarter and half past (forms). I 

skip them.] 

 

On the other hand, one of  them in teaching a similar point evaluated the 

feasibility of the objective by noting that ‘we can not achieve this objective, as the 
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students forget’. It is also worth mentioning that while evaluating the significance of the 

objective, another teacher stated that the objective should not require students to tell all 

the periods of time. 
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Table 4.5.  The Teachers' Evaluations of the Objectives which are in the Knowledge Level of  the Cognitive Domain 
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 4.2.2.Teachers’ Evaluation of the Objectives which are in the 

Comprehension Level of the Cognitive Domain 

In this section, the results related to the second sub-research question ‘2.2. What 

are the teachers’ evaluations of  individual objectives of  the 5
th

 grade curriculum which 

are in  the comprehension level of the Cognitive Domain’?  will be given    

For the 6
th

 objective ‘to be  able to comprehend the pattern “there”, a majority 

of teachers (83%) thought that it was feasible (element C). The majority, 82%, specified 

that it was consistent with the curriculum aims (element A). Eighty percent of the 

teachers thought that it was significant (element B). Seventy-seven percent agreed with 

element G ‘the objective is appropriate’. Moreover, seventy-two percent thought that 

the objective was functional. Element D ‘The objective is precise’ was agreed by 71% 

of the teachers. Finally, element E ‘the objective identifies a learning outcome’ was 

agreed by 68% of the teachers. The results revealed that the elements for the 6
th

 

objective were agreed by almost over 70% of the teachers, whereas only element E 

received the lowest percentage (68%) of the teachers. 

While almost over seventy percent of the respondents thought that the 6
th

 

objective  reflect the characteristics of a well-written objective, the interview results 

supported the survey results in only three characteristics. The interviewed teachers 

considered the objective to be consistent with the curriculum aims, precise and  

produced the same learning outcome for the objective. They stated that they expect 

students to disclose the presence and/or absence of the objects around them. However, 

one teacher expressed that he does not expect other English teachers to perceive the 

learning outcome of this objective in the same way as he does. He  also criticized the 

statement ‘YDUGÕU¶� NDOÕEÕ� �WKH� SDWWHUQ� µWKHUH¶��� DQG� H[SUHVVHG� WKDW� DV� WKH� REMHFWLYH� LV�
written for English teachers, it can be written in English. Although two of the 

interviewed teachers foresaw the objective to be feasible, one of them stated that her 

students did not learn effortlessly, and also did not transfer what they had achieved from 

this objective to the sixth grade. The other three interviewed teachers thought the 

objective to be inappropriate and unfeasible. One of the teachers stated that the time 

allocated for the lesson was not adequate for students to achieve this objective. One of 

the interviewed teachers stated that the curriculum may include teaching the pattern 

‘there’. Finally, shared the view that the objective was unfeasible and not to be included 
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in the curriculum. All in all, from these comments it emerged that the  objective should 

be reworded clearly. 

The 14
th

 objective  ‘to be able to comprehend  the pattern “can”, was thought to 

reflect the characteristics of a well-written objective by most of the teachers. A majority  

(89%) agreed that the objective was feasible (element C). To the same degree,  another 

88% considered it was consistent with the curriculum aims (element A). Eighty-seven 

percent agreed that it was significant (element B). Eighty-six percent admitted that  

element F which states that ‘the objective is functional’. Element G ‘the objective is 

appropriate’ was agreed upon by 85% of the teachers. In answering element E, ‘The 

objective identified a learning outcome’, 84% held a positive view. Finally, 81% also 

conceded that it was precise (element D).  

The interview results supported the survey results in five characteristics. That is 

to say, those interviewed also thought the objective to be consistent with the curriculum 

aims, to be appropriate, significant, precise, and feasible. However, the results showed 

that the learning outcome of the objective was perceived differently by the interviewed 

teachers. Therefore, their evaluations were based on  their personal perceptions. The 

interview results showed three different learning outcomes for this objective: 

 
a. YDSDELOGL÷L�úH\OHUL�DQODWPDOÕ 
 

  [ S/he (the student) should mention his/her abilities. ] 

 

b. <DSDELOGLNOHULQL�\DGD�\DSDPDGÕNODUÕQÕ�DQODWPDOÕ 
 

  [S/he should mention his/her abilities and inabilities. ] 

 

c. g÷UHQFLOHU�ROXPOX��ROXPVX]�YH�VRUX�KDOOHUL\OH�µFDQ¶�\DSÕVÕQÕ�NXOODQDELOPHOLOHU� 
 

[ The students should use ‘can’ in its positive, negative and interrogative forms. ] 

 

We can easily say that, while two of the expected learning outcomes focused on 

function, only one of  them focused on form. Moreover, there is not any consistency 

among the expected outcomes on which the forms of  ‘can’ should be taught . Only one 

of the interviewed teachers said that he did not expect the other English teachers to have 

similar learning outcomes for this objective and he also stated that the teachers may not 

be fully aware that the objective requires teaching positive, negative and interrogative 

forms of ‘can’ or not. The interview results did not support the survey results in one 
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characterisctic that the objective was thought not to be functional. It is also worth 

mentioning that one of the interviewed teachers thought that this objective should not be 

included in the curriculum. He criticized the objective by highlighting that ‘the 

objective requires teachers to teach only the positive form of ‘can’, however, the 

coursebook includes both positive and  negative forms’. Therefore, the objective should 

determine which forms of  ‘can’  should be taught by the teachers. 

The 17
th

 objective ‘to be able to comprehend the basic characteristics of the 

simple present tense’,  is the only objective which the teachers either disagreed or were 

undecided in identifying if the objective reflects the characteristics of a well-written 

objective or not. The only element with which the teachers agreed with is element A 

‘The objective is consistent with the curriculum aims; however, almost half of the 

teachers (52%), supported this statement. 47% of the teachers endorsed element B ‘The 

objective is significant’, while 20% of them were undecided and 34% of them 

disagreed. Element E, ‘The objective identifies a learning outcome’ was pronoted by 

44% of the teachers while 39% disagreed. Similarly 44% of the teachers agreed with 

element F ‘The objective is functional’, while 21% were undecided and 35% disagreed. 

Forty percent of the teachers disagreed and twenty percent of them were undecided that 

the objective was precise (element D). For element C, ‘The objective is feasible’, 39% 

of the teachers approved, 39% disagreed and 29% were undecided. Element G  ‘The 

objective is appropriate’ is the only element which was agreed by the lowest percentage 

of teachers: Im fact, only 30% of the teachers agreed, while 29% were undecided and 

40% disagreed. The results showed that among the objectives in this level, the elements 

for this objective were agreed upon by the lowest percentage  of the teachers. 

The interview results were similar to the survey results. The interviewed 

teachers also thought the objective not to be precise, functional, appropriate, feasible, 

and not to be feature in the curriculum. The interviewed teachers also provided valuable 

views for the reasons of its failure. They expressed that they could not achieve this 

objective as it was above the level of their students. Another reason that was expressed 

by the two teachers was that this objective could not be realised as it was linked to the 

teaching of the simple present tense at the end of the spring term (in May or June). All 

of the interviewed teachers thought that the objective should not feature in the  

curriculum. Two of them expressed their thoughts remarking: 
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a. 'DKD�EDVLW�RODUDN�\HU�DOPDOÕ��+DWWD�GDKD�HUNHQ�\HU�DODELOLU��%DVLW�RODUDN�\DYDú�\DYDú��

DGÕP� DGÕP� KHU� �QLWHGH� ELUD]FÕN� \D\ÕOPÕú� RODUDN� ROPDOÕ�� d�QN�� KDIWDGD� LNL� VDDW� LoLQ�
fazla bir amaç. 

 

[ The objective should be simplified. Moreover, it can be included in the former units of 

the coursebook. It (the simple present tense) should be taught gradually, step by step, 

not in  one unit. It should be spread to the other units because achieving this objective 

requires more time than the allocated time of the lesson which is two hours a week. ] 
 

b. %X�úHNLOGH�JUDPHU�|÷UHWLPL�RODUDN�\HU�DOPDPDOÕ��dRFXN�JUDPHU�\DSÕVÕQÕ�|÷UHQGL÷LQL�
IDUN�HWPH\HFHN�úHNLOGH�\HU�DOPDOÕ� 

 

[ The objective should not be included like that as it requires grammar 

teaching,however it should be included in such a manner that the child should not 

realize that s/he is learning a grammar form. ] 
 

 

  The interview results were not consistent with the survey results, In fact,  while 

half of the teachers found the objective to be consistent with the curriculum aims, the 

interviewed teachers thought the opposite. The interview results also indicated that the 

interviewed teachers perceived similar learning outcomes for the objective. They stated 

that they teach the grammar of the simple present tense ,positive, negative and 

interrogative forms, and the third person ‘s’ to achieve this objective. They also held the 

view that the other English teachers in Turkey perceive the same outcome for the 

objective. One of the interviewed teachers also stated that as the simple present tense 

has certain grammar rules, all English teachers perceive the same outcome for the 

objective.  

For the 21
st
 objective ‘to be able to comprehend basic characteristics of the 

present continuous tense’, 69% of the teachers agreed with element A that ‘the 

objective is consistent with the curriculum aims’. Sixty-five percent thought that it 

identified a learning outcome (element E). Sixty-four percent agreed with element F 

‘the objective is functional’. Sixty-three percent conceded that it was significant 

(element B). Element C ‘the objective is feasible’ and element D ‘the objective is 

precise’ 61% gave a positive response. Finally, element G ‘the objective is appropriate’ 

was agreed by 57% of the teachers. In summary, the percentages of teachers who 

expressed agreement with six of the elements for this objective  ranged between 57% 

and 69%, whereas element G was accepted by the lowest percentage of the teachers 

(57%).  
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Although the teachers’ responses to the 21
st
 objective showed that they thought 

this objective reflects the characteristics of a well-written objective, the interview 

results did not support this claim. When asked about the expected learning outcome for 

this objective the interviewed teachers expressed three different learning outcomes: 

 

a. øoLQGH�EXOXQGXNODUÕ�DQGD�\DSWÕNODUÕ�H\OHPOHUL�LIDGH�HGHELOPHOLOHU� 
 

  [ The student should tell the actions which happen at the time of speech in the 

classroom. ] 

 

b. µDP¶��µLV¶��µDUH¶�YH�µ9LQJ¶�WDNÕVÕQÕ�LOH�F�POH�NXUPDOÕ� 
 

  [ The student should make sentences by using ‘am’, ‘is’, ‘are’, and ‘Ving’. ] 

 

c. µDP¶��µLV¶��µDUH¶�YH�µ9LQJ¶�WDNÕVÕQÕ�NDYUD\DFDN�ELUGH�QDVÕO�NXOODQÕODFD÷ÕQÕ�ELOPHOL� 
 

  [ The student should comprehend  both ‘am’, ‘is’, ‘are’, and ‘Ving’ and how to use 

them. ] 

 

 

In summary, one of the expected outcome focused on function, the other one 

focused on form and the last one focused on both form and meaning. The interview 

results indicated that the objective was thought not to be functional, appropriate and 

feasible. The interviewed teachers stated the reasons of not achieving this objective: 

 
a. Çünkü zaman ve materyal poblemimiz var. Kitap GD�GDKD�oRN�NXUDO�D÷ÕUOÕNOÕ�YHUPLú� 

 

[ Because we have problem with time and material. The coursebook also presents the   

subject by emphasizing its rules. ] 

 

b. %LU�|QFHNL�JUDPHU�\DSÕVÕQÕQ� ]RUOX�JHoPHVL�� |÷UHQFL\H�EX�]DPDQÕ�NDYUDWPDGDQ� IDUNOÕ�
bir zamana geçiú�YH�øQJLOL]FH¶GHNL�]DPDQ�\DSÕVÕQÕQ�7�UNoH¶GHQ�IDUNOÕ�ROPDVÕ� 

 

[ The reasons are the difficulty of the previous grammar lessons (the simple present 

tense), the teaching of a different tense without having students comprehend that tense 

(the simple present tense), and the tense structure of  English being different from  

Turkish. ]  

 

c. dRFXNODUÕQ�VHYL\HVLQGHQ�GROD\Õ��oHYUH�oRN�|QHPOL� 
 

       [ Because of the level of students, the environment is very important. ]  

 

The interview results also showed that the objective was thought not to be 

consistent with the curriculum aims and not to be present in the curriculum. The 

interviewed teachers stated that the simple present tense could be taught to students; 

however, the objective should be reworded. One of the interviewed teachers stated that 
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the objective should not require comprehending characteristics of grammar of the 

present continuous tense. 
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Table 4.6.  The Teachers' Evaluations of the Objectives which are in the Comprehension Level of the Cognitive Domain 
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4.2.3.  Teachers’ Evaluation of the Objectives which are in the Application Level of 

the Cognitive Domain 

 

In this section, we will present the results related to the first sub-research 

question ‘2.3. ‘What are the teachers’ evaluations of  individual objectives of  the 5
th

 

grade curriculum which are in  the application level of the Cognitive Domain’?       

 

For the 2
nd

 objective ‘to be able to greet people around him/her’, a vast majority 

of the teachers (90%), thought that it is functional (element F). The majority, 86%, 

agreed that it was significant (element B). Eighty-five percent agreed that it was feasible 

(element C). Element A ‘The objective is consistent with the curriculum aims’ receives 

approval of 81% of the teachers. Seventy-eight percent favoured element G ‘The 

objective is appropriate’. Finally, 77% thought that the objective identified a learning 

outcome (element E). Seventy-two percent agreed with element D ‘The objective is 

precise’. The results revealed that over 75% of the teachers thought that this  objective 

reflected the characteristics of a well-written objective. 

Both survey and interview results showed that the 2
nd

 objective is one of the 

objectives which the teachers perceive to reflect the characteristics of a well-written 

objective.   

The 3
rd

 objective ‘to be able to ask and answer name, surname and age’, was 

highly regarded to reflect the characteristics of a well-written objective. An 

overwhelming majority (95%) admitted that the objective was feasible (element C). The 

majority with, 94%, thought that it was significant (element B). Moreover, ninety 

percent agreed that it was functional (element F). Also, eighty-nine percent 

acknowledged that it was consistent with the curriculum aims (element A). 

Furthermore, eighty-eight percent  agreed that it identified a learning outcome (element 

E) and that it was appropriate (element G). Finally, 86% of the teachers conceded that 

the objective was precise (element D).  

The 3
rd 

objective is another objective which the respondents thought reflects the 

characteristics of a well-written objective and the interviewed teachers also expressed 

similar evaluations for this objective. The reason might be the limited number of 

formulaic expressions used for name and age. 
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For the 4
th

 objective, ‘to be  able to follow the instructions expressed in 

imperative form’ the majority, 84%, thought that it was significant (element B). 

Seventy-seven agreed that it was consistent with the curriculum aims (element A). 

Seventy-five thought that it was feasible (element C). In answering to element F ‘The 

objective is functional’, 74% of them agreed. Moreover, seventy-three percent thought 

that it was appropriate (element G). Furthermore, seventy percent agreed that it 

identified a learning outcome (element E). Finally, 69% acknowledged that  it was 

precise (element D). As it can be seen, six of the elements are agreed by almost over 

70% percent and element B received the highest percent (84%) of the teachers. 

Although the 4
th

 objective was thought to reflect all the characteristics of a well-

written objective, the interview results demonstrated that there were some points that 

should to be taken into consideration about this objective. Indeed, two of the 

interviewed teachers thought that the objective should be stated differently and more 

clearly as it may be perceived differently by the other teachers in Turkey. Notably, one 

of them suggested that the imperative words should be specified. Moreover, although 

the interviewed teachers also thought the objective to be feasible, three of them 

conceded that it was not functional.  

For the 5
th

 objective ‘to be able to answer question sentences at his/her level’, 

the majority, 86%,  thought that it was significant (element B). To start with, seventy-

eight percent of the teachers agreed that it was feasible (element C). Furthermore, 

seventy-six percent thought that it was functional (element F). In answering element A 

‘The objective was consistent with the curriculum aims’ 74% of the teachers agreed. 

Seventy-three percent conceded that element G ‘The objective is appropriate’. Seventy 

percent acknowledged that it identified a learning outcome (element E). Finally, 67%  

thought that  it was precise (element D). Five of the elements were agreed by over 70%   

of the teachers. Element B was agreed by the highest percentage (86%), whereas 

element D was agreed by the lowest percentage (67%). All in all, the teachers expressed 

similar opinions for the 4
th

 and 5
th

 objectives. 

The survey results revealed that the teachers admitted that this objective to 

reflect the characteristics of a well-written objective. However, the interview results did 

not support the survey results. The interview results indicated that the interviewed 

teachers had different expectations. The extracts below underline the outcome of this 
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objective, and consequently, they evaluated this objective according to their 

interpretations. 

 

D���%DQD�VÕQÕI�RUWDPÕQGD�VRUX�VRUDFDNODU�PHVHOD��6ÕQÕI�RUWDPÕQGD�EHQLP�VRUGX÷XP�VRUX���������������� 
�����V�POHVLQH�FHYDS�YHUHELOPHVL�JHUHNL\RU��0HVOH÷LQL�VRUDELOLULP��KDYD\Õ�VRUDELOLULP�� 
     Bunlarla ilgili sorulara bana hemen cevap verebilmesi gerekiyor. 

 

[ For example, they will ask questions to me in the classroom. S/he (the student) is 

required to answer my question. I can ask about his/her job or I can ask whether. S/he  

is required to answer such questions with ease. ] 

 

E���%HOOL�VRUXODUD�EHOOL�NDOÕSODUÕ�NXOODQDUDN�FHYDS�YHUPHVL��0HVHOD�SUHVHQW�WHQVH�VRUX���         
     cümlesine cevap verme. 

 

 [ To answer some questions by using certain patterns. For example, to answer a    

question in the the simple present tense. ] 

 

�������F���'DKD�|QFH�|÷UHQPLú�ROGX÷X�ELOJLOHUL�NXOODQDUDN�VRUX�F�POHOHULQH�FHYDS�EHNOL\RUXm.    

������������0HVHOD�NHQGLQL�WDQÕWDELOPH��HWUDIÕQGDNL�QHVQHOHUL�WDQÕWDELOPH��%XQODUOD�LOJLOL�VRUXODQ������������� 
            sorulara cevap verebilmeliler. Aylar, günler, fiziksel özellikleriyle ilgili sorulara cevap  

            verebilme. 

 

[ I expect them to answer questions by using previously acquired knowledge. For 

example,  introducing themselves, and describing the objects around them. They should 

be able to answer these questions; the months, days, their physical features as well.  

 

G��6ÕQÕIWD�VRUXODUÕPD�G�]J�Q�ELU�úHNLOGH�FHYDS�YHUHELOPHOHUL� 
 

  [ To answer my questions correctly. ] 

 

H��%HQLP�|÷UHQFLP�PHUNH]�RNXOODUGDQ�oRN�DOW�VHYL\HGH�ROGX÷X�LoLQ�EHQLP�EHNOHQWLP�DGÕQÕ� 
�����V|\OH\HELOPHVL��\DúÕQÕ�V|\OH\HELOPHVL��µKDYH�KRW¶��µKDV�JRW¶��µWKHUH�Ls’, ‘there are’          

�����NXOODQPDVÕ��ILLOOHULQ�ELU�NÕVPÕQÕ�ELOL\RU�ROPDVÕ� 
 

[ As my students’ levels are lower than the students who are at economically 

advantaged area schools, my expectation  from them is to tell their names, age, and be 

able to use  ‘have got’, ‘has got’, ‘there is’, ‘there are’, and to know some of the verbs. ] 

 

As it can be seen, there is a discrepancy in teachers’ expectations. The first 

quotation reveals that the teachers may have unrealistic expectations about the learning 

outcome of the objectives. Expecting the fifth grade students to answer questions which 

require use of different patterns may be above their levels. Some of the interviewed 

teachers also realized that they could not express a certain outcome for this objective 

and three of them stated that other English teachers did not share the same views. The 

interviewed teachers also thought the objective to be unfeasible and expressed two 

different reasons for this: low level students, and demotivated students in economically 

disadvantaged suburban area schools. Finally, while three of the interviewed teachers 

found the objective not to be functional, two of them found it to be inappropriate and 
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two of them stated that the objective should not be included in the curriculum. It is clear 

that each interviewed teacher evaluated the characteristics of the objective as how they 

interpret and achieve the learning outcome of it. This may be related to the wording of 

the objective. 

For the 7
th

 objective, ‘to be  able to make sentences with singular and plural 

words’ a vast majority of the teachers (88%) thought that it was significant (element B). 

The majority, 86%, thought that it was functional (element F) and  appropriate (element 

G). Moreover, eighty-three percent thought that it was feasible (element C). 

Furthermore, eighty-two percent agreed that it was consistent with the curriculum aims 

(element A). To enlarge on the point, seventy-eight percent agreed with element E, ‘The 

objective identifies a learning outcome’. Seventy-two percent thought that it was precise 

(element D). The results showed that over 70% of the teachers thought that this 

objective reflected the characteristics of a well-written objective. 

While the 7
th

 objective was thought to reflect all characteristics by over seventy 

percent of the respondents, the interview results revealed different results. Indeed, the 

interview results indicated that the learning outcome of this objective was not perceived 

in the same way by the teachers and they evaluated it according to their interpretations. 

When the interviewed teachers were asked about the expected learning outcome for this 

objective, they expressed four different learning outcomes: 

 
a. Tekil kelime YHUGL÷LP�]DPDQ�RQX�oR÷XOD�oHYLUHELOPHVLQL�EHNOL\RUXP� 
  

[ When I give him/her (the student) a singular word, I expect him/her to turn it to 

plural form. ] 

 

b. 3ROLFHPHQ��ZRPDQ��ZRPHQ�JLEL�NHOLPHOHUOH�GH÷LúLN�F�POHOHU�NXUPDVQÕ�EHNOL\RUXPÕ� 
 

[ I expect him/her to make different sentences by using words such as policemen, 

woman, women. ] 

 

c. 7HNLO� YH� oR÷XO� NHOLPHOHUL� ELOL\RU� ROPDVÕ� OD]ÕP� YH� X\JXQ� ELU� úHNLOGH� F�POH� NXUX\RU�
ROPDVÕ� OD]ÕP�� GLOELOJLVL� NXUDOODUÕQD� X\DFDN� úHNLOGH� µV¶� WDNÕVÕQÕQ� QDVÕO� JHOGL÷LQL��
QRXQODUÕQ�LUUHJXODU�RODUDN�QDVÕO�GH÷LúWL÷LQL�ELOPHVL�YH�F�POH�NXUDELOPHVL�JHUHNL\RU� 

 

[ It necessary for him/her to know singular and plural words and to make suitable 

sentence, It necessary for him/her to know how  suffix ‘s’ comes to the end of words, 

how some nouns change irregularly and how to make sentences using them. ] 

 

d. %HQ�DPDFÕ�DOJÕOD\DPDGÕP��7HNLO� YH�oR÷XO�GHUNHQ� µWKHUH� LV¶�� � µWKHUH�DUH¶�RU� µKH� LV¶"�
KDQJLOHUL�NDVWHGLOGL÷L�EHOOL�GH÷LO��1HW�ELU�FHYDS�YHUHPH\HFH÷LP��+HSVLQL�PL�NDVWHGL\RU�
DFDED"�7HNLO� YH�oR÷XO�NHOLPHOHUL� µWKHUH� LV¶�� � µWKHUH�DUH¶�GD�PÕ�DQODWDFD÷ÕP�� WHNLO�YH�
oR÷XO�|]QHOHUGH�PL�DQODWDFD÷ÕP�RQD�ED÷OÕ��0HVHOD�µWKHUH�LV¶���µWKHUH�DUH¶�Õ�DQODWÕUNHQ�
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WHNLO�YH�oR÷XOODUÕ�NROD\�DQODWÕ\RUXP�DPD�JHQLú�]DPDQGDNL�WHNLO�YH�oR÷XOODUGD�VRUXQ�
\DúÕ\RUX]� 

 

[ I could not understand this objective. When it is said singular and plural, is it 

implied making sentences with ‘there are’ or ‘he is’,  ‘they are’? which one is meant is 

not clear. I can not give a clear answer. I wonder if it includes all of them? My 

expectation depends on  whether I teach singular and plural words in ‘there is’, ‘there 

are’ or  in singular and plural pronouns or not. For example, while I am teaching  

‘there is’, ‘there are’ I teach singular and plural words easily. However, we have 

problem while learning singulars and plurals in the simple present tense. ] 

 

As it can be seen, while the first learning outcome focused on form, the second 

and third focused on function. The interview results also indicated that the objective 

was thought not to be functional and two of the interviewed teachers showed preference 

in not have it included in the curriculum and suggested that it should be reworded 

clearly. 

The 11
th

 objective ‘to be able to tell the weather statement with simple 

sentences’, is another objective which was highly regarded to reflect the characteristics 

of a well-written objective. A vast majority of the teachers (90%) agreed that it was 

significant (element B). The majority with, 89%, thought that it was consistent with the 

curriculum aims (element A), feasible (element C), functional (element F), and 

appropriate (element G). Moreover, eighty-six percent agreed that it identified a 

learning outcome (element E). Finally, eighty-three percent agreed that it was precise 

(element D).  

Both survey and interview results revealed that the 11
th

 objective was thought to 

reflect the characteristics of a well-written objective by the teachers. However, only one 

of the interviewed teachers expressed that it is not functional for his/her students 

because of  the location of  her school which was in an economically disadvantaged 

suburban area. 

For the 12
th 

objective ‘to be able to make sentences using the adjectives s/he has 

learnt’, the majority with, 83%, thought that it was significant (element B). 

Furthermore, seventy-four percent agreed that it was feasible (element C). Moreover, 

seventy-three percent thought that it was consistent with the curriculum aims (element 

A). In answering element E ‘The objective identifies a learning outcome’, 72% agreed. 

Element F ‘The objective is functional (element F)’ was acknowledged by 70%. Sixty-

seven percent approved element D ‘The objective is precise’. Finally, 64% thought that 

it was appropriate (element G). As it can be seen, over 70% of  the teachers agreed that 
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this objective reflected the characteristics of a well-written objective. However, the 

percentages of teachers who thought that the objective was precise and appropriate are 

lower. 

Although the teachers taught the 12
th

 objective to reflect the characteristics of a 

well-written objective, the interview results revealed a few crucial points which should 

be taken into consideration about this objective. Firstly, two of the interviewed teachers 

stated that they had already evaluated this objective by referring to the 10
th

 objective (to 

have knowledge of common adjectives). Although one of the interviewed teachers stated 

that the 12
th

 objective was for the application of the adjectives, all interviewed teachers 

expressed the same evaluations for the 12
th

 objective as for the 10
th

 objective. They 

stated that they expected students to describe the things around  their environment by 

using adjectives. However, one of the interviewed teachers criticized the objective as  

being unclear by stating that he did not perceive clear outcome for this objective. He 

also stated that it was difficult to understand whether it is linked to the simple sentences 

like ‘he is tall’ or the sentences which are produced in the present tense or not. He also 

thought that this objective should not be included in the curriculum, rather it should be 

implemented in a way to encourage students to use the adjectives in their daily life for 

communication. Another interesting point is that although all interviewed teachers 

thought the objective to be achievable, two of them expressed that the students did not 

transfer their knowledge about the adjectives to the sixth grade effortlessly. Therefore, 

we can argue that incorporating two different writing objective as one in knowledge 

level and in application level does not have any signification for the teachers. That is to 

say that, they perceive the two in the same way. However,  it seems that the interviewed 

teachers evaluted the objectives by taking the related unit of the coursebook into 

consideration.  

For the 16
th

 objective ‘to be able to write the sentences at his/her level’,  78% 

thought that it was significant (element B). Moreover, seventy-three percent realised 

that it was consistent with the curriculum aims (element A). Seventy-one percent 

thought that it was functional (element F). Futhermore, sixty-seven percent  was agreed 

with element C ‘the objective identifies a learning outcome’. Element C ‘The objective 

is feasible’ was acknowledged by 66%. Sixty-five percent approved element D ‘The 

objective is precise’. Finally, 64% thought that it was appropriate (element G). The 
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results revealed that the percentages of teachers who expressed agreement ranged 

between 64% and 78%. Indeed, the teachers acknowledged that the 16
th

 objective 

reflects the seven characteristics.  

Although the survey results indicated that the objective reflects characteristics of 

a well-written objective, the interview results did not support the survey results. The 

interview results revealed that three different learning outcomes were expressed in this 

objective. Three of the interviewed teachers expected their students to write sentences 

including the subject, verb, object form, one expected his/her students to write both 

meaningfully and grammatically correct sentences; another expected his/her students to 

write correct sentences on their notebooks and their exam papers. As it can be seen, 

while four of the interviewed teachers emphasized accuracy in form, only one of them 

highlighted accuracy in both form and meaning. Although the objective was thought to 

be feasible by two of the interviewed teachers, they stated that their students did not 

learn effortlessly and could not transfer their achievements from this objective to the 

sixth grade. The three of the interviewed teachers thought the objective to be both 

inappropriate and unfeasible. They expressed that they could not achieve this objective 

as it was inappropriate for students, plus inadequate lesson time. The interiew results 

also indicated that the objective was thought not to be functional and not to be included 

in the curriculum. One of the interviewed teachers stated that it could be included in the 

curriculum if written more unambiguously. Therefore, it may be concluded that 

although teachers thought the 16
th

 objective to reflect the characteristics of a well-

written objective, this objective was not implemented by the teachers.  

The 18
th

 objective ‘to be able to make sentences with the simple present tense’, 

is the only objective in this category where the teachers either disagreed or were 

undecided if this objective reflects the characteristics of a well-written objective or not. 

Element A ‘The objective is consistent with the curriculum aims’ was acknowledged by 

only half of the teachers (50%). Fourty-six percent conceded that element E ‘The 

objective identifies a learning outcome’ while 36% disagreed. Element F ‘The objective 

is functional’ was acknowledged by 45%, while 21% were undecided, and 35% 

disagreed. Moreover, fourty-four percent thought that it was significant (element B), 

whereas 21% were undecided, and 35% disagreed. Furthermore, forty-three percent 

conceded that element D ‘The objective is precise’, while 21% were undecided, and 
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36% disagreed. Only 38% thought element element C ‘The objective is feasible’, while 

24% were undecided, and 37% disagreed. Element G ‘The objective is appropriate ‘is 

the only element which was acknowledged by the lowest percentage: only 31% of the 

teachers acknowledged it, while 29% were undecided and 39% disagreed.  

The interview results were similar to the survey results. The interviewed 

teachers also thought the objective not to be functional, appropriate, feasible, and  be 

included in the curriculum. The interviewed teachers also provided valuable views on 

the reasons of its being unachievable. They expressed that they could not achieve this 

objective as it was above their students’ level. Although interviewed teachers,unlike 

teachers who answered the survey, thought that the objective is precise, they expressed 

three different learning outcomes for the objective: 

 
a. Olumlu olumsuz cümleler kurabilmeli. 

[ S/he should be able to make simple sentences in the simple present tense. ] 

b. *HQLú�]DPDQGD�EDVLW�F�POHOHU�NXUDELOPHOL� 
[ S/he should be able to make positive and negative sentences. ] 

 

c. Günlük aktivitelerini anlatabilmeli. 

[ S/he should be able to tell about their daily activities. ] 

 

We can easily say that, while the  two of the learning outcomes focused on form, 

the last one focused on function. Moreover, one of the interviewed teachers asked the 

interviewer whether the objective includes all forms be it ‘positive’, ‘negative’ and 

‘interrogative’ or not. Therefore, it may be concluded that the objective is not precise 

for the interviewed teachers. It is also worth mentioning that while discussing the 

significance of the objective, one of the interviewed teachers suggested that the 

objective should be tied with expressing daily activities. 

For the 20
th

 objective ‘to be able to make sentences at  his/her level’, the 

majority of the teachers (75%) thought that it is significant (element B). Moreover, 

seventy percent  thought that it was consistent with the curriculum aims (element A), 

and functional (element F). Sixty-seven percent thought that it was feasible (element C), 

precise (element D), and identified a learning outcome (element E). Furthermore, sixty-

four percent acknowledged that it was appropriate (element G). It can be concluded, the 

percentages of teachers who expressed agreement ranged between 64% and 75%. 
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Although the respondents acknowledged that the 20
th

 objective reflects the 

characteristics of a well-written objective, the interview results revealed a few points 

which should commented upon. The interviewed teachers expressed two different 

learning outcomes for this objective. While two of them expected students to make 

suitable sentences, three of them contextualized their views; one of them stated that 

students should produce simple sentences such as expressing weather statement, and the 

other two  favoured simple sentences such as expressing one’s name, age. These 

interviewed teachers who specified their expected learning outcome for this objective, 

also thought the objective to be unfeasible, inappropriate, unfunctional. As such, their 

evaluations for the 20
th

 objective contradicted with their evaluations for the 3
rd

 ‘to be 

able to ask and say name, surname, age’ and 11
th

 objectives ‘to be able to tell weather 

statement with simple sentences’.  Indeed, they had acknowledged that the 3
rd

 and 11
th

 

objectives reflect the characteristics of a well-written objective. Therefore, it is not clear 

what kind of sentences the teachers thought were appropriate while evaluating this 

objective. Ambiguity of the statement of the objective may cause this vagueness and 

lead to the above interpretations. 

For the 22
nd

 objective ‘to be able to make sentences with the present continuous 

tense’, sixty-nine percent of the teachers thought that it was functional (element F). 

Moreover, sixty-five percent thought that it was consistent with the curriculum aims 

(element A). Sixty-four percent acknowledged that it identified a learning outcome 

(element E). In answering element B, ‘The objective is significant’, 60% acknowledged 

it. Element C ‘The objective is feasible’ and element D ‘The objective is precise’,  were 

acknowledged by 59% of the teachers. Furthermore, over half of the teachers (56%) 

conceded that element G ‘The objective is appropriate’. It can be concluded that the 

percentages of teachers who expressed agreement ranged between 56% and 69%. 

Indeed, they thought the 22
nd 

objective reflected the characteristics of a well-written 

objective. 

Although the teachers seem to think that the 22
nd

 objective reflects the 

characteristic of a well-written objective, the percentage of the teachers who 

acknowledged the elements was low. The interview results explain the reason of the low 

percentage who agreed. The interview  results demonstrated that interviewed teachers 

expressed three different expected learning outcomes for this objective: 
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a. g÷UHQFL�µDP¶µLV¶��µDUH¶��DQG�µ9LQJ¶�WDNÕVÕQÕ�ELOPHOL� 
 

  [ The student should know ‘am’‘is’, ‘are’, and ‘Ving’. ] 

 

b. =DPDQÕ�ROXPOX��ROXPX]�YH�VRUX�KDOOHUL\OH�NXOODQPDOÕ 
 

  [ S/he (the student) should use the tense in its positive, negative, and interrogative 

forms. ] 

 

c. øoLQGH�EXOXQGXNODUÕ�DQGD�RODQ�H\OHPOHUL�DQODWPDOÕODU 
 

  [ They (the students) should tell the actions that happen when they speak. ] 

 

 

In summary, while the  two of the learning outcomes focused on form, the last 

one focused on function. These expected learning outcomes were an affirmation that the 

objective did not identify the learning outcome and it was ambiguous. The interview 

results also indicated that the interviewed teachers thought the objective not to be 

feasible, precise, functional, appropriate, and not to be included in curriculum. Two of 

the interviewed teachers also suggested that the objective should be simplified.  

The 23
rd

 objective  ‘to be able to ask and answer the question “where are you 

from?”, is another objective which was highly regarded to reflect the characteristics of a 

well-written objective. We can see that almost all of the teachers (98%) thought that it 

was appropriate (element G). Im fact, the majority, 96%, thought that it was feasible 

(element C). Moreover, ninety-five percent thought that it was significant (element B) 

and that it identified a learning outcome (element E). Furthermore, ninety-four percent 

acknowledged element F ‘the objective is functional’. Element A ‘The objective is 

consistent with the curriculum aims’ and element D ‘The objective is precise’, were 

acknowledged by 91% of the teachers.  

The 23
rd

 objective is one of the objectives which most of the teachers thought  

reflect all the characteristics of a well-written objective. The interview results also 

supported their views. However, two of the interviewed teachers thought  the objective 

not to be functional. They expressed that the location of schools which are in 

economically disadvantaged suburban area is a reason for this. It may be concluded that 

the notire why both teachers and interviewed teachers thought the objective to reflect 

the ideal characteristics, is that the objective includes a question and answer pattern 

which is commonly used in daily life : ‘Where are you from?’, ‘I am from Turkey?’. 
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For the 24
th

 objective ‘to be able to use learnt tenses and patterns in dialogues’, 

64% of the teachers thought that it was significant (element B). Moreover, sixty-three 

percent thought that it was consistent with the curriculum aims (element A). Over half  

(58%) thought that it was functional (element F). Furthermore, fifty-five percent 

acknowledged that it identified a learning outcome (element E). Fifty-two percent 

acknowledged element D ‘The objective is precise’. Half of the teachers (50%) 

acknowledged element C ‘The objective is feasible’, while 20% were undecided, and 

30% disagreed. Element G ‘The objective is appropriate’ was acknowledged by only 

48% of the teachers, while 20% were undecided and 32% disagreed. The results 

revealed that the percentages of teachers who expressed agreement that this objective 

reflects the characteristics of a well-written objective ranged between 48% and 64%. 

To elucidate on the results, we can easily say that the 24
th

 objective in this 

category received the lowest percentages from the teachers. As one can see in the results 

given above, the teachers also thought this objective to be inappropriate. The interview 

results explained this situation by revealing that the interviewed teachers thought this 

objective not to be precise, feasible, appropriate, functional and not to be included in the 

curriculum. The interview results also revealed that some of the teachers encouraged 

their students to produce dialogues which were prepared and rehearshed previously. The 

following extract indicates how one particular teacher achieves this objective:  

 

6ÕQÕIWD�GL\DORJODUÕ�NXOODQÕ\RUX]��2QODU�GL\DORJODUÕ�H]EHUOL\RU��$PD�\DUDWÕFÕODU�PÕ�GL\H�
VRUVDQÕ]��GH÷LOOHU� 

 

[ We use dialogues in the classroom. They rehearse these dialogues. However, if you      

ask whether they are creative or not. The answer is no.  ] 

 

 

The interviewed teachers expressed that they could not achieve  this objective 

because of  inadequate lesson time and students with low linguistic levels. Three of the 

interviewed teachers also stated the following comments: 

  

a. Uygulamaya yönelik bir amao� ROPDOÕ�DPD�EX� úHNLOGH� GH÷LO��)DUNOÕ� ELU� úHNLOGH� LIDGH�
edilmeli.  

 

[ There should be an objective which is oriented to practice. But it should not be 

included like this. It should be stated differently. ] 
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b. (YHW�DPD�EXQXQ�|Q�NRúXO�EHFHULOHULQLQ�GDKD�L\L�D\DUODQPDVÕ\OD�NDOPDOÕ� 
 

[ Yes. But it should be included (in the curriculum) if the preconditional skills are 

organized. ] 

 

c. +D\ÕU�\D�GD�NDOÕSODU�KDOLQGH�YHULOPHOL�� 
 

[ No (it should not be included) or it should be given as patterns. ] 

 

The 26
th

 objective  ‘to be able to count the numbers ten by ten  (from 1- to 100), 

is another objective which was thought to reflect the characteristics of a well-written 

objective by most of the teachers. The vast majority of the teachers (90%) agreed that it 

identified a learning outcome (element E). The majority, 88%, acknowledged that it was 

feasible (element C). Moreover, eighty-seven percent thought that it was precise 

(element D). Eighty-six percent conceded that it was appropriate (element G). 

Furthermore, eighty-four percent acknowledged element A ‘The objective is consistent 

with the curriculum aims’ and element F ‘the objective is functional’. Finally, 82% of 

the teachers admitted that it was significant (element B).  

According to the teachers, the 26
th

 objective is another objective which reflects 

the characteristics of a well-written objective and the results of the interview also 

supported their claim. However, one of the interviewed teachers expressed that  it was 

not functional for her students as her school was located in economically disadvantaged 

suburban area. 
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Table 4.7.  The Teachers' Evaluations of the Objectives which are in the Application Level of the Cognitive Domain 

ELEMENTS A.  The objective is 

consistent with the aims 

of the program 

B. The objective is 

significant 

C. The objective is 

feasible 

 

D. The objective is 

precise 

 

E. The objective 

identifies the learning 

outcome 

F. The objective is 

functional 

 

G.The objective is 

appropriate 
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2. To be able to greet people 

around him/her 

 

11 7 81 11 3 86 9 6 85 15 13 72 10 12 77 9 0 90 11 10 78 

3. To be able to ask and answer 

name, surname and age 

 

7 3 89 2 3 94 4 0 95 9 5 86 8 3 88 5 5 90 4 8 88 

4. To be  able to follow the 
instructions expressed in 

imperative form 

15 8 77 8 8 84 12 13 75 15 15 69 12 17 70 9 17 74 8 19 73 

5. To be able to answer question 

sentences at his/her level 
 

12 13 74 7 7 86 10 12 78 16 16 67 14 16 70 12 12 76 14 13 73 

7. To be  able to make sentences 

with singular and plural words 

 

8 9 82 3 9 88 6 10 83 13 15 72 6 16 78 5 9 86 6 8 86 

11.  To be able to tell the 
weather statement with simple 

sentences 

5 6 89 3 6 90 5 7 89 6 10 83 3 10 86 3 8 89 3 8 89 

12. To be able to make 

sentences by using the 
adjectives s/he has learnt 

10 16 73 3 14 83 8 19 74 10 22 67 9 19 72 8 21 70 8 28 64 

16. To be able to write the 

sentences at his/her level 
 

13 14 73 11 10 78 11 22 66 14 21 65 14 19 67 10 19 71 17 19 64 

18.  To be able to make 

sentences with the simple 

present tense 

37 13 50 35 21 44 37 24 38 36 21 43 36 17 46 35 21 45 39 29 31 

20. To be able to make 
sentences at  his/her level 

 

9 21 70 6 20 75 12 21 67 12 22 67 15 19 67 8 22 70 10 26 64 

22. To be able to make 

sentences writethe present 
continuous tense 

25 9 65 27 13 60 27 14 59 26 15 59 22 14 64 22 9 69 28 16 56 

23. To be able to ask and 

answer the question “where are 

you from?” 

5 2 91 2 2 95 2 1 96 3 6 91 5 0 95 2 3 94 1 1 98 

24. To be able to use learnt 
tenses and patterns in dialogues 

 

20 16 63 23 13 64 30 20 50 24 23 52 24 20 55 24 17 58 32 20 48 

26 To be able to count the 

numbers ten by ten  (1-100) 
 

9 7 84 8 9 82 7 5 88 6 7 87 7 3 90 7 8 84 7 7 86 
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4.3.  Discussion of  the Results 

 
4.3.1. Discussion of  the Results of  the Teachers’ Overall Evaluation of the 

Objectives 

 The results revealed that the teachers were undecided whether the 1
st 

objective 

‘to have knowledge of the meanings of the concepts in the sentences at his/her level’, 

the 17
th 

objective‘to be able to comprehend basic characteristics of the simple present 

tense’, the 18
th 

objective ‘to be able to make sentences with the simple present tense’, 

the 24
th

 objective ‘to be able to use learnt tenses and patterns in dialogues’ reflected the 

characteristic of a well-written objective or not. The mean scores of their responses for 

the 21
st
 objective ‘to be able to comprehend basic characteristics of the present 

continuous tense’ and the 22
nd

 objective ‘to be able to make sentences write the present 

continuous tense’ were also close to the undecided range. The standart deviation of 

these objectives (,9275-1,1068) also suggested that there is a big difference in terms of 

the distribution of the responses. It may be concluded that the teachers were undecided 

on the objectives which were not precise and which focused on form. However, it can 

be seen that  (see Table 4.1.) there are other form-focused objectives such as the 15
th

 

objective ‘to have knowledge of names of  some  jobs’ and the 8
th

 .objective ‘to have a 

knowledge of the names of months’ which were thought to reflect the characteristics of a 

well-written objective by most of the teachers. The interviewed teachers, on the other 

hand, thought the form-focused objectives not to reflect all characteristics of a well-

written objective. Therefore, it may be concluded that for the respondents, there is not 

any difference between form-focused and function-focused objectives. Two factors may 

affect teachers’ evaluations of these objectives. First, the degree of their achievement in 

teaching these objectives in the classroom. Second, their dependence on the coursebook 

which are used as a guide in preparing lesson plans. 

 

4.3.2.Discussion of  the Results of  the Teachers’ Evaluation of  the Objectives in 

Knowledge, Comprehension and Application Levels of the Cognitive Domain 

The results revealed that the three levels of the Cognitive Domain -knowledge, 

comprehension, application- includes objectives which were thought not to reflect all 

characteristics of a well-written objective. Therefore, in this section, the discussion was 

structured according to the characteristics that the objectives have to reflect. 
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The results revealed that there was not any objective that the teachers thought  

not to be consistent with the curriculum aims. However, only half of them 

acknowledged that the 17
th 

objective ‘to be able to comprehend basic characteristics of 

the simple present tense’ and 18
th

 objective ‘to be able to make sentences with the 

simple present tense’ to be consistent with the curriculum aims. For the 1
st
 objective ‘to 

have knowledge of the meanings of the concepts in the sentences at his/her level’,  the 

22
nd

 objective ‘to be able to make sentences write the present continuous tense’,  the 

24
th

 objective ‘to be able to use learnt tenses and patterns in dialogues’ the percentages 

of teachers who thought these to be consistent with the curriculum aims ranged between 

62% and 63%. The interviewed teachers, on the other hand, verified that the 

aforementioned objectives, except for the 24
th 

objective, and the 21
th

 objective‘to be 

able to comprehend basic characteristics of the present continuous tense’, was not 

consistent with the curriculum aims. The results also showed that while teachers either 

disagreed or were undecided that the 17
th 

objective ‘to be able to comprehend basic 

characteristics of the simple present tense’ and 18
th

 objective ‘to be able to make 

sentences with the simple present tense’ were feasible, the percentages of teachers who 

thought the 1
st
 objective ‘to have knowledge of the meanings of the concepts in the 

sentences at his/her level’,  the 22
nd

 objective ‘to be able to make sentences writethe 

present continuous tense’,  the 24
th

 objective ‘to be able to use learnt tenses and 

patterns in dialogues’ to be feasible ranged between 50% and 65%. The interviewed 

teachers, on the other hand,  thought the 1
st
, 17

th
, 21

st
, 22

nd 
objectives to be unfeasible. 

Taking into consideration both teachers’ and interviewed teachers’ evaluations of these 

objectives in terms of feasibility, it may be concluded that the respondents and the 

interviewed teachers shared the view that the objectives which they can not achieve in 

their classrooms were not consistent with the curriculum aims. On the other hand, if the 

principal aim of the curriculum is to acquaint students with a foreign language and to 

encourage them to communicate in a foreign language, these objectives are already not 

consistent with the curriculum aims because they focus on form rather than function. 

Although the 24
th

 objective seems to have a communicative purpose as it leads students 

to produce dialogues, the types of dialogues the students should produce remains 

unclear. 
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 Tongue (1994) suggests that while developing the objectives of a curriculum, 

performance objectives which demonstrate what the students will be able to do, should 

be developed at the expense of the objectives which focus on structure. When the 

objectives are evaluated in terms of performance, it can be seen that all of the 

objectives, except for the 2
nd 

 objective ‘to be able to greet people around him/her’, the 

3
rd 

objective ‘to be able to ask and answer name, surname and age’, the 4
th 

objective ‘to 

be  able to follow the instructions expressed in imperative form’ the 11
th

 objective ‘to be 

able to tell the weather statement with simple sentences’, the 26
th

 objective ‘to be able 

to count the numbers ten by ten (from 1 to 100)’ focus on structure rather than 

performance. Consequently, they do not require students to communicate in English. 

Therefore, one may conclude that all of the objectives, except for the 2
nd

, 3
rd

, 4
th

, 11
th, 

26
th

 objectives, are not consistent with the curriculum aims. Moreover, when the 

curriculum aims are revised, it can be seen that there is not any objective which 

achieves the first five of  the aims (1
st
 aim ‘being aware of the existence of different 

languages’, 2
nd

 aim ‘being eager to learn a foreign language’, 3
rd

 aim ‘being eager to 

communicate by the means of a foreign language’, 4
th

 aim ‘to be able to comprehend 

that the foreign language which s/he learns has different sounds from Turkish’, 5
th

 aim 

‘to be able to comprehend that the foreign language which s/he learns has different 

intonation and pronunciation’) and the 8
th

 aim ‘to be able to read the dialogues which 

are appropriate his or her level’. Although the 25
th 

objective ‘to be motivated to learn a 

foreign language’ objective seems to achieve the 2
nd

 and 3
rd 

aims, it seems to be an aim 

rather than an objective because it does not include a clear learning outcome. It may be 

concluded that although there is an inconsistency between the curriculum aims and its 

objectives, the teachers evaluate this consistency in terms of their achievement level of 

the objectives. This result may be related to teachers’ lack of knowledge about the 

relationship between curriculum aims and objectives 

The results of the study in terms of consistency between the aims and objectives 

of the curriculum, provide feedback for the study of Mersinligil (2001). In her study, 

she found that teachers who participated in her study thought the curriculum aims ,to 

some extent, to be achievable. The results explained the reason why the teachers 

thought the curriculum aims ,to some degree, to be achievable by indicating the 

inconsistency between the curriculum aims and its objectives. 
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 On the other hand, the findings of the present study are inconsistent with the 

VWXG\�RI�ø÷UHN���������,Q�KHU�VWXG\� she asked a general question ‘the objectives of the 

curriculum are adequate to enable students to achieve general aims of the curriculum’ 

for all of the objectives (p.120), and she found that the teachers thought that the 

objectives were adequate to achieve the curriculum aims. However, the word ‘adequate’ 

is an ambiguous one. It is not clear whether the word refers to the adequacy of the 

number of the objectives to achieve the curriculum aims or the consistency between the 

objectives and the aims. If we take into consideration the second one, the findings of the 

present study which revealed the inconsistency between the objectives and the aims are 

inconsistent with her finding.   

In the present study, the results obtained for significance of the objectives 

indicated that the teachers either disagreed or were undecided that the 17
th 

objective ‘to 

be able to comprehend basic characteristics of the simple present tense’ and 18
th

 

objective ‘to be able to make sentences with the simple present tense’ were significant 

enough to be included in curriculum. The percentages of the teachers who thought the 

21
st
 objective ‘to be able to comprehend basic characteristics of the present continuous 

tense’, the 22
nd

 objective ‘to be able to make sentences write the present continuous 

tense’, the 24
th 

objective ‘to be able to use learnt tenses and patterns in dialogue’  to be 

significant, ranged between 60%and 64%. The interviewed teachers, on the other hand,  

thought all of these objectives and the 5
th

 objective ‘to be able to answer question 

sentences at his/her level’, the 6
th

 objective, ‘to be  able to comprehend the pattern 

“there”,  the 7
th

 objective ‘to be  able to make sentences with singular and plural 

words’, the 9
th

 objective  ‘to have knowledge of the pattern “where”, the 13
th

 ‘to have 

knowledge of  the pattern “who?”,  the 15
th 

objective ‘to have knowledge of names some 

jobs’, the 16
th

 objective ‘to be able to write the sentences at his/her level’, the 19
th

 

objective ‘to have knowledge of telling the time, the 20
th 

objective ‘to be able to make 

sentences at his/her level’, the 24
th

 objective ‘to be able to use learnt tenses and 

patterns in dialogues’ not to be featured in the curriculum. The results of the teachers’ 

answers also revealed that they either disagreed or were undecided that the 17
th

, 18
th

 

objectives were feasible and the percentages of teachers who thought the 21
st
, 22

nd
, 24

th
 

objectives to be feasible ranged between 50% and 61%. Similarly, the interviewed 

teachers thought the objectives which they thought to be unfeasible, not to be included 
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in the curriculum. Therefore, it may be concluded that the teachers and interviewed 

teachers who have problems in achieving these objectives in their classrooms argued 

they were not significant enough to be included in the curriculum. On the other hand, 

the results of the interviewed teachers’ answers also indicated that these objectives 

should not be included in the curriculum in the present form because they are unclear 

and difficult. As a result, it is complex to understand their learning outcomes. They also 

suggested that those objectives should be rewritten in a simplified and clear way.  

 The results of the study indicated that the teachers either disagreed or were 

undecided that the 1
st 

objective ‘to have knowledge of the meanings of the concepts in 

the sentences at his/her level’, the 17
th

 objective ‘to be able to comprehend basic 

characteristics of the simple present tense’ and 18
th

 objective ‘to be able to make 

sentences with the simple present tense’ were precise. The percentages of the teachers 

who thought the 4
th

 objective ‘to be able to follow the instructions expressed in 

imperative form’, the 5
th

 objective ‘to be able to answer question sentences at his/her 

level’, the 12
th

 objective ‘to be able to make sentences by using the adjectives s/he has 

learnt’, the 16
th

 objective ‘to be able to write the sentences at his/her level’, the 20
th

 

objective ‘to be able to make sentences at his/her level’, the 21
st 

objective ‘to be able to 

comprehend basic characteristics of the present continuous tense’, the 22
nd 

objective ‘to 

be able to make sentences write the present continuous tense’,  the 24
th

 objective ‘to be 

able to use learnt tenses and patterns in dialogue’ to be precise ranged between 52% 

and 67%.  

On the other hand, the results of the teachers’ answers also revealed that they 

either disagreed or were undecided that the 17
th

 and 18
th

 objectives identified a learning 

outcome. The percentages of the teachers who assessed that the 1
st
, 16

th
, 20

th
, 21

st
, 22

nd
, 

24
th

  objectives, and the 6
th

 objective ‘to be  able to comprehend the pattern “there” to 

identify a learning outcome ranged between 55% and 68%. The interviewed teachers, 

on the other hand, claimed that the 1
st
, 5

th
, 16

th
, 22

nd
, and 24

th
 objectives, and the 9

th 

objective ‘to have knowledge of the pattern “where”, the 13
th

 objective ‘to have 

knowledge of  the pattern “who?”, the 19
th

 objective ‘to have knowledge of telling the 

time’  were not precise. The interviewed teachers also stated that the 17
th

, 18
th

, 21
st 

and 

22
nd

 objectives were precise because they focus on certain grammatical rules of the 

simple present and the present continuous tense. However, the interview results 
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indicated that only the learning outcomes of the 3
rd

 objective ‘to be able to ask and 

answer name, surname and age’, the 4
th 

objective ‘to be able to follow the instructions 

expressed in imperative form’, the 6
th 

objective ‘to be  able to comprehend the pattern 

“there”, the 10
th 

objective ‘to have knowledge of common adjectives’, the 11
th 

objective 

‘to be able to tell the weather statement with simple sentences’, the 12
th

 objective ‘to be 

able to make sentences by using the adjectives s/he has learnt’, the 23
rd 

objective
 

‘to be 

able to ask and answer the question “where are you from?”, the 26
th 

objective ‘to be 

able to count the numbers ten by ten (from 1 to 100)’  were interpreted in the same way 

by the teachers. It may be concluded that as the objectives do not identify a clear 

outcome and are not precise enough to be decoded in the same way by all teachers, 

different applications are carried out to achieve these objectives in different classrooms. 

As it has been mentioned before (see page 46), the 14
th

 objective ‘to have knowledge of 

the pattern “can” is an explicit sample of such different interpretation. The interviewed 

teachers expressed three different learning outcomes for this objective: 

 
a. <DSDELOGL÷L�úH\OHUL�DQODWPDOÕ 

    [ S/he (the student) should mention his/her abilities. ] 

 

b. <DSDELOGLNOHULQL�\DGD�\DSDPDGÕNODUÕQÕ�DQODWPDOÕ 
    [S/he should mention his/her abilities and inabilities. ] 

 

c. g÷UHQFLOHU�ROXPOX��ROXPVX]�YH�VRUX�KDOOHUL\OH�µFDQ¶�\DSÕVÕQÕ�NXOODQDELOPHOLOHU� 
    [ The students should use ‘can’ in its positive, negative and interrogative forms. ] 

 

It may be concluded that the main reason of  these different interpretations of the 

learning outcomes of the objectives may be that they are not performance objectives 

which demonstrate what the students will be able to do (Tongue, 1994).  

 Moreover, the objectives seem to guide the coursebook publishers rather than 

teachers, by providing them with a framework for the units of the coursebook. The 

answers of the interviewed teachers also indicated that the teachers do not refer to the 

curriculum objectives when they prepare their lesson plans and activities. Furthermore, 

most of them are not aware of these objectives and prepare their lesson plans and 

activities according to the coursebooks. It may be concluded that writing unclear 

objectives and not renewing the objecives by evaluating them, compel teachers to rely 

on the coursebooks. However, the ambiguity of the objectives also oblige the 

coursebook publishers to perceive the objectives differently. If the units of two 5
th

 grade 

coursebooks, which are in the suggested book list of the Ministry of Education, are 
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compared, it can be seen that there is no consistency in the books, in terms of  

presentation of the grammatical forms. For instance, as mentioned in the example 

above, the two coursebooks provide different exercises to teaching and learning “can”.  

One of the coursebooks ‘English Today’ from which the data of the study was collected,   

used in 2004-2005  academic year includes the following dialogues: 

 
     A: Mum, I can’t wear this skirt?  A: I can’t drink milk, mum. 

     B: Why can’t you wear it?                      B: Why can’t you drink? 

     A: Because it is too small.                               A: Because, it is too hot to drink…             

                                            (Tarlakazan, 2002: 35).     

In this situation, the negative and interrogative forms are emphasized. Moreover, 

the students are also expected to express the reason of their inabilities. Another 

coursebook, ‘Cheerful English’  includes the following dialogues:  

 
     A: Can a farmer teach English?                     A: Dilara, what is your father’s job? 

     B: No, he can’t .                                             B: He is an engineer. 

     A: What can a farmer do?                     A: What can an engineer do?     

     B: He can grow vegetables.        B: He can make projects. 

                        A: Very, nice (Tan, 2001: 46-7). 

 

In this occurence not only negative and interrogative forms, but also positive 

forms of “can” are emphasized. The book also encourages students to use their 

knowledge about jobs which they had learned in the previous unit. Therefore, it can be 

concluded that the coursebooks may also encourage the teachers to perceive and achieve 

the objectives differently. 

As it was mentioned before (see page 39), one of the interviewed teachers also 

criticized the statements of the objectives as they compel the publishers to dedicate a 

unit for most of the objectives. According to the interviewee, for the 10
th

 objective ‘to 

have knowledge of common adjectives’ the coursebooks includes a unit which requires 

teachers to teach common adjectives to students. He suggested that the students should 

not learn these adjectives at the same time because they forget them and do not use 

them with other subject matters. Conversely, the adjectives should be taught in different 

topics and units. Therefore, it can be concluded that, achieving the abjectives in only 

one unit prevents retention of these adjectives and students do not transfer what they 

had previously learned to the next units.  

In terms of the preciseness of the objectives, the result of this study is 

inconsistent with the studies of  Bü\�NGXPDQ��������DQG�ø÷UHN���������,Q�WKHLU�VWXGLHV��
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ERWK� %�\�NGXPDQ� ������� DQG� ø÷UHN� ������� FROOHFWHG� WHDFKHUV¶� HYDOXDWLRQV� RI� WKH�
objectives in terms of their preciseness by asking a general question for all of the 

objectives in their surveys. They found that most of the teachers thought the objectives 

to be clear enough to be understood and implemented in the same way by all the 

teachers. However, in the present study when  the teachers were asked to evaluate the 

clearness of each objective, the results showed that teachers conceived that some of the 

objectives were not clear enough to be understood in the same way by all teachers. 

 In terms of the feasibility of the objectives , the results revealed that the teachers 

either disagreed or were undecided that the 17
th

 objective ‘to be able to comprehend 

basic characteristics of the simple present tense’ and the 18
th

 objective ‘to be able to 

make sentences with the simple present tense’ objectives were feasible. The percentages 

of the teachers who thought that the 1
st 

objective,
 
‘to have knowledge of the meanings of 

the concepts in the sentences at his/her level’, the 16
th

 objective ‘to be able to write the 

sentences at his/her level’, the 20
th

 objective ‘to be able to make sentences at  his/her 

level’, the 21
st
 objective ‘to be able to comprehend basic characteristics of the present 

continuous tense’, the 22
nd 

objective ‘to be able to make sentences write the present 

continuous tense’, the 24
th

 objective ‘to be able to use learnt tenses and patterns in 

dialogue’ to be feasible, ranged between 50% and 68%. The results also revealed that 

the teachers also either disagreed or were undecided that the 17
th

, 18
th

, and 24
th

 

objectives were appropriate for the students. The percentages of teachers who claimed 

that the 1
st
, 16

th
, 20

th
, 21

st
, 22

nd
 objectives to be appropriate ranged between 50% and 

64%. It can be seen that the objectives which were considered not to be appropriate for 

students were also thought not to be feasible. The interview results indicated that the 

teachers admitted that both the 1
st
, 17

th
, 18

th
, 20

th
, 21

st
, 22

nd
, 24

th
 objectives, and  the 5

th
 

objective ‘to be able to answer question sentences at  his/her level’, the 6
th

 objective ‘to 

be  able to comprehend the pattern “there”, the 13
th

 objective ‘to have knowledge of  

the pattern “who?”, the 16
th

 objective ‘to be able to write the sentences at his/her level’ 

to be unfeasible. They  also conceded that these objectives, except for the 1
st 

objective, 

not to be appropriate for the students. It can be seen that the appropriateness of  the 

objectives affects their feasibility. However, the results of the interviewed teachers’ 

answers also revealed that not only appropriateness, but also inadequate lesson period 

and the location of the schools which are in economically disadvantaged suburban area 
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also affect the feasibility of the objectives. This indicates  that the number of the 

objectives are too intense to be achieved in a year.  

The results also indicated that the objectives which focus on structure were 

thought to be unfesible. The interview results revealed that the students either do not 

achieve the objectives which focus on structure  or do not transfer what they achieve to  

the next lesson. The teachers prefer teaching English as patterns rather than  rules. In 

their study, Cenoz and Lindsay (1994) found that students do not need to learn formal 

language as they need to use langauge for communicative purposes. Similarly, Cameron 

(2001) states that the grammar should not be taught to children explicitly. In contrast, 

the children can be taught grammar gradually in meaningful and communicative 

contexts. She also suggests the use of pre-fabricated phrases while teaching language to 

children. Similarly, Nattinger & Decarrio (1992) and Porto (1998) suggest the use of  

lexical phrases such as instutionalized utterances like ‘how are you?’, ‘I’m sorry’. As 

such, they are learned and retrieved easily and encourage children to communicate in 

the target language. Therefore, instead of developing objectives which focus on learning 

and teaching structures, objectives can be stated as functions which require the use of 

lexical phrases in meaningful contexts in the classrooms. 

  The results of this study were inconsistent with the studies of  Mirici (2000) and 

ø÷UHN� �������� ,Q� WKHLU�VWXGLHV��ERWK�0LULFL� �������DQG� ø÷UHN� �������FROOHFWHG� WHDFKHUV¶�
evaluations of the objectives in terms of their appropriacy by asking a general question 

in their surveys. They found that most of the teachers thought the objectives to be 

appropriate. However, the results of the present study, in which  the teachers were asked 

to evaluate appropriateness of each objective, showed that teachers considered some of 

the objectives to be inappropriate. 

 In terms of the functionality of the objectives, the results of teachers’ answers 

revealed that the teachers either disagreed or were undecided that the 17
th

 objective ‘to 

be able to comprehend basic characteristics of the simple present tense’ and the 18
th

 

objective ‘to be able to make sentences with the simple present tense’ objectives were 

functional. The percentages of the teachers who thought the 1
st
 ‘to have knowledge of 

the meanings of the concepts in the sentences at  his/her level’,  the 21
st 

objective ‘to be 

able to comprehend basic characteristics ofthe present continuous tense’, 24
th

 objective 

‘to be able to use learnt tenses and patterns in dialogue’ to be functional ranged 
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between 58% and 64%. It is worth noting that the interview results revealed that only 

the 2
nd

 objective ‘to be able to greet people around him/her’, the 3
rd

 objective ‘to be 

able to ask and answer name, surname and age’, the 11
th

 objective ‘to be able to tell the 

weather statement with simple sentences’, the 26
th

 objective ‘to be able to count the 

numbers ten by ten (from 1 to 100)’ were reckoned to be functional. The interview 

results also revealed that some of the objectives were not functional for students who 

were placed in economically disadvantaged suburban area schools. Therefore, it may be 

concluded that the objectives which focus on structure rather than performance are 

thought to be unfunctional. 

The results also revealed that although the objectives which are in the 

application level seem to be performance objectives which identify what students will 

be able to perform by achieving these objectives,  only the 2
nd 

objective ‘to be able to 

greet people around him/her’,  the 3
rd 

objective ‘to be able to ask and answer name, 

surname and age’, the 4
th

 objective ‘to be  able to follow the instructions expressed in 

imperative form’,  the 11
th 

objective ‘to be able to tell the weather statement with simple 

sentences’, the 23
rd 

objective ‘to be able to ask and answer the question “where are you 

from?”, the 26
th

 objective ‘to be able to count the numbers ten by ten (from 1 to 100)’ 

are performance objectives. Indeed, in the teachers’ view these objectives reflect the  

characteristics of a well-written objective by both teachers and interviewed teachers. 

The other objectives in application level do not identify a clear outcome and for that 

matter focus on form.  

Moreover, pilot studies for the European Language Portfolio, which is ‘a part of 

the Common European Framework for Language Learning’, is considered ‘to make 

lifelong language learning more meaningful’ (Europian Language Portfolio, 2005). This 

application has been conducted since 2001 (Demirel, 2005). It is suggested that students 

who have graduated from primary schools should have A1 and A2 levels language 

proficiency (Demirel, 2005). When self-assessement grids of  A1 and A2 levels, which 

allow students to assess their own language learning continuously, are examined, it can 

be seen that the students are expected to have the following language learning 

experiences. 
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 A1 Level A2 Level 

 

 

 

Listening 

 

I can understand familiar words 

and very basic phrases 

concerning myself, my family 

and immediate concrete 

surroundings wen people speak 

slowly and clearly. 

I can understand phrases and the 

highest frequency vocabulary 

related to areas of most 

immediate personal relevance 

(e.g. very basic personal and 

family information, shopping, 

local area, employment). I can 
catch the main point in short, 

clear, simple messages and 

announcements. 

U
n
d
er

st
an

d
in

g
 

 

Reading 

I can understand familiar 

names, words and very simple 

sentences, for example on 

notices and posters or in 
catalogues. 

I can read very short, simple 

texts. I can find specific, 

predictable information in 

simple everyday material such 
as advertisements, prospectuses, 

menus and timetables and I can 

understand short simple personal 

letters. 

 

Spoken 
Interaction 

 

I can interact in a simple way 

provided the other person is 

prepared to repeat or rephrase 
things at a slower rate of 

speech and help me formulate 

what I'm trying to say. I can 

ask and answer simple 

questions in areas of immediate 

need or on very familiar topics. 

I can communicate in simple 

and routine tasks requiring a 

simple and direct exchange of 
information on familiar topics 

and activities. I can handle very 

short social exchanges, even 

though I can't usually understand 

enough to keep the conversation 

going myself. S
p

ea
k

in
g
 

 

Spoken 

Production 

I can use simple phrases and 

sentences to describe where I 

live and people I know. 

I can use a series of phrases and 

sentences to describe in simple 

terms my family and other 

people, living conditions, my 

educational background and 

present or most recent job. 

W
ri

ti
n
g
 

 

 

Writing 

 

I can write short, simple 

postcard, for example, sending 
holiday greetings. I can fill in 

forms with personal details, for 

example, entering my name, 

nationality and address on a 

hotel registration form. 

I can write short, simple notes 

and messages. I can write a very 
simple personal letter, for 

example, thanking someone for 

something. 

           Table 4.8. Self-assessment Grids of  A1 and A2 Levels 

 

Consequently, we can argue that language learning within the concept of the 

European Language Passport requires learning language in the four skills of reading, 

writing, listening, and speaking (interaction-production), rather than learning grammar 

functions out of context. Therefore, the objectives of the fifth grade curriculum should 

be revised and developed  according to the aims of the language learning process within 

the concept of the European Language Portfolio. 

In terms of educational background and years of experience in teaching, the 

survey results did not reveal any difference among the teachers. On this account, we 
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may pinpoint to the teachers’ dependence on the coursebooks while achieving the 

objectives of the curriculum. However, the intervies results showed the opposite. It can 

be easily understood from the interpretations of an interviewee who was graduated from 

English Language Literature Department and has been teaching English for seven years 

that educational background and years of experience may affect teachers’ interpretations 

and applications of the curriculum objectives. She stated that she tries to teach every 

learning outcome related to an objective. This may be related to lack of teaching 

knowledge or teachers’ teaching beliefs.  However, the interview results showed the 

opposite. The importance of educational background and years of experience can be 

inferred from her interpretations for the 19
th

 objective  below: 

 

Interviewer: %X�DPDFÕ� ND]DQPÕú� |÷UHQFLOHULQL]GHQ� EHNOHQWLQL]� QHGLU"�g÷UHQFLOHULQL]LQ�
QH\L�\DSÕ\RU�ROPDVÕQÕ�EHNOHUVLQL]"� 
 

[ What is your expectation from your students who achieve this objective? What will 

your students be able to do after they achive this objective? ] 

 

Interviewee:�6DDW�NDo�GHQGL÷LQGH��W�P�VDDWOHUL�V|\OH\HELOPHOL� 
[ When the time is asked, s/he (the student) should be able to answer it using all 

forms. (o’clock, quarter past, quarter to, half past). ] 

 

Interviewer�� 6ÕQÕI� RUWDPÕQÕ]Õ� G�ú�Q�Q�� 6L]� EX� DPDFÕ� VÕQÕIÕQÕ]GD� \D� GD� VÕQÕIODUÕQÕ]GD�
JHUoHNOHúWLUHELOL\RU�PXVXQX]"� 
 

[ Think your classroom athmosphere, do you achive this objective with students 

groups you teach? ] 

 

Interviewee:�+D\ÕU��JHUoHNOHúWLUHPL\RUXP��7�P�VDDWOHUL� LIDGH�HGHPL\RUODU��*HoL\RU�YH�
kalaODUÕ�XQXWX\RUODU� 
 

[ No, I do not. They can not express all periods of hour. They do not retain past’ and 

‘to’  forms i.e.,two past ten,five to four. ] 

 

As it can be seen, although the teacher’s students have problem in expressing all 

periods of hour, she seems to insist on achieveing this objective in that way. However,  

the other four interviewed teachers who were graduated from  English Language 

Teaching Department and whose years of experience are not more than four years 

admitted that they did not teach their students all periods of hour by taking into 

consideration students’ level. It may be concluded that educational background and 

years of experience affect teachers’ perceptions and applications of the curriculum 

objectives. As a graduate of English Language and Literature Department, she may lack 
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the theoretical background on language teaching.  This may also be related to 

teachers’beliefs. 
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CHAPTER 5 

CONCLUSION 

 

5.1. Summary 

The purpose of this study was to evaluate each objective of the 5
th

 grade English 

curriculum by investigating teachers’ evaluations of these objectives. The study was 

carried out with 86 teachers who have been teaching English as a foreign language to  

5
th 

graders in state primary schools LQ�(VNLúHKLU�FLW\�FHQWUH��7KH�WHDFKHUV�ZHUH�JLYHQ�D�
curriculum evaluation questionnaire which consists of two sections. The first section 

was prepared to collect information about the backgrounds of the teachers and the 

second section was prepared to investigate teachers’ evaluations of the objectives of the 

5
th 

grade English course curriculum. The questionnaire of the study consists of 26 

elements which are the objectives of the 5
th

 grade English course curriculum. Each of 

the objectives was evaluated by using seven questions which reflect the characteristics 

of objectives and were adopted from the studies of  Pratt (1988). In the application 

process, in the first section, the participants were asked to answer three questions which 

asked information about their backgrounds. In the second section, the participants were 

asked to read and answer each question by using 5 point likert scale ranging from 1 

(“Strongly Disagree”) to 5 (Strongly Agree). An interview was also applied in the study 

to discuss the teachers’ evaluations of the objectives in the questionnaire. The interview  

was conducted with five English teachers who have been teaching English as a foreign 

language to 5
th� JUDGHUV� LQ� VWDWH�SULPDU\� VFKRROV� LQ�(VNLúHKLU� FLW\� FHQWUH��7KH� WHDFKHUV�

were asked questions about the objectives which required them to evaluate each 

objective. 

In the analysis process, firstly, objectives were divided into two categories as 

those which pertain to the Cognitive Domain and objectives which belong to the 

Affective Domain according to Bloom’s taxonomy (Brown, 1995), to aid in the analysis 

of the objectives. As the 25
th

 objective ‘to be motivated to learn a foreign language’, is 

the only one which belongs to Affective Domain, it was not included in the study. The 

data was analyzed by means of the distributions of frequency and percentage, mean 

scores and standart deviations. The calculations of frequencies and percentages 

provided the researcher with information about teachers’ evaluations of each objective 
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in terms of the characteristics of a well-written objective. To analyze teachers’ overall 

evaluations for each objective, points (1-2, 3, 4-5) given by each teacher to each 

element were totaled and then divided into 7 ,the number of elements, and then, the 

means and the standart deviations were calculated. The standart deviations were 

calculated to determine the extent of agreement among the responses of teachers. The 

mean scores provided the researcher with information about teachers’ overall 

evaluations of each objective and they were interpreted according to following key 

averages (Oxford, 1990); 

 

Strongly disagree 1.00 to 1.79 

Disagree 1.80 to 2.59 

Undecided  2.60 to 3.39 

Agree 3.40 to 4.19 

Strongly agree 4.20 to 5.00 

 

In order to interpret the survey results certain opinions which were stated in the 

interviews were taken into account. 

 

5.1.1. Teachers’ Overall Evaluations of the Objectives 

The results  related to the first research question ‘1. ‘What are the teachers’ 

overall evaluation of  the 5
th

 grade curriculum objectives in the Cognitive Domain’? 

revealed that the teachers were undecided whether the 1
st
, 17

th
, 18

th
, 24

th
 objectives 

reflect the characteristics of a well-written objective or not.  

 

5.1.2. Teachers’ Evaluations of the Objectives in the Knowledge, Comprehension 

and Application Levels of the Cognitive Domain 

The objectives are categorized into three different levels within the Cognitive 

Domain; knowledge level, comprehension level, application level. The results related to 

the second research question ‘2. ‘What are the teachers’ overall evaluation of  the 5
th

 

grade curriculum objectives in the Cognitive Domain’? revealed each level which 

includes objectives the teachers thought not to reflect all characteristics of a well-

written objective. 
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5.1.1.1. Teachers’ Evaluations of the Objectives which are in Knowledge Level of 

the Cognitive Domain 

 

1. To have knowledge of the meanings of the concepts in the sentences at 

his/her level 

8. To have a knowledge of the names of months 

9. To have knowledge of the pattern “where” 

10. To have knowledge of  common adjectives 

13. To have knowledge of  the pattern “who?” 

15. To have knowledge of  names of some jobs 

19. To have knowledge of  telling the time 

    Table 5.1. The Objectives which are in Knowledge Level of the Cognitive Domain 

 

The results related to the first sub-questions  ‘2.1. What are the teachers’ 

evaluations of  individual objectives of  the 5
th

 grade curriculum which are in the 

knowledge level of the Cognitive Domain’? showed that the only objective,in this level, 

which was thought to reflect the characteristics of a well-written objective by both 

teachers and interviewed teachers is the 10
th

 objective. On the other hand, the interview 

results indicated that the teachers derived the adjectives from the related unit of the 

coursebook which may vary from teacher to teacher. Therefore, improving the 10
th

 

objective by identifying the adjectives instead of stating them as being common 

DGMHFWLYHV� �EHOOL� EDúOÕ� VÕIDWODU�� FDQ� KHOS� WHDFKHUV� LQ� VHOHFWLQJ� WKH� W\SH� DQG� QXPEHU� RI�
adjectives to be taught. There was no consistency between the responses of the teachers 

and interviewed teachers for the rest of the objectives in this level. For the 1
st
 objective, 

while the teachers either diagreed or were undecided that this objective is precise, they 

considered the objective to reflect the other characteristics of a well-written objective. 

The interviewed teachers, on the other hand, thought this objective not to be consistent 

with the curriculum aims, to be feasible, precise, and functional. While the teachers 

thought the 8
th

, 9
th

, 13
th

, 15
th

, and 19
th

 objectives to reflect the characteristics of a well-

written objective, the interview results did not support their views. The interview results 

showed that the 8
th

 objective  was thought not to be functional. The 9
th

 objective was 

conceived not to be significant, precise, functional and appropriate. The 13
th

 objctive 

was calculated not to be significant, feasible, precise, functional and appropriate. The 

15
th

 objective was viewed not to be significant and functional. The 19
th

 objective was 
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thought not to be significant, precise, functional and appropriate. The most important 

feature of  the interview results is that the learning outcomes of  these objectives were 

not perceived in the same way by the teachers. 

 

5.1.1.2. Teachers’ Evaluations of the Objectives which are in Comprehension Level 

of  the Cognitive Domain 

 

6. To be  able to comprehend the pattern “there” 

14. To be  able to comprehend  the pattern “can?” 

17. To be able to comprehend basic characteristics of the simple present 

tense 

21. To be able to comprehend basic characteristics of the present 

continuous tense 

                  Table 5.2. The Objectives which are in Comprehension Level of  the Cognitive  

                  Domain 

 

The results related to the second sub-questions ‘2.2. What are the teachers’ 

evaluations of  individual objectives of  the 5
th

 grade curriculum which are in  the 

comprehension level of the Cognitive Domain’?  revealed that, to some extent, there 

was a consistency between responses of the teachers and interviewed teachers. While 

the teachers thought the 14
th

 objective to reflect the characteristics of a well-written 

objective, interviewed teachers thought it to be unfunctional. While the teachers either 

disagreed or were undecided whether the 17
th

 objective reflects the characteristics of a 

well-written objective or not, the interviewed teachers thought it to be precise, but did 

not reflect the other characteristics of a well-written objective. The interview results 

also revealed that the learning outcomes of the 14
th

 and 17
th

  objectives were not 

perceived in the same way by the teachers. On the other hand, for the 6
th

 and 21
st
 

objectives, there was not any consistency between responses of the teachers and 

interviewed teachers. While the teachers thought these objectives to reflect the 

characteristics of a well-written objective, interviewed teachers thought the 6
th

 objective 

not to be significant, feasible, functional, and appropriate. Although the 21
st
 objective 

was considered to be precise it did  not reflect the other characteristics of a well-written 

objective.  
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5.1.1.3 Teachers’ Evaluations of the Objectives which are in Application Level of 

the Cognitive Domain 

 

2. To be able to greet people around him/her 

3. To be able to ask and answer name, surname and age 

4. To be  able to  follow the instructions expressed in imperative form 

5. To be able to answer question sentences at his/her level 

7. To be  able to make sentences with singular and plural words 

11. To be able to tell the weather statement with simple sentences 

12. To be able to make sentences by using the adjectives s/he has learnt 

16. To be able to write the sentences at his/her level 

18. To be able to make sentences with the simple present tense 

20. To be able to make sentences at  his/her level 

22. To be able to make sentences write the present continuous tense 

23. To be able to ask and answer the question “where are you from?” 

24. To be able to use learnt tenses and patterns in dialogues 

26. To be able to count the numbers ten by ten  (1-100) 

   Table 5.3. The Objectives which are in Application Level of the Cognitive Domain 

 

The results related to the third sub-questions ‘2.3. ‘What are the teachers’ 

evaluations of  individual objectives of  the 5
th

 grade curriculum which are in  the 

application level of the Cognitive Domain’? revealed that the only objective,in this 

level, which was thought to reflect the characteristics of a well-written objective by both 

teachers and interviewed teachers are the 2
nd

, 3
rd

, 11
th

, and 26
th

 objectives. There was, to 

some extent,  consistency between the responses of the teachers and interviewed 

teachers for the 12
th

, 18
th

, and 23
rd

 objectives. While the teachers considered that the 

12
th

, 23
rd

 objectives to reflect the characteristics of a well-written objective, the 

interviewed teachers judged them not to be functional. While the teachers either 

disagreed or were undecided whether the 18
th

 objective reflects the characteristics of a 

well-written objective or not, the interviewed teachers believed that it was precise, but 

did not reflect the other characteristics of a well-written objective. There was not 

consistency between the responses of the teachers and interviewed teachers for the 4
th

, 

5
th

, 7
th

, 16
th

, 20
th

, 22
th

 24
th

 objectives. While the teachers believed that these objectives 

reflect the characteristics of a well-written objective, interviewed teachers declared that 

the 4
th

 and 7
th

 objectives not to be functional and not to be included in curriculum. They 

thought the 5
th

, 16
th

, 20
th

, 24
th

 objectives not to be precise, feasible, functional, 

appropriate, and not to feature in curriculum. They also claimed that the 22
nd

 objective 
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was precise but did not reflect the other characteristics of a well-written objective. The 

results also indicated that the learning outcomes of the 5
th

, 7
th

, 16
th

, 18
th

, 20
th

, 22
nd 

objectives were not perceived in the same way by the interviewed teachers. 

 

5.2. Conclusion 

In conclusion, we can easily argue that the teachers provide valuable data to 

evaluate the curriculum objectives. Furthermore, they can rewrite an objective by 

simplifying it for the 5
th

 graders and making it more clear. The study also revealed that 

interviews provided effective data to discuss the teachers’ evaluations of the objectives 

in the questionnaire. The interview results revealed the learning outcomes of most of the 

objectives were not perceived in the same way by the teachers and different applications 

are performed to achieve these objectives in different classrooms. This finding may be 

related to the ambiguity of the learning outcomes of the curriculum objectives. The 

interview results also revealed that the teachers did not use the curriculum objectives 

when they prepare their lesson plans and activities, as they do so by following the 

coursebooks. Two possible reasons may be related to this finding. One reason might be 

that the objectives were not clear enough to be understood by the teachers. The second 

reason may be related to the teachers lack of knowledge about how to use the 

curriculum objectives to prepare their lesson plans and activities. As mentioned in the 

previous parts, the objectives in the Cognitive Domain are classified into three levels of 

intellectual behavior important in learning and these are the Knowledge level, the 

Comprehension level and the Application level. These levels are important as they 

affect the expected learning outcome. To illustrate, if the objective is in the Knowledge 

level students may name the target structure; however, if it is in the Application level, 

they may use the target structure. Therefore, according to the level of the objective 

teachers may adjust their teaching and outcome expectation. To do this, they should 

know these levels and adjust their teaching and outcome expectations accordingly. 

However, the findings of this study indicated that the participants of this study may not 

know the differences between these levels. For example, the 10
th

 objective ‘to have 

knowledge of common adjectives’ belongs to the Knowledge level. However, teachers’ 

interpretations of this objective indicated that  the students were expected to 

comprehend these common adjectives.  To avoid this kind problems,  the objectives 
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should include verbs which reflect the level of the objective clearly as certain verbs are 

associated with certain levels. Also, the teachers should be informed about these levels 

and the types of objectives. Mayer (1975, cited in Brown, 1995) also suggests avoiding 

the use of verbs which can cause misinterpretations of the objectives, and using verbs 

which demonstrate observable behaviors such as ‘to write’ and ‘to compare’. Related to 

the wording of the objectives, Richards (2003) also suggests using phrases such as 

‘students will learn how to’ and ‘students will be able to’, and to identify the learning 

outcome clearly. According to these suggestions, the 10
th

 objective ‘to have knowledge 

of common adjectives’ can be rewritten in knowledge, comprehension, and application 

levels as follows; 

 

• Knowledge level: the students will be able to match a list of ten 

common adjectives to the pictures. 

• Comprehension level: the students will be able to compare the physical 

features of two people on a picture. 

• Application level: the students will be able to introduce their family 

members by expressing their physical features. 

 

One of the objectives in the Application level is the 24
th

 objective ‘to be able to 

use learnt tenses and patterns in dialogues’. This is an important objective as it includes 

all of the structures and phrases taught in the 5
th

 grade. Instead of covering all of the 

structures and phrases in one objective, for each structure and phrase one objective in 

application level can be written.  

Both survey and interview results indicated that only the 2
nd 

objective ‘to be able 

to greet people around him/her’, the 3
rd 

objective ‘to be able to ask and answer name, 

surname and age’, 11
th 

objective ‘to be able to tell the weather statement with simple 

sentences’, the 26
th 

objective
 
‘to be able to count the numbers ten by ten (from 1- to 

100), were thought to reflect the characteristics of a well-written objective. The reason 

may be that these objectives are performance objectives which demonstrate what the 

students will be able to do (Tongue, 1994). Notably, the form-focused objectives such 

as 17
th

 objective ‘to be able to comprehend the basic characteristics of the simple 

present tense’, the 21
st
 objective ‘to be able to comprehend basic characteristics of the 

present continuous tense’ were thought not to be feasible and functional. The period of 
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the lesson which lasts two hours per week was also considered to be inadequate to 

achieve all of the curriculum objectives.    

Curriculum evaluation shows which component or components of the 

curriculum need improvement and provides the ways to improve them (Olivia, 2005). 

Similarly, the findings of this study indicate both the objectives that need to be 

improved and provide data on how to improve on these objectives. 

 

5.3.  Implications of the Study  

Garcia (1975) and (Pratt, 1988) suggest that the components of the curriculum 

should be evaluated so that they can be maintained, improved, or rejected. The results of 

this study suggest that all of the objectives of the 5
th

 grade English course curriculum 

,except for the 2
nd 

objective ‘to be able to greet people around him/her’, the 3
rd 

objective ‘to be able to ask and answer name, surname and age’, the 11
th 

objective ‘to 

be able to tell the weather statement with simple sentences’, and the 26
th 

objective  ‘to 

be able to count the numbers ten by ten (from 1- to 100), should be revised and 

evaluated, either to be developed or rejected by the curriculum comittee of  the Ministry 

of Education. 

The objectives should be written very clearly in a way that they would be 

understood in the same manner all over the country. As the curriculum objectives are 

written for English teachers to prepare their lesson plans and activities, they should be 

written in English instead of Turkish. 

The objective statements should involve patterns rather than the rules and  title 

of subject matters. Bloor (1994) points out that, for children the focus of language 

teaching and learning should rest on meaning, not on language form. Therefore, 

meaningful performance objectives which demonstrates what the learner will do should 

be developed in the curriculum. 

The objectives  should be developed and selected by taking into consideration 

the alloted time of the lesson which is two hours per week and the location of  schools 

all over the country. 

The coursebooks should also be evaluated to determine if they include 

productive exercises which guide teachers to achieve the curriculum objectives or not.  
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Saylor, et. al., (1981)  suggest that teachers should participate in curriculum 

comittees while the developing process of the aims and objectives of the curriculum is 

being discussed. Weir & Roberts (1994) also recommend that the teachers evaluations’ 

of the curriculum should be taken into consideration while evaluating components of 

the curriculum since they have to implement it. Therefore, teachers should be involved 

in the aim and objective development process of the curriculum. Moreover, their 

evaluations of the objectives should be considered of taken into consideration while 

evaluating the curriculum objectives. The teachers should also be informed about the 

functions of the curriculum objectives through in-service training seminars. 

 

5.4.  Suggestions for Further Studies 

This study evaluated the adequacy of the curriculum objectives in terms of the 

characteristics they should reflect. A further study can be designed to evaluate the 

applications and achievement levels of  the curriculum objectives in the classrooms. 

In addition, further studies should continue to evaluate the relationship between 

teachers’ teaching beliefs and their interpretations of the curriculum objectives. 

In this study, the data was collected from teachers solely through survey and 

interview methods. Therefore, further studies can be designed where data is collected 

from both the students and the teachers through triangulation method including survey, 

interview, observation.  

Considering the results of this study the consistency between the curriculum 

objectives and the coursebooks can be evaluated in another further study. 

While the questionnaire of the study was administered, the teachers complained 

about the inappropriateness of some of  the 6
th

, 7
th

 and 8
th

 grade curriculum objectives  

and asked the researcher to evaluate these objectives. Therefore, a further study can be 

designed to evaluate the 6
th

, 7
th

 and 8
th

  grade curriculum objectives. 

Indeed, we can argue that taking into consideration the above suggestions, future 

research in this field might develop formulas which can provide us with better insights 

associated with this study. 
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APPENDIX  A 

Aims and Objectives of the 5th Grade English Curriculum 
(Turkish Version) 

 
 

���6ÕQÕI�øQJLOL]FH�'HUV�3URJUDPÕQÕQ�*HQHO�$PDoODUÕ 
 

1. 7�UNoH¶GHQ�EDúND�GLOOHULQ�GH�ROGX÷XQXQ�IDUNÕQD�YDUDELOPH� 
2. <DEDQFÕ�GLOL�|÷UHQPH\H�LVWHNOL�ROPD� 
3. <DEDQFÕ�GLOGH�LOHWLúLP�NXUPD\D�LVWHNOL�ROPD� 
4. g÷UHQGL÷L�\DEDQFÕ�GLOLQ�7�UNoH¶GHQ�IDUNOÕ�VHVOHUH�VDKLS�ROGX÷XQX�NDYUD\DELOPH 

5. g÷UHQGL÷L�\DEDQFÕ�GLOLQ�WRQODPD�YH�WHODIIX]XQX�NDYUD\DELOPH 

6. g÷UHQGL÷L�\DEDQFÕ�GLOLQ�NDOÕSODUÕQÕ�NXUDOÕQD�X\JXQ�RODUDN�NXOODQDELOPH� 
7. g÷UHQGL÷L�\DEDQFÕ�GLOL�J�QO�N�KD\DWWD�NXOODQDELOPH 

8. g÷UHQGL÷L�GLOGH�G�]H\LQH�X\JXQ�GL\DORJODUÕ�RNX\DELOPH� 
9. g÷UHQGL÷L�GLOGH�G�]H\LQH�X\JXQ�GL\DORJODUÕ�DQOD\DELOPH 

10. g÷UHQGL÷L�\DEDQFÕ�GLOGHNL�V|]F�N�YH�F�POHOHUL�\D]DELOPH� 
 

 

���6ÕQÕI�øQJLOL]FH�'HUV�3URJUDPÕQÕQ�g]HO�$PDoODUÕ 
 

1. '�]H\LQH�X\JXQ�F�POHOHUGH�JHoHQ�NDYUDPODUÕQ�DQODP�ELOJLVL� 
2. Çevresindeki LQVDQODUOD�øQJLOL]FH�RODUDN�VHODPODúDELOPH� 
3. Ad-VR\DG�YH�\Dú�VRUDQ�VRUX�F�POHOHUL�NXUXS�FHYDS�YHUHELOPH 

4. Emir cümlelerini uygulayabilme. 

5. Düzeyine uygun soru cümlelerine cevap verebilme. 

6. ³9DUGÕU´�NDOÕEÕQÕ�NDYUD\DELOPH� 
7. 7HNLO�YH�oR÷XO�NHOLPHOHUOH�F�POH�NXUDELOme 

8. $\ODUÕQ�LVLPOHUL�ELOJLVL 
9. ³1HUHGH´�VRUX�NDOÕEÕ�ELOJLVL� 
10. %HOOL�EDúOÕ�VÕIDWODU�ELOJLVL� 
11. Hava durumunu basit cümlelerle anlatabilme 

12. g÷UHQGL÷L�VÕIDWODUÕ�NXOODQDUDN�F�POH�NXUDELOPH� 
13. ³.LP´"�VRUX�NDOÕEÕ�ELOJLVL� 
14. ³<DSDELOPH´�NDOÕEÕQÕ�NDYUD\DELOPH� 
15. %HOOL�EDúOÕ�PHslekler bilgisi. 

16. '�]H\LQH�X\JXQ�F�POHOHUL�NXUDOÕQD�X\JXQ�\D]DELOPH� 
17. *HQLú�]DPDQ�JUDPHU�\DSÕVÕQÕQ�WHPHO�|]HOOLNOHULQL�NDYUD\DELOPH� 
18. *HQLú�]DPDQ�JUDPHU�LOH�F�POH�NXUDELOPH� 
19. Saat bilgisi 

20. Düzeyine uygun cümleler kurabilme. 

21. ³ùLPGLNL�]DPDQ´�JUDPHU�\DSÕVÕQÕ�WHPHO özelliklerini kavrayabilme. 

22. ³ùLPGLNL�]DPDQ´�JUDPHU�\DSÕVÕ�LOH�F�POH�NXUDELOPH� 
23. “Nerelisin”?  sorusunu sorup cevap verebilme. 

24. g÷UHQGL÷L�]DPDQ�YH�NDOÕSODUÕ�GL\DORJODUGD�NXOODQDELOPH� 
25. øQJLOL]FH�|÷UHQPH\H�LVWHNOL�ROXú� 
26. Onar onar sayabilme (yüze kadar).
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APPENDIX  B 

���6ÕQÕI��øQJLOL]FH�'HUVL�3URJUDPÕQÕQ�g]HO�$PDoODUÕQÕQ�'H÷HUOHQGLULOPHVL 

 

6D\ÕQ��PHVOHNWDúÕP� 
 

%X� DUDúWÕUPD� � LON|÷UHWLP� RNXOODUÕQGD� ��� VÕQÕI� øQJLOL]FH� GHUVOHULQL� \�U�WPHNWH� RODQ�
|÷UHWPHQOHULQ� ��� VÕQÕI� øQJLOL]FH� GHUVL� SURJUDPÕQÕQ� |]HO� DPDoODUÕQÕ� GH÷HUOHQGLUPH� DPDFÕ�
WDúÕPDNWDGÕU�� (OGH� HGLOHQ� YHULOHU� JL]OL� WXWXODFDN�� \DOQÕ]FD� ELOLPVHO� DPDoOÕ� DUDúWÕUPD� LoLQ�
NXOODQÕODFDNWÕU�� $UDúWÕUPD� VRQXoODUÕQÕQ� ��� VÕQÕI� øQJLOL]FH� SURJUDPÕQÕQ� DPDoODUÕQÕQ� JHOLúWLULOPHVLQH�
NDWNÕ�VD÷OD\DFD÷Õ�G�ú�Q�OPHNWHGLU� 

 

<DQÕWODPDQÕ]�JHUHNHQ�DQNHW�LNL�E|O�PGHQ�ROXúPDNWDGÕU��%LULQFL�E|O�PGH�NLúLVHO�ELOJLOHU�\HU�
DOPDNWDGÕU��øNLQFL�E|O�PGH����DGHW�DPDo�LIDGHVL�EXOXQPDNWDGÕU�� 

 

6L]GHQ� DQNHW� PDGGHOHULQL� YDU� RODQ� GXUXPD� J|UH� \DQÕWODPDQÕ]� YH� HNVLNVL]� GROGXUPDQÕ]�
beklenmektedir. $GÕQÕ]Õ�\D]PDQÕz gerekmemektedir. 

 

$UDúWÕUPD\D�NDWÕOÕPÕQÕ]GDQ�GROD\Õ�úLPGLGHQ�WHúHNN�U�HGHU��VD\JÕODU�VXQDUÕP� 
 

 

   ����������������������������������������������������������%DúDN�=ø1&ø5 

                                                                              AnadolX�hQLYHUVLWHVL�(÷LWLP�%LOLPOHUL�(QVWLW�V� 

��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������øQJLOL]FH�g÷UHWPHQOL÷L�%|O�P� 

                                                                                            �����<�NVHN�/LVDQV�g÷UHQFLVL 
 

                                                                                                       basakz@gmail.com 

 

 

 

          

�����������<XNDUÕGDNL�DoÕNODPD�GR÷UXOWXVXQGD��EHOLUWPLú�ROGX÷XP�ELOJLOHULQ�EX�DUDúWÕUPDGD�
NXOODQÕOPDVÕQÕ�NDEXO�HGL\RUXP 

................................. 

øP]D 
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%HúLQFL�6ÕQÕI�øQJLOL]FH�'HUVL�3URJUDPÕQÕQ�g]HO�$PDoODUÕQÕ�
'H÷HUOHQGLUPH�$QNHWL 

 

Bölüm  I 

 
 
      

 %X�E|O�PGH�NLúLVHO�GXUXPXQX]OD�LOJLOL�VRUXODU�\HU�DOPDNWDGÕU��%X�
VRUXODUD�LOLúNLQ�\DQÕWODUÕQÕ]Õ��YHULOHQ�ERúOXNODUD�\D�GD�SDUDQWH]�LoLQH��[��LúDUHWL�
koyarak belirtiniz. 

 

 

 

1. (Q�VRQ�PH]XQ�ROGX÷XQX]�RNXO�
:............................................................... 

           Fakülte 

:.......................................................... 

           Bölüm 

:........................................................... 

 

 

2. g÷UHWPHQOLNWHNL�KL]PHW�V�UHQL]� 
 

a)  (  ) 1-����\ÕO 
b)  (  ) 6 -���\ÕO 
c)  (  ) 11 –����\ÕO 
d)  (  ) 16 –����\ÕO 
e)  (  ) 21 ve üzeri 

 

 

3. .Do�VHQHGLU����VÕQÕI�øQJLOL]FH�GHUVLQGH�J|UHY�DOÕ\RUVXQX]" 

 

D�����������\ÕO 
E�����������\ÕO 
c)  (  )  3-��\ÕO 
d)  (  )  5-��\ÕO 
e)  (  )  7-���\ÕO 
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Bölüm  II 
 

 

 %X�E|O�PGH����VÕQÕI�øQJLOL]FH�SURJUDPÕQGD�\HU�DODQ����DGHW�|]HO�DPDo�LIDGHVL�\HU�DOPDNWDGÕU��+Hr 

ELU�DPDFÕ��KHPHQ�DOWÕQGD�\HU�DODQ�|Oo�WOHUH�J|UH�GH÷HUOHQGLUHUHN���HQ�X\JXQ�JHOHQ�VHoHQH÷L��[��úHNOLQGH�
LúDUHWOH\LQL]� 

1. .HVLQOLNOH�NDWÕOPÕ\RUXP 

2. .DWÕOPÕ\RUXP 

3. .DUDUVÕ]ÕP 

4. .DWÕOÕ\RUXP 

5. .HVLQOLNOH�NDWÕOÕ\RUXP 

 

 

 

K
es

in
li

k
le

 
ND

WÕOP
Õ\R

UX
P 

.D
WÕOP

Õ\R
UXP

 

.D
UDU

VÕ]
ÕP

 
 .D

WÕOÕ
\RU

XP
 

K
es

in
li

k
le

 
ND

WÕOÕ
\RU

XP
 

1-��'�]H\LQH�X\JXQ�F�POHOHUGH�JHoHQ�NDYUDPODUÕQ�DQODP�ELOJLVL� 
�D��$PDo��SURJUDPÕQ�JHQHO�DPDoODUÕ\OD�WXWDUOÕGÕU� 
 

     

�E��3URJUDPGD�ROPDVÕ�JHUHNHQ�ELU�DPDoWÕU� 
 

     

�F��*HUoHNOHúHELOHFHN�QLWHOLNWH�ELU�DPDoWÕU� 
 

     

�G��$PDo��LOJLOLOHU�WDUDIÕQGDQ��W�P�|÷UHWPHQOHU�YH�P�IHWWLúOHU��D\QÕ�
úHNLOGH�DQODúÕODFDN�NDGDU�DoÕN�ELU�úHNLOGH�LIDGH�HGLOPLúWLU�� 

     

�H��$PDo��ND]DQÕOPDVÕ�LVWHQHQ�GDYUDQÕúÕ�|÷UHQPH��U�Q�Q��DoÕNoD�
belirtmektedir.  

     

�I��$PDo�LúOHYVHOGLU��|÷UHQFLQLQ�úXDQ�\D�GD�JHOHFHNWHNL�\DúDQWÕVÕQGD�
NXOODQDELOHFH÷L�ELU�GDYUDQÕúÕ�LIDGH�HWPHNWHGLU� 

     

�J��$PDo��|÷UHQFLOHULQ�KD]ÕUEXOXQXúOXN�G�]H\LQH�X\JXQGXU��JHOLúLP�
seviyesine, dünya bilgisine). 

     

2-��dHYUHVLQGHNL�LQVDQODUOD�øQJLOL]FH�RODUDN�VHODPODúDELOPH� 
�D��$PDo��SURJUDPÕQ�JHQHO�DPDoODUÕ\OD�WXWDUOÕGÕU� 
 

     

�E��3URJUDPGD�ROPDVÕ�JHUHNHQ�ELU�DPDoWÕU� 
 

     

�F��*HUoHNOHúHELOHFHN�QLWHOLNWH�ELU�DPDoWÕU� 
 

     

�G��$PDo��LOJLOLOHU�WDUDIÕQGDQ��W�P�|÷UHWPHQOHU�YH�P�IHWWLúOHU��D\QÕ�
úHNLOGH�DQODúÕODFDN�NDGDU�DoÕN�ELU�úHNLOGH�LIDGH�HGLOPLúWLU�� 

     

�H��$PDo��ND]DQÕOPDVÕ�LVWHQHQ�GDYUDQÕúÕ�|÷UHQPH��U�Q�Q��DoÕNoD�
belirtmektedir.  

     

�I��$PDo�LúOHYVHOGLU��|÷UHQFLQLQ�úXDQGD�\D�GD�JHOHFHNWHNL�\DúDQWÕVÕQGD�
NXOODQDELOHFH÷L�ELU�GDYUDQÕúÕ�LIDGH�HWPHNWHGLU� 

     

 g) AmDo��|÷UHQFLOHULQ�KD]ÕUEXOXQXúOXN�G�]H\LQH�X\JXQGXU��JHOLúLP�
seviyesine, dünya bilgisine). 
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3-  Ad-VR\DG�YH�\Dú�VRUDQ�VRUX�F�POHOHUL�NXUXS�FHYDS�YHUHELOPH� 
 a) Amaç��SURJUDPÕQ�JHQHO�DPDoODUÕ\OD�WXWDUOÕGÕU� 
 

     

�E��3URJUDPGD�ROPDVÕ�JHUHNHQ�ELU�DPDoWÕU� 
 

     

�F��*HUoHNOHúHELOHFHN�QLWHOLNWH�ELU�DPDoWÕU� 
 

     

�G��$PDo��LOJLOLOHU�WDUDIÕQGDQ��W�P�|÷UHWPHQOHU�YH�P�IHWWLúOHU��D\QÕ�
úHNLOGH�DQODúÕODFDN�NDGDU�DoÕN�ELU�úHNLOGH�LIDGH�HGLOPLúWLU�� 

     

�H��$PDo��ND]DQÕOPDVÕ�LVWHQHQ�GDYUDQÕúÕ�|÷UHQPH��U�Q�Q��DoÕNoD�
belirtmektedir.  

     

�I��$PDo�LúOHYVHOGLU��|÷UHQFLQLQ�úXDQ�\D�GD�JHOHFHNWHNL�\DúDQWÕVÕQGD�
NXOODQDELOHFH÷L�ELU�GDYUDQÕúÕ�LIDGH�HWPHNWHGLU� 

     

�J��$PDo��|÷UHQFLOHULQ�KD]ÕUEXOXQXúOXN�G�]H\LQH�X\JXQGXU��JHOLúLP�
seviyesine, dünya bilgisine). 

     

4-  Emir cümlelerini uygulayabilme. 
�D��$PDo��SURJUDPÕQ�JHQHO�DPDoODUÕ\OD�WXWDUOÕGÕU� 
 

     

�E��3URJUDPGD�ROPDVÕ�JHUHNHQ�ELU�DPDoWÕU� 
 

     

�F��*HUoHNOHúHELOHFHN�QLWHOLNWH�ELU�DPDoWÕU� 
 

     

�G��$PDo��LOJLOLOHU�WDUDIÕQGDQ��W�P�|÷UHWPHQOHU�YH�P�IHWWLúOHU��D\QÕ�
úHNLOGH�DQODúÕODFDN�NDGDU�DoÕN�ELU�úHNLOGH�LIDGH�HGLOPLúWLU�� 

     

�H��$PDo��ND]DQÕOPDVÕ�LVWHQHQ�GDYUDQÕúÕ�|÷UHQPH��U�Q�Q��DoÕNoD�
belirtmektedir.  

     

 f) Amaç�LúOHYVHOGLU��|÷UHQFLQLQ�úXDQGD�\D�GD�JHOHFHNWHNL�\DúDQWÕVÕQGD�
NXOODQDELOHFH÷L�ELU�GDYUDQÕúÕ�LIDGH�HWPHNWHGLU� 

     

�J��$PDo��|÷UHQFLOHULQ�KD]ÕUEXOXQXúOXN�G�]H\LQH�X\JXQGXU��JHOLúLP�
seviyesine, dünya bilgisine). 

     

5-  Düzeyine uygun soru cümlelerine cevap verebilme. 
�D��$PDo��SURJUDPÕQ�JHQHO�DPDoODUÕ\OD�WXWDUOÕGÕU� 
 

     

�E��3URJUDPGD�ROPDVÕ�JHUHNHQ�ELU�DPDoWÕU� 
 

     

�F��*HUoHNOHúHELOHFHN�QLWHOLNWH�ELU�DPDoWÕU� 
 

     

�G��$PDo��LOJLOLOHU�WDUDIÕQGDQ��W�P�|÷UHWPHQOHU�YH�P�IHWWLúOHU��D\QÕ�
úHNLOGH�DQODúÕODFDN�NDGDU�DoÕN�ELU�úHNLOGH�LIDGH�HGLOPLúWLU�� 

     

�H��$PDo��ND]DQÕOPDVÕ�LVWHQHQ�GDYUDQÕúÕ�|÷UHQPH��U�Q�Q��DoÕNoD�
belirtmektedir.  

     

�I��$PDo�LúOHYVHOGLU��|÷UHQFLQLQ�úXDQGD�\D�GD�JHOHFHNWHNL�\DúDQWÕVÕQGD�
NXOODQDELOHFH÷L�ELU�GDYUDQÕúÕ�LIDGH�HWPHNWHdir. 

     

�J��$PDo��|÷UHQFLOHULQ�KD]ÕUEXOXQXúOXN�G�]H\LQH�X\JXQGXU��JHOLúLP�
seviyesine, dünya bilgisine). 
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6-���³9DUGÕU´�NDOÕEÕQÕ�NDYUD\DELOPH� 
 a) Amaç, prograPÕQ�JHQHO�DPDoODUÕ\OD�WXWDUOÕGÕU� 
 

     

�E��3URJUDPGD�ROPDVÕ�JHUHNHQ�ELU�DPDoWÕU� 
 

     

�F��*HUoHNOHúHELOHFHN�QLWHOLNWH�ELU�DPDoWÕU� 
 

     

�G��$PDo��LOJLOLOHU�WDUDIÕQGDQ��W�P�|÷UHWPHQOHU�YH�P�IHWWLúOHU��D\QÕ�
úHNLOGH�DQODúÕODFDN�NDGDU�DoÕN�ELU�úHNLOGH�LIDGH�HGLOPLúWLU�� 

     

�H��$PDo��ND]DQÕOPDVÕ�LVWHQHQ�GDYUDQÕúÕ�|÷UHQPH��U�Q�Q��DoÕNoD�
belirtmektedir.  

     

�I��$PDo�LúOHYVHOGLU��|÷UHQFLQLQ�úXDQGD�\D�GD�JHOHFHNWHNL�\DúDQWÕVÕQGD�
NXOODQDELOHFH÷L�ELU�GDYUDQÕúÕ�LIDGH�HWPHNWHGLU� 

     

�J��$PDo��|÷UHQFLOHULQ�KD]ÕUEXOXQXúOXN�G�]H\LQH�X\JXQGXU��JHOLúLP�
seviyesine, dünya bilgisine). 

     

7-��7HNLO�YH�oR÷XO�NHOLPHOHUOH�F�POH�NXUDELOPH 
�D��$PDo��SURJUDPÕQ�JHQHO�DPDoODUÕ\OD�WXWDUOÕGÕU� 
 

     

�E��3URJUDPGD�ROPDVÕ�JHUHNHQ�ELU�DPDoWÕU� 
 

     

�F��*HUoHNOHúHELOHFHN�QLWHOLNWH�ELU�DPDoWÕU� 
 

     

�G��$PDo��LOJLOLOHU�WDUDIÕQGDQ��W�P�|÷UHWPHQOHU�YH�P�IHWWLúOHU��D\QÕ�
úHNLOGH�DQODúÕODFDN�NDGDU�DoÕN�ELU�úHNLOGH�LIDGH�HGLOPLúWLU�� 

     

�H��$PDo��ND]DQÕOPDVÕ�LVWHQHQ�GDYUDQÕúÕ�|÷UHQPH��U�Q�Q��DoÕNoD�
belirtmektedir.  

     

 f)�$PDo�LúOHYVHOGLU��|÷UHQFLQLQ�úXDQGD�\D�GD�JHOHFHNWHNL�\DúDQWÕVÕQGD�
NXOODQDELOHFH÷L�ELU�GDYUDQÕúÕ�LIDGH�HWPHNWHGLU� 

     

�J��$PDo��|÷UHQFLOHULQ�KD]ÕUEXOXQXúOXN�G�]H\LQH�X\JXQGXU��JHOLúLP�
seviyesine, dünya bilgisine). 

     

8-���$\ODUÕQ�LVLPOHUL�ELOJLVL 
 D��$PDo��SURJUDPÕQ�JHQHO�DPDoODUÕ\OD�WXWDUOÕGÕU� 
 

     

�E��3URJUDPGD�ROPDVÕ�JHUHNHQ�ELU�DPDoWÕU� 
 

     

�F��*HUoHNOHúHELOHFHN�QLWHOLNWH�ELU�DPDoWÕU� 
 

     

�G��$PDo��LOJLOLOHU�WDUDIÕQGDQ��W�P�|÷UHWPHQOHU�YH�P�IHWWLúOHU��D\QÕ�
úHNLOGH�DQODúÕODFDN�NDGDU�DoÕN�ELU�úHNLOGH�LIDGH�HGLOPLúWLU�� 

     

�H��$PDo��ND]DQÕOPDVÕ�LVWHQHQ�GDYUDQÕúÕ�|÷UHQPH��U�Q�Q��DoÕNoD�
belirtmektedir.  

     

�I��$PDo�LúOHYVHOGLU��|÷UHQFLQLQ�úXDQGD�\D�GD�JHOHFHNWHNL�\DúDQWÕVÕQGD�
NXOODQDELOHFH÷L�ELU�GDYUDQÕúÕ�LIDGH�HWPHNWHGLU� 

     

 g) Amao��|÷UHQFLOHULQ�KD]ÕUEXOXQXúOXN�G�]H\LQH�X\JXQGXU��JHOLúLP�
seviyesine, dünya bilgisine). 
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9-��³1HUHGH´�VRUX�NDOÕEÕ�ELOJLVL� 
�D��$PDo��SURJUDPÕQ�JHQHO�DPDoODUÕ\OD�WXWDUOÕGÕU� 
 

     

�E��3URJUDPGD�ROPDVÕ�JHUHNHQ�ELU�DPDoWÕU� 
 

     

�F��*HUoHNOHúHELOHFHN�QLWHOLNWH�ELU�DPDoWÕU� 
 

     

�G��$PDo��LOJLOLOHU�WDUDIÕQGDQ��W�P�|÷UHWPHQOHU�YH�P�IHWWLúOHU��D\QÕ�
úHNLOGH�DQODúÕODFDN�NDGDU�DoÕN�ELU�úHNLOGH�LIDGH�HGLOPLúWLU�� 

     

�H��$PDo��ND]DQÕOPDVÕ�LVWHQHQ�GDYUDQÕúÕ�|÷UHQPH��U�Q�Q��DoÕNoD�
belirtmektedir.  

     

�I��$PDo�LúOHYVHOGLU��|÷UHQFLQLQ�úXDQGD�\D�GD�JHOHFHNWHNL�\DúDQWÕVÕQGD�
NXOODQDELOHFH÷L�ELU�GDYUDQÕúÕ�LIDGH�HWPHNWHGLU� 

     

�J��$PDo��|÷UHQFLOHULQ�KD]ÕUEXOXQXúOXN�G�]H\LQH�X\JXQGXU��JHOLúLP�
seviyesine, dünya bilgisine). 

     

10-��%HOOL�EDúOÕ�VÕIDWODU�ELOJLVL� 
�D��$PDo��SURJUDPÕQ�JHQHO�DPDoODUÕ\OD�WXWDUOÕGÕU� 
 

     

�E��3URJUDPGD�ROPDVÕ�JHUHNHQ�ELU�DPDoWÕU� 
 

     

�F��*HUoHNOHúHELOHFHN�QLWHOLNWH�ELU�DPDoWÕU� 
 

     

 d) APDo��LOJLOLOHU�WDUDIÕQGDQ��W�P�|÷UHWPHQOHU�YH�P�IHWWLúOHU��D\QÕ�
úHNLOGH�DQODúÕODFDN�NDGDU�DoÕN�ELU�úHNLOGH�LIDGH�HGLOPLúWLU�� 

     

�H��$PDo��ND]DQÕOPDVÕ�LVWHQHQ�GDYUDQÕúÕ�|÷UHQPH��U�Q�Q��DoÕNoD�
belirtmektedir.  

     

�I��$PDo�LúOHYVHOGLU��|÷UHQFLQLQ�úXDQGD�\D�GD�JHOHFHNWHNL�\DúDQWÕVÕQGD�
NXOODQDELOHFH÷L�ELU�GDYUDQÕúÕ�LIDGH�HWPHNWHGLU� 

     

�J��$PDo��|÷UHQFLOHULQ�KD]ÕUEXOXQXúOXN�G�]H\LQH�X\JXQGXU��JHOLúLP�
seviyesine, dünya bilgisine). 

     

11-   Hava durumunu basit cümlelerle anlatabilme 
 a) Amaç, programÕQ�JHQHO�DPDoODUÕ\OD�WXWDUOÕGÕU� 
 

     

�E��3URJUDPGD�ROPDVÕ�JHUHNHQ�ELU�DPDoWÕU� 
 

     

�F��*HUoHNOHúHELOHFHN�QLWHOLNWH�ELU�DPDoWÕU� 
 

     

�G��$PDo��LOJLOLOHU�WDUDIÕQGDQ��W�P�|÷UHWPHQOHU�YH�P�IHWWLúOHU��D\QÕ�
úHNLOGH�DQODúÕODFDN�NDGDU�DoÕN�ELU�úHNLOGH�LIDGH�HGLOPLúWLU�� 

     

�H��$PDo��ND]DQÕOPDVÕ�LVWHQHQ�GDYUDQÕúÕ�|÷UHQPH��U�Q�Q��DoÕNoD�
belirtmektedir.  

     

�I��$PDo�LúOHYVHOGLU��|÷UHQFLQLQ�úXDQGD�\D�GD�JHOHFHNWHNL�\DúDQWÕVÕQGD�
NXOODQDELOHFH÷L�ELU�GDYUDQÕúÕ�LIDGH�HWPHNWHGLU� 

     

�J��$PDo��|÷UHQFLOHULQ�KD]ÕUEXOXQXúOXN�G�]H\LQH�X\JXQGXU��JHOLúLP�
seviyesine, dünya bilgisine). 
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12-��g÷UHQGL÷L�VÕIDWODUÕ�NXOODQDUDN�F�POH�NXUDELOPH� 
�D��$PDo��SURJUDPÕQ�JHQHO�DPDoODUÕ\OD�WXWDUOÕGÕU� 
 

     

�E��3URJUDPGD�ROPDVÕ�JHUHNHQ�ELU�DPDoWÕU� 
 

     

�F��*HUoHNOHúHELOHFHN�QLWHOLNWH�ELU�DPDoWÕU� 
 

     

�G��$PDo��LOJLOLOHU�WDUDIÕQGDQ��W�P�|÷UHWPHQOHU�YH�P�IHWWLúOHU��D\QÕ�
úHNLOGH�DQODúÕODFDN�NDGDU�DoÕN�ELU�úHNLOGH�LIDGH�HGLOPLúWLU�� 

     

�H��$PDo��ND]DQÕOPDVÕ�LVWHQHQ�GDYUDQÕúÕ�|÷UHQPH��U�Q�Q��DoÕNoD�
belirtmektedir.  

     

�I��$PDo�LúOHYVHOGLU��|÷UHQFLQLQ�úXDQGD�\D�GD�JHOHFHNWHNL�\DúDQWÕVÕQGD�
NXOODQDELOHFH÷L�ELU�GDYUDQÕúÕ�LIDGH�HWPHNWHGLU� 

     

�J��$PDo��|÷UHQFLOHULQ�KD]ÕUEXOXQXúOXN�G�]H\LQH�X\JXQGXU��JHOLúLP�
seviyesine, dünya bilgisine). 

     

13-��³.LP´"�VRUX�NDOÕEÕ�ELOJLVL� 
�D��$PDo��SURJUDPÕQ�JHQHO�DPDoODUÕ\OD�WXWDUOÕGÕU� 
 

     

�E��3URJUDPGD�ROPDVÕ�JHUHNHQ�ELU�DPDoWÕU� 
 

     

�F��*HUoHNOHúHELOHFHN�QLWHOLNWH�ELU�DPDoWÕU� 
 

     

 d)�$PDo��LOJLOLOHU�WDUDIÕQGDQ��W�P�|÷UHWPHQOHU�YH�P�IHWWLúOHU��D\QÕ�
úHNLOGH�DQODúÕODFDN�NDGDU�DoÕN�ELU�úHNLOGH�LIDGH�HGLOPLúWLU�� 

     

�H��$PDo��ND]DQÕOPDVÕ�LVWHQHQ�GDYUDQÕúÕ�|÷UHQPH��U�Q�Q��DoÕNoD�
belirtmektedir.  

     

�I��$PDo�LúOHYVHOGLU��|÷UHQFLQLQ�úXDQGD�\D�GD�JHOHFHNWHNL�\DúDQWÕVÕQGD�
NXOODQDELOHFH÷L�ELU�GDYUDQÕúÕ�LIDGH�HWPHNWHGLU� 

     

�J��$PDo��|÷UHQFLOHULQ�KD]ÕUEXOXQXúOXN�G�]H\LQH�X\JXQGXU��JHOLúLP�
seviyesine, dünya bilgisine). 

     

14-��³<DSDELOPH´�NDOÕEÕQÕ�NDYUD\DELOPH� 
�D��$PDo��SURJUDPÕQ�JHQHO�DPDoODUÕ\OD�WXWDUOÕGÕU� 
 

     

�E��3URJUDPGD�ROPDVÕ�JHUHNHQ�ELU�DPDoWÕU� 
 

     

�F��*HUoHNOHúHELOHFHN�QLWHOLNWH�ELU�DPDoWÕU� 
 

     

�G��$PDo��LOJLOLOHU�WDUDIÕQGDQ��W�P�|÷UHWPHQOHU�YH�P�IHWWLúOHU��D\QÕ�
úHNLOGH�DQODúÕODFDN�NDGDU�DoÕN�ELU�úHNLOGH�LIDGH�HGLOPLúWLU�� 

     

�H��$PDo��ND]DQÕOPDVÕ�LVWHQHQ�GDYUDQÕúÕ�|÷UHQPH��U�Q�Q��DoÕNoD�
belirtmektedir.  

     

�I��$PDo�LúOHYVHOGLU��|÷UHQFLQLQ�úXDQGD�\D�GD�JHOHFHNWHNL�\DúDQWÕVÕQGD�
NXOODQDELOHFH÷L�ELU�GDYUDQÕúÕ�LIDGH�HWPHNWHGLU� 

     

�J��$PDo��|÷UHQFLOHULQ�KD]ÕUEXOXQXúOXN�G�]H\LQH�X\JXQGXU��JHOLúLP�
seviyesine, dünya bilgisine). 
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15-��%HOOL�EDúOÕ�PHVOHNOHU�ELOJLVL� 
�D��$PDo��SURJUDPÕQ�JHQHO�DPDoODUÕ\OD�WXWDUOÕGÕU� 
 

     

 E��3URJUDPGD�ROPDVÕ�JHUHNHQ�ELU�DPDoWÕU� 
 

     

�F��*HUoHNOHúHELOHFHN�QLWHOLNWH�ELU�DPDoWÕU� 
 

     

�G��$PDo��LOJLOLOHU�WDUDIÕQGDQ��W�P�|÷UHWPHQOHU�YH�P�IHWWLúOHU��D\QÕ�
úHNLOGH�DQODúÕODFDN�NDGDU�DoÕN�ELU�úHNLOGH�LIDGH�HGLOPLúWLU�� 

     

�H��$PDo��ND]DQÕOPDVÕ�LVWHQHQ�GDYUDQÕúÕ�|÷UHQPH��U�Q�Q��DoÕNoD�
belirtmektedir.  

     

�I��$PDo�LúOHYVHOGLU��|÷UHQFLQLQ�úXDQGD�\D�GD�JHOHFHNWHNL�\DúDQWÕVÕQGD�
NXOODQDELOHFH÷L�ELU�GDYUDQÕúÕ�LIDGH�HWPHNWHGLU� 

     

�J��$PDo��|÷UHQFLOHULQ�KD]ÕUEXOXQXúOXN�G�]H\LQH�X\JXQGXU��JHOLúLm 

seviyesine, dünya bilgisine). 
     

16-��'�]H\LQH�X\JXQ�F�POHOHUL�NXUDOÕQD�X\JXQ�\D]DELOPH� 
�D��$PDo��SURJUDPÕQ�JHQHO�DPDoODUÕ\OD�WXWDUOÕGÕU� 
 

     

�E��3URJUDPGD�ROPDVÕ�JHUHNHQ�ELU�DPDoWÕU� 
 

     

�F��*HUoHNOHúHELOHFHN�QLWHOLNWH�ELU�DPDoWÕU� 
 

     

 d)�$PDo��LOJLOLOHU�WDUDIÕQGDQ��W�P�|÷UHWPHQOHU�YH�P�IHWWLúOHU��D\QÕ�
úHNLOGH�DQODúÕODFDN�NDGDU�DoÕN�ELU�úHNLOGH�LIDGH�HGLOPLúWLU�� 

     

�H��$PDo��ND]DQÕOPDVÕ�LVWHQHQ�GDYUDQÕúÕ�|÷UHQPH��U�Q�Q��DoÕNoD�
belirtmektedir.  

     

�I��$PDo�LúOHYVHOGLU��|÷UHQFLQLQ�úXDQGD�\D�GD�JHOHFHNWHNL�\DúDQWÕVÕQGD�
NXOODQDELOHFH÷L�ELU�GDYUDQÕúÕ�LIDGH�HWPHNWHGLU� 

     

�J��$PDo��|÷UHQFLOHULQ�KD]ÕUEXOXQXúOXN�G�]H\LQH�X\JXQGXU��JHOLúLP�
seviyesine, dünya bilgisine). 

     

17-��*HQLú�]DPDQ�JUDPHU�\DSÕVÕQÕQ�WHPHO�|]HOOLNOHULQL�NDYUD\DELOPe. 
�D��$PDo��SURJUDPÕQ�JHQHO�DPDoODUÕ\OD�WXWDUOÕGÕU� 
 

     

�E��3URJUDPGD�ROPDVÕ�JHUHNHQ�ELU�DPDoWÕU� 
 

     

�F��*HUoHNOHúHELOHFHN�QLWHOLNWH�ELU�DPDoWÕU� 
 

     

�G��$PDo��LOJLOLOHU�WDUDIÕQGDQ��W�P�|÷UHWPHQOHU�YH�P�IHWWLúOHU��D\QÕ�
úHNLOGH�DQODúÕODFDN�NDGDU�DoÕN�ELU�úHNLOGH�LIDGH�HGLOPLúWLU�� 

     

�H��$PDo��ND]DQÕOPDVÕ�LVWHQHQ�GDYUDQÕúÕ�|÷UHQPH��U�Q�Q��DoÕNoD�
belirtmektedir.  

     

�I��$PDo�LúOHYVHOGLU��|÷UHQFLQLQ�úXDQGD�\D�GD�JHOHFHNWHNL�\DúDQWÕVÕQGD�
NXOODQDELOHFH÷L�ELU�GDYUDQÕúÕ�LIDGH�HWPHNWHGLU� 

     

 g��$PDo��|÷UHQFLOHULQ�KD]ÕUEXOXQXúOXN�G�]H\LQH�X\JXQGXU��JHOLúLP�
seviyesine, dünya bilgisine). 
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18-��*HQLú�]DPDQ�JUDPHU�LOH�F�POH�NXUDELOPH� 
�D��$PDo��SURJUDPÕQ�JHQHO�DPDoODUÕ\OD�WXWDUOÕGÕU� 
 

     

�E��3URJUDPGD�ROPDVÕ�JHUHNHQ�ELU�DPDoWÕU� 
 

     

�F��*HUoHNOHúHELOHFHN�QLWHOLNWH�ELU�DPDoWÕU� 
 

     

�G��$PDo��LOJLOLOHU�WDUDIÕQGDQ��W�P�|÷UHWPHQOHU�YH�P�IHWWLúOHU��D\QÕ�
úHNLOGH�DQODúÕODFDN�NDGDU�DoÕN�ELU�úHNLOGH�LIDGH�HGLOPLúWLU�� 

     

�H��$PDo��ND]DQÕOPDVÕ�LVWHQHQ�GDYUDQÕúÕ�|÷UHQPH��U�Q�Q��DoÕNoD�
belirtmektedir.  

     

�I��$PDo�LúOHYVHOGLU��|÷UHQFLQLQ�úXDQGD�\D�GD�JHOHFHNWHNL�\DúDQWÕVÕQGD�
NXOODQDELOHFH÷L�ELU�GDYUDQÕúÕ�LIDGH�HWPHNWHGLU� 

     

�J��$PDo��|÷UHQFLOHULQ�KD]ÕUEXOXQXúOXN�G�]H\LQH�X\JXQGXU��JHOLúLP�
seviyesine, dünya bilgisine). 

     

19-  Saat bilgisi 
�D��$PDo��SURJUDPÕQ�JHQHO�DPDoODUÕ\OD�WXWDUOÕGÕU� 
 

     

�E��3URJUDPGD�ROPDVÕ�JHUHNHQ�ELU�DPDoWÕU� 
 

     

�F��*HUoHNOHúHELOHFHN�QLWHOLNWH�ELU�DPDoWÕU� 
 

     

 d) APDo��LOJLOLOHU�WDUDIÕQGDQ��W�P�|÷UHWPHQOHU�YH�P�IHWWLúOHU��D\QÕ�
úHNLOGH�DQODúÕODFDN�NDGDU�DoÕN�ELU�úHNLOGH�LIDGH�HGLOPLúWLU�� 

     

�H��$PDo��ND]DQÕOPDVÕ�LVWHQHQ�GDYUDQÕúÕ�|÷UHQPH��U�Q�Q��DoÕNoD�
belirtmektedir.  

     

�I��$PDo�LúOHYVHOGLU��|÷UHQFLQLQ�úXDQGD�\D�GD�JHOHFHNWHNL�\DúDQWÕVÕQGD�
NXOODQDELOHFH÷L�ELU�GDYUDQÕúÕ�LIDGH�HWPHNWHGLU� 

     

�J��$PDo��|÷UHQFLOHULQ�KD]ÕUEXOXQXúOXN�G�]H\LQH�X\JXQGXU��JHOLúLP�
seviyesine, dünya bilgisine). 

     

20- Düzeyine uygun cümleler kurabilme. 
�D��$PDo��SURJUDPÕQ�JHQHO�DPDoODUÕ\OD�WXWDUOÕGÕU� 
 

     

�E��3URJUDPGD�ROPDVÕ�JHUHNHQ�ELU�DPDoWÕU� 
 

     

�F��*HUoHNOHúHELOHFHN�QLWHOLNWH�ELU�DPDoWÕU� 
 

     

�G��$PDo��LOJLOLOHU�WDUDIÕQGDQ��W�P�|÷UHWPHQOHU�YH�P�IHWWLúOHU��D\QÕ�
úHNLOGH�DQODúÕODFDN�NDGDU�DoÕN�ELU�úHNLOGH�LIDGH�HGLOPLútir.  

     

�H��$PDo��ND]DQÕOPDVÕ�LVWHQHQ�GDYUDQÕúÕ�|÷UHQPH��U�Q�Q��DoÕNoD�
belirtmektedir.  

     

�I��$PDo�LúOHYVHOGLU��|÷UHQFLQLQ�úXDQGD�\D�GD�JHOHFHNWHNL�\DúDQWÕVÕQGD�
NXOODQDELOHFH÷L�ELU�GDYUDQÕúÕ�LIDGH�HWPHNWHGLU� 

     

�J��$PDo��|÷UHQFLOHULQ�KD]ÕUEXOXQXúOXN�G�]H\LQH�X\JXQGXU��JHOLúLP�
seviyesine, dünya bilgisine). 
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21-��³ùLPGLNL�]DPDQ´�JUDPHU�\DSÕVÕQÕ�WHPHO�|]HOOLNOHULQL�NDYUD\DELOPH� 

�D��$PDo��SURJUDPÕQ�JHQHO�DPDoODUÕ\OD�WXWDUOÕGÕU� 
 

     

�E��3URJUDPGD�ROPDVÕ�JHUHNHQ�ELU�DPDoWÕU� 
 

     

�F��*HUoHNOHúHELOHFHN�QLWHOLNWH�ELU�DPDoWÕU� 
 

     

�G��$PDo��LOJLOLOHU�WDUDIÕQGDQ��W�P�|÷UHWPHQOHU�YH�P�IHWWLúOHU��D\QÕ�
úHNLOGH�DQODúÕODFDN�NDGDU�DoÕN�ELU�úHNLOGH�LIDGH�HGLOPLútir.  

     

�H��$PDo��ND]DQÕOPDVÕ�LVWHQHQ�GDYUDQÕúÕ�|÷UHQPH��U�Q�Q��DoÕNoD�
belirtmektedir.  

     

�I��$PDo�LúOHYVHOGLU��|÷UHQFLQLQ�úXDQGD�\D�GD�JHOHFHNWHNL�\DúDQWÕVÕQGD�
NXOODQDELOHFH÷L�ELU�GDYUDQÕúÕ�LIDGH�HWPHNWHGLU� 

     

�J��$PDo��|÷UHQFLOHULQ�KD]ÕUEXOXQXúOXN�G�]H\LQH�X\JXQGXU��JHOLúLP�
seviyesine, dünya bilgisine). 

     

22-��³ùLPGLNL�]DPDQ´�JUDPHU�\DSÕVÕ�LOH�F�POH�NXUDELOPH� 
�D��$PDo��SURJUDPÕQ�JHQHO�DPDoODUÕ\OD�WXWDUOÕGÕU� 
 

     

�E��3URJUDPGD�ROPDVÕ�JHUHNHQ�ELU�DPDoWÕU� 
 

     

�F��*HUoHNOHúHELOHFHN�QLWHOLNWH�ELU�DPDoWÕU� 
 

     

�G��$PDo��LOJLOLOHU�WDUDIÕQGDQ��W�P�|÷UHWPHQOHU�YH�P�IHWWLúOHU��D\QÕ�
úHNLOGH�DQODúÕODFDN�NDGDU�DoÕN�ELU�úHNLOGH�LIDGH�HGLOPLúWLU�� 

     

�H��$PDo��ND]DQÕOPDVÕ�LVWHQHQ�GDYUDQÕúÕ�|÷UHQPH��U�Q�Q��DoÕNoD�
belirtmektedir.  

     

 f) APDo�LúOHYVHOGLU��|÷UHQFLQLQ�úXDQGD�\D�GD�JHOHFHNWHNL�\DúDQWÕVÕQGD�
NXOODQDELOHFH÷L�ELU�GDYUDQÕúÕ�LIDGH�HWPHNWHGLU� 

     

�J��$PDo��|÷UHQFLOHULQ�KD]ÕUEXOXQXúOXN�G�]H\LQH�X\JXQGXU��JHOLúLP�
seviyesine, dünya bilgisine). 

     

23-  “Nerelisin”?  sorusunu sorup cevap verebilme. 
�D��$PDo��SURJUDPÕQ�JHQHO�DPDoODUÕ\OD�WXWDUOÕGÕU� 
 

     

�E��3URJUDPGD�ROPDVÕ�JHUHNHQ�ELU�DPDoWÕU� 
 

     

�F��*HUoHNOHúHELOHFHN�QLWHOLNWH�ELU�DPDoWÕU� 
 

     

�G��$PDo��LOJLOLOHU�WDUDIÕQGDQ��W�P�|÷UHWPHQOHU�YH�P�IHWWLúOHU��D\QÕ�
úHNLOGH�DQODúÕODFDN�NDGDU�DoÕN�ELU�úHNLOGH�LIDGH�HGLOPLúWLU�� 

     

�H��$PDo��ND]DQÕOPDVÕ�LVWHQHQ�GDYUDQÕúÕ�|÷UHQPH��U�Q�Q��DoÕNoD�
belirtmektedir.  

     

�I��$PDo�LúOHYVHOGLU��|÷UHQFLQLQ�úXDQGD�\D�GD�JHOHFHNWHNL�\DúDQWÕVÕQGD�
NXOODQDELOHFH÷L�ELU�GDYUDQÕúÕ�LIDGH�HWPHNWedir. 

     

�J��$PDo��|÷UHQFLOHULQ�KD]ÕUEXOXQXúOXN�G�]H\LQH�X\JXQGXU��JHOLúLP�
seviyesine, dünya bilgisine). 
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24-��g÷UHQGL÷L�]DPDQ�YH�NDOÕSODUÕ�GL\DORJODUGD�NXOODQDEilme. 
�D��$PDo��SURJUDPÕQ�JHQHO�DPDoODUÕ\OD�WXWDUOÕGÕU� 
 

     

�E��3URJUDPGD�ROPDVÕ�JHUHNHQ�ELU�DPDoWÕU� 
 

     

�F��*HUoHNOHúHELOHFHN�QLWHOLNWH�ELU�DPDoWÕU� 
 

     

�G��$PDo��LOJLOLOHU�WDUDIÕQGDQ��W�P�|÷UHWPHQOHU�YH�P�IHWWLúOHU��D\QÕ�
úHNLOGH�DQODúÕODFDN�NDGDU�DoÕN�ELU�úHNLOGH�LIDGH�HGLOPLúWLU�� 

     

�H��$PDo��ND]DQÕOPDVÕ�LVWHQHQ�GDYUDQÕúÕ�|÷UHQPH��U�Q�Q��DoÕNoD�
belirtmektedir.  

     

�I��$PDo�LúOHYVHOGLU��|÷UHQFLQLQ�úXDQGD�\D�GD�JHOHFHNWHNL�\DúDQWÕVÕQGD�
NXOODQDELOHFH÷L�ELU�GDYUDQÕúÕ�LIDGH�HWPHNWHGLU� 

     

�J��$PDo��|÷UHQFLOHULQ�KD]ÕUEXOXQXúOXN�G�]H\LQH�X\JXQGXU��JHOLúLP�
seviyesine, dünya bilgisine). 

     

25-��øQJLOL]FH�|÷UHQPH\H�LVWHNOL�ROXú� 
�D��$PDo��SURJUDPÕQ�JHQHO�DPDoODUÕ\OD�WXWDUOÕGÕU� 
 

     

�E��3URJUDPGD�ROPDVÕ�JHUHNHQ�ELU�DPDoWÕU� 
 

     

 c) GeroHNOHúHELOHFHN�QLWHOLNWH�ELU�DPDoWÕU� 
 

     

�G��$PDo��LOJLOLOHU�WDUDIÕQGDQ��W�P�|÷UHWPHQOHU�YH�P�IHWWLúOHU��D\QÕ�
úHNLOGH�DQODúÕODFDN�NDGDU�DoÕN�ELU�úHNLOGH�LIDGH�HGLOPLúWLU�� 

     

�H��$PDo��ND]DQÕOPDVÕ�LVWHQHQ�GDYUDQÕúÕ�|÷UHQPH��U�Q�Q��DoÕNoD�
belirtmektedir.  

     

�I��$PDo�LúOHYVHOGLU��|÷UHQFLQLQ�úXDQGD�\D�GD�JHOHFHNWHNL�\DúDQWÕVÕQGD�
NXOODQDELOHFH÷L�ELU�GDYUDQÕúÕ�LIDGH�HWPHNWHGLU� 

     

�J��$PDo��|÷UHQFLOHULQ�KD]ÕUEXOXQXúOXN�G�]H\LQH�X\JXQGXU��JHOLúLP�
seviyesine, dünya bilgisine). 

     

26- Onar onar sayabilme (yüze kadar). 
�D��$PDo��SURJUDPÕQ�JHQHO�DPDoODUÕ\OD�WXWDUOÕGÕU� 
 

     

�E��3URJUDPGD�ROPDVÕ�JHUHNHQ�ELU�DPDoWÕU� 
 

     

�F��*HUoHNOHúHELOHFHN�QLWHOLNWH�ELU�DPDoWÕU� 
 

     

�G��$PDo��LOJLOLOHU�WDUDIÕQGDQ��W�P�|÷UHWPHQOHU�YH�P�IHWWLúOHU��D\QÕ�
úHNLOGH�DQODúÕODFDN�NDGDU�DoÕN�ELU�úHNLOGH�LIDGH�HGLOPLúWLU�� 

     

�H��$PDo��ND]DQÕOPDVÕ�LVWHQHQ�GDYUDQÕúÕ�|÷UHQPH��U�Q�Q��DoÕNoD�
belirtmektedir.  

     

�I��$PDo�LúOHYVHOGLU��|÷UHQFLQLQ�úXDQGD�\D�GD�JHOHFHNWHNL�\DúDQWÕVÕQGD�
NXOODQDELOHFH÷L�ELU�GDYUDQÕúÕ�LIDGH�HWmektedir. 

     

�J��$PDo��|÷UHQFLOHULQ�KD]ÕUEXOXQXúOXN�G�]H\LQH�X\JXQGXU��JHOLúLP�
seviyesine, dünya bilgisine). 
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APPENDIX C 

Interview Questions 
(Turkish Version) 

 
 
 

g÷UHWPHQLQ�DGÕ-VR\DGÕ��      *|U�úPH�V�UHVL�� 
dDOÕúWÕ÷Õ�RNXO��       Tarih: 

Mezun oldX÷X�RNXO�� 
g÷UHWPHQOLNWHNL�+L]PHW�6�UHVL�� 
øQJLOL]FH�'HUVLQH�*LUGL÷LQL]�6ÕQÕIODU�� 

 

 

1. .Do�\ÕOGÕU����VÕQÕIODU�øQJLOL]FH�GHUVOHULQH�JLUL\RUVXQX]" 

2. ���VÕQÕI�J�QO�N�GHUV�SODQODUÕQÕ]Õ�\DSDUNHQ�0(%¶LQ�P�IUHGDWÕQGDNL�|]HO�DPDoODUGDQ�YH�
GHUV�NLWDEÕQGDQ�QH�|Oo�GH�\DUDUODQÕ\RUVXQX]" 

3. 'HUV� NLWDEÕ� ROPDVD� EX� DPDoODUÕ� JHUoHNOHúWLUHFHN� PDWHU\DOOHUL� \D� GD� HWNLQOLNOHUL�
NHQGLQL]�KD]ÕUOD\DELOLU�PL\GLQL]" 

 

 

 

1. ‘Düzeyine uygun’ kelimesi size neyi ifade ediyor? (1. 5.16.20. amaçlar için) 

 

2. µ%HOOL�EDúOÕ¶�NHOLPHVL�VL]H�QH\L�LIDGH�HGL\RU (10. ve 15. amaçlar için) 

 

3. %X�DPDFÕ�ND]DQPÕú�|÷UHQFLOHULQL]GHQ�EHNOHQWLQL]�QHGLU"�g÷UHQFLOHULQL]LQ�QH\L�\DSÕ\RU�
ROPDVÕQÕ�EHNOHUVLQL]"� 

 

4. 6L]FH�� GL÷HU� øQJLOL]FH� |÷UHWPHQOHUL� GH� EX� DPDo� LoLQ� VL]LQ� EHNOHQWLQL]LQ� D\QÕVÕQÕ� PÕ��
WDúÕPDNWDGÕU"� 

 

5. ��6ÕQÕI� RUWDPÕQÕ]Õ� G�ú�Q�Q�� 6L]� EX� DPDFÕ� VÕQÕIÕQÕ]GD� \D� GD� VÕQÕIODUÕQÕ]GD�
JHUoHNOHúWLUHELOL\RU�PXVXQX]"� 

 

6. �&HYDEÕQÕ]�KD\ÕU�LVH��3HNL�QHGHQ�JHUoHNOHúWLUHPL\RUVXQX]" 

 

7. �&HYDEÕQÕ]�HYHW�LVH��g÷UHQFLOHULQL]�NROD\�|÷UHQL\RU�PX" 

 

8. �&HYDEÕQÕ]�HYHW�LVH��g÷UHQFLOHULQL]�|÷UHQGL÷LQL����VÕQÕID�DNWDUÕ\RU�PX" 

 

9. %X�DPDo�|÷UHQFLOHULQL]LQ�VHYL\HVLQH�X\JXQ�PX" 

 

10. g÷UHQFLOHULQL]� EX� DPDFÕ� VÕQÕIWD� \D� GD� J�QFHO� KD\DWÕQGD� NXOODQÕ\RU� PX� \DGD�
NXOODQDFD÷ÕQÕ�G�ú�Q�\RU�PXVXQX]"� 

 

11. 6L]H�J|UH�EX�DPDo����VÕQÕI�SURJUDPÕQGD�ROPDOÕ�PÕ"�� 
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APPENDIX D 

Schools Participated to the Study 

 

1. ���+DYD�øNPDO�øON|÷UHWLP�2NXOX 

2. ���1LVDQ�øON|÷UHWLP�2NXOX 

3. ���.DVÕP�øON|÷UHWLP�2NXOX 

4. ���$÷XVWRV�øON|÷UHWLP�2NXOX 

5. ���<ÕO�øON|÷UHWLP�2NXOX 

6. ����<ÕO�øON|÷UHWLP�2NXOX 

7. $GDOHW�øON|÷UHWLP�2NXOX 

8. $GQDQ�0HQGHUHV�øON|÷UHWLP�2NXOX 

9. $KPHW�2OFD\�øON|÷UHWLP�2NXOX 

10. $KPHW�6H]HU�øON|÷UHWLP�2NXOX 

11. $OL�)XDW�&HEHVR\�øON|÷UHWLP�2NXOX 

12. $OL�)XDW�*�YHQ�øON|÷UHWLP�2NXOX 

13. $OL�5Õ]D�øON|÷UHWLP�2NXOX 

14. $WD�øON|÷UHWLP�2NXOX 

15. $WDW�UN�øON|÷UHWLP�2NXOX 

16. Avukat Mail Büyükerman 

øON|÷UHWLP�2NXOX 

17. %DWWDOJD]L�øON|÷UHWLP�2NXOX 

18. Cengiz TRSHO�øON|÷UHWLP�2NXOX 

19. '�U��+DOLO�$NNXUW�øON|÷UHWLP�2NXOX 

20. 'XPOXSÕQDU�øON|÷UHWLP�2NXOX 

21. (PLQH�&DKLGH�.DUDDOL�øON|÷UHWLP�
Okulu 

22. (UHQN|\�øON|÷UHWLP�2NXOX 

23. (UWX÷UXOJD]L�øON|÷UHWLP�2NXOX 

24. )DWLK�6XOWDQ�0HKPHW�øON|÷UHWLP�
Okulu 

25. +DOLO�<DVLQ�øON|÷UHWLP�2NXOX 

26. +DYDFÕODU�øON|÷UHWLP�2NXOX 

27. +�UUL\HW�øON|÷UHWLP�2NXOX 

28. øEUDKLP�.DUDR÷ODQR÷OX�øON|÷UHWLP�
Okulu 

29. øNLH\O�O�øON|÷UHWLP�2NXOX 

30. øOKDQ�hQ�J�U�øON|÷UHWLP�2NXOX 

31. øVWLNODO�øON|÷UHWLP�2NXOX 

32. .D]ÕP�.DUDEHNLU�øON|÷UHWLP�2NXOX 

33. .ÕOÕoDUVODQ�øON|÷UHWLP�2NXOX 

34. .RUJ�/�WI��$NGHPLU�øON|÷UHWLP�
Okulu 

35. .XUWXOXú�øON|÷UHWLP�2NXOX 

36. 0DUú�)HY]L�dDNPDN�øON|÷UHWLP�
Okulu 

37. 0HKPHW�$NLI�(UVR\�øON|÷UHWLP�
Okulu 

38. 0HKPHW�$OL�<DVLQ�øON|÷UHWLP�
Okulu 

39. 0HKPHW�*HGLN�øON|÷UHWLP�2NXOX 

40. 0HKPHWoLN�øON|÷UHWLP�2NXOX 

41. 0HODKDW�hQ�J�U�øON|÷UHWLP�2NXOX 

42. 0HWLQ�6|QPH]�øON|÷UHWLP�2NXOX 

43. MilOL�=DIHU�øON|÷UHWLP�2NXOX 

44. 0LPDU�6LQDQ�øON|÷UHWLP�2NXOX 

45. 0LWKDWSDúD�øON|÷UHWLP�2NXOX 

46. 0XDOOD�=H\UHN�øON|÷UHWLP�2NXOX 

47. 0XUDW�$WÕOJDQ�øON|÷UHWLP�2NXOX 

48. 1DPÕN�.HPDO�øON|÷UHWLP�2NXOX 

49. 1DVUHWWLQ�+RFD�øON|÷UHWLP�2NXOX 

50. 2UJ�+DOLO�6|]HU�øON|÷UHWLP�2NXOX 

51. 3RUVXN�øON|÷UHWLP Okulu 

52. 6X]DQ�*�UFDQOÕ�øON|÷UHWLP�2NXOX 

53. ùHKLW�$OL�*DIIDU�2NNDQ�øON|÷UHWLP�
Okulu 

54. ùHNHU�øON|÷UHWLP�2NXOX 

55. 7(,�$OSDUVODQ�øON|÷UHWLP�2NXOX 

56. 7XQDOÕ�øON|÷UHWLP�2NXOX 

57. hON��øON|÷UHWLP�2NXOX 

58. 9DOL�%DKDHWWLQ�*�QH\�øON|÷UHWLP�
Okulu 

59. 9DOL�0�Q�U�5DLI��øON|÷UHWLP�2NXOX� 
60. Yavu]�6HOLP�øON|÷UHWLP�2NXOX 

61. <HQLNHQW�øON|÷UHWLP�2NXOX 

62. =L\D�*|NDOS�øON|÷UHWLP�2NXOX 
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APPENDIX E 

 

Schools Participated to the Pilot Study 

 

 

1. dDPOÕFD�7LFDUHW�2GDVÕ�øON|÷UHWLP�2NXOX 

2. )DKUL�*�QD\�øON|÷UHWLP�2NXOX 

3. øVPHW�3DúD�øON|÷UHWLP�2NXOX 

4. 6DPL�6LSDKL�øON|÷UHWLP�2Nulu 

5. 3LORW�%LQEDúÕ�$OL�7HNLQ�øON|÷UHWLP�2NXOX 
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APPENDIX F 

The relationship Between Aims and Objectives of  the 5th Grade English Course Curriculum 

 

 

 

1-Türkçe’den 
EDúND�
dillerin de 
ROGX÷XQXQ�
IDUNÕQD�
varabilme. 

2-�<DEDQFÕ�
dili 
|÷UHQPHye 
istekli olma. 
 

3-�<DEDQFÕ�
GLOGH�LOHWLúLP�
kurmaya 
istekli olma. 
 

4-�g÷UHQGL÷L�
\DEDQFÕ�GLOLQ�
Türkçe’den 
IDUNOÕ�VHVOHUH�
sahip 
ROGX÷XQX�
kavrayabilme 

5-�g÷UHQGL÷L�
\DEDQFÕ�GLOLQ�
tonlama ve 
telaffuzunu 
kavrayabilme 
 

6-�g÷UHQGL÷L�
\DEDQFÕ�GLOLQ�
NDOÕSODUÕQÕ�
kuralÕQD�
uygun olarak 
kullanabilme. 

7-�g÷UHQGL÷L�
\DEDQFÕ�GLOL�
günlük 
hayatta 
kullanabilme 
 

8-�g÷UHQGL÷L�
dilde düzeyine 
uygun 
GL\DORJODUÕ�
okuyabilme. 
 

9-�g÷UHQGL÷L�
dilde düzeyine 
uygun 
GL\DORJODUÕ�
anlayabilme 
 

10-�g÷UHQGL÷L�
\DEDQFÕ�
dildeki sözcük 
ve cümleleri 
yazabilme. 
 

��'�]H\LQH�X\JXQ�F�POHOHUGH�JHoHQ�NDYUDPODUÕQ�DQODP�ELOJLVL� 
 

          
��dHYUHVLQGHNL�LQVDQODUOD�øQJLOL]FH�RODUDN�VHODPODúDELOPH� 
 

          
3. Ad-VR\DG�YH�\Dú�VRUDQ�VRUX�F�POHOHUL�NXUXS�FHYDS�YHUHELOPH           
4. Emir cümlelerini uygulayabilme. 
 

          
5. Düzeyine uygun soru cümlelerine cevap verebilme. 
 

          
���³9DUGÕU´�NDOÕEÕQÕ�NDYUD\DELOPH� 
 

          
���7HNLO�YH�oR÷XO�NHOLPHOHUOH�F�POH�NXUDELOPH 
 

          
���$\ODUÕQ�LVLPOHUL�ELOJLVL 
 

          
���³1HUHGH´�VRUX�NDOÕEÕ�ELOJisi. 
 

          
����%HOOL�EDúOÕ�VÕIDWODU�ELOJLVL� 
 

          
11. Hava durumunu basit cümlelerle anlatabilme 
 

          
����g÷UHQGL÷L�VÕIDWODUÕ�NXOODQDUDN�F�POH�NXUDELOPH� 
 

          
����³.LP´"�VRUX�NDOÕEÕ�ELOJLVL� 
 

          
����³<DSDELOPH´�NDOÕEÕQÕ�Navrayabilme. 
 

          
����%HOOL�EDúOÕ�PHVOHNOHU�ELOJLVL� 
 

          
����'�]H\LQH�X\JXQ�F�POHOHUL�NXUDOÕQD�X\JXQ�\D]DELOPH� 
 

          
����*HQLú�]DPDQ�JUDPHU�\DSÕVÕQÕQ�WHPHO�|]HOOLNOHULQL�
kavrayabilme. 

          
����*HQLú�]DPDQ�JUDPHU�LOH�F�POH�NXUDELlme. 
 

          
19. Saat bilgisi 
 

          
20. Düzeyine uygun cümleler kurabilme. 
 

          
����³ùLPGLNL�]DPDQ´�JUDPHU�\DSÕVÕQÕ�WHPHO�|]HOOLNOHULQL�
kavrayabilme. 

          
����³ùLPGLNL�]DPDQ´�JUDPHU�\DSÕVÕ�LOH�F�POH�NXUDELOPH� 
 

          
23. “Nerelisin”?  sorusunu sorup cevap verebilme. 
 

          
����g÷UHQGL÷L�]DPDQ�YH�NDOÕSODUÕ�GL\DORJODUGD�NXOODQDELOPH�           
25. Onar onar sayabilme (yüze kadar). 
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    APPENDIX  G 

Determining Structural and Performance Objectives 

 

6D\ÕQ�PHVOHNWDúÕP��DúD÷ÕGDNL����6ÕQÕI�øQJLOL]FH�'HUV�3URJUDPÕQD�DLW�|]HO�DPDoODUÕ�
SHUIRUPDQV�YH�VWUXFWXUH�RODUDN�GH÷HUOHQGLUPHQL]�EHNOHQPHNWHGLU��'H÷HUOHQGLUPHOHULQL]L�

LOJLOL�DODQD��[��LúDUHWL�NR\DUDN�EHOLUOH\LQL]� 
 

 Structure  
 

Performance 

1.Düzeyine uygun cümlelerde gHoHQ�NDYUDPODUÕQ�DQODP�ELOJLVL 
 

  

��dHYUHVLQGHNL�LQVDQODUOD�øQJLOL]FH�RODUDN�VHODPODúDELOPH� 
 

  

3.Ad-VR\DG�YH�\Dú�VRUDQ�VRUX�F�POHOHUL�NXUXS�FHYDS�YHUHELOPH 

 

  

4. Emir cümlelerini uygulayabilme. 

 

  

5. Düzeyine uygun soru cümlelerine cevap verebilme. 

 

  

���³9DUGÕU´�NDOÕEÕQÕ�NDYUD\DELOPH� 
 

  

���7HNLO�YH�oR÷XO�NHOLPHOHUOH�F�POH�NXUDELOPH 
 

  

���$\ODUÕQ�LVLPOHUL�ELOJLVL 
 

  

���³1HUHGH´�VRUX�NDOÕEÕ�ELOJLVL� 
 

  

����%HOOL�EDúOÕ�VÕIDWODU�ELOJLVL� 
 

  

11. Hava durumunu basit cümlelerle anlatabilme 

 

  

����g÷UHQGL÷L�VÕIDWODUÕ�NXOODQDUDN�F�POH�NXUDELOPH� 
 

  

����³.LP´"�VRUX�NDOÕEÕ�ELOJLVL� 
 

  

����³<DSDELOPH´�NDOÕEÕQÕ�NDYUD\DELOPH� 
 

  

����%HOOL�EDúOÕ�PHVOHNOHU�ELOJLVL� 
 

  

����'�]H\LQH�X\JXQ�F�POHOHUL�NXUDOÕQD�X\JXQ�\D]DELOPH� 
 

  

����*HQLú�]DPDQ�JUDPHU�\DSÕVÕQÕQ�WHPHO�|]HOOLNOHULQL�NDYUD\DELOPH� 
 

  

����*HQLú�]DPDQ�JUDPHU�LOH�F�POH�NXUDELOPH� 
 

  

19. Saat bilgisi 

 

  

20. Düzeyine uygun cümleler kurabilme. 

 

  

����³ùLPGLNL�]DPDQ´�JUDPHU�\DSÕVÕQÕ�WHPHO�|]HOOLNOHULQL�
kavrayabilme. 

  

����³ùLPGLNL�]DPDQ´�JUDPHU�\DSÕVÕ�LOH�F�POH�NXUDELOPH� 
 

  

23. “Nerelisin”?  sorusunu sorup cevap verebilme. 

 

  

����g÷UHQGL÷L�]DPDQ�YH�NDOÕSODUÕ�GL\DORJODUGD�NXOODQDELOPH� 
 

  

25. Onar onar sayabilme (yüze kadar). 
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